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Energetic with energy
Although we are all electronics-minded
people here at Elel<tor and this edition has

a focus on sustainable energy sources and

newways of reducing energy consump-

tion, it's curious and worrying to note that
it took decades until electronics finally
gets utilized to reduce the negative effects

ol and created by, electronics itself. To

be fair, that's the electronics at the heart

of electrical equipment doing the actual

amps guzzling from the walloutlet. lt also

underscores the powerful effect ofgood
electronic design in high-energy consump-

tion systems. Let's consider an indus-

try-grade electric heater with a remote

thermostat'embedded style'. As much as

the microcontroller manufacturers will lil<e

to tell you that their 32-bit XYZ product is

now down to nano-amp standby current

and awake in nanoseconds in response to a

non-maskable interrupt or a l<ey press, you

should not care too much and get down to
programming. Actually one second less of
heater-on time due to smarter program-

ming of the micro will result in a real energy

saving and less carpeteating bythe CFO as

a result of the monthly energy bill (deliv-

ered to him/her by post).

This year's Embedded Systems show

in Ntiremberg was allabout'green
approaches' suitably backed by'rapid
prototyping' - see page 44. On the face of
it, that's a logicalcombination - if you can't
do the programming and prototyping in
'lil<e' under ro minutes including removing

the kit from the plastic blister packaging

you are wasting valuable energy.

lnterfacing microcontrollers to the real

world has never been easier and the
traditional gap between the pale pizza-fed

programmer and the construction engineer
wielding big spanners and 'doing the AC

stuff' seems to vanish rapidly. The dsPlC

board on page 20 and the associated solar

heat collector application on page z6 are

green as can be but fail miserably in terms

of rapid prototyping, so don't tell anyone

and optimise the system programming lil<e

a good engineer should. We're providing

allthe materials and design information to
get you going, like a good publisher should,

and it shall be our silent mutual under-

standing, satisfaction and enjoyment once

the system operates exactly as you want
it and you've experienced a steep learning

curve. Agreed? We put a lot of energy in it
* not all electrical I'm glad to say.

Jan Buiting, Editor
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Corporate information
on Elel<tor magazine.

News & New Products

A monthly roundup of all the latest in

electronics land.

Clean Power from Hyd rogen

Hydrogen appears to be a very promising
candidate for mobile applications so Iet's
have a lool< at what you can actually do
with fuel cells.

dsPlC Control Board

A heavyweight control board for industrial
applications lil<e motor control.

Solar Thermal Energy Regulator

Put this boa rd is at the h u b of you r sola r

collectors, valves, pumps and hot water
storage tanl<s.

Worry-free Drilling

Thirteen pipe and wire locators tested
and compared for their ability to detect
electricalwiring, wood and water pipes

in walls.

Mal<e Room for the Roomba!

At Elel<tor we like to take things apart.
This month a Roomba robot vacuum
cleaner was our unsuspecting victim.

Design Tip: Star LED instead of
incandescent lamp

Caveats and considerations on one for
one replacement, which may not be

feasible in all cases.

Measured again ...

Further investigation into power factor
correction (PFC) of LED lamps - with
worrying results.

Embedded World zoro

A report on the world's largest show

on microcontrollers and embedded
technologies.
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20 dsPlC Control Board
The cantrol board based on the dsPlC3oF6oroA microcontroller'Plus' has been

designed for incorporation into typical industrial electronics applications lil<e

controlling motors or adjustment of static up- or down-converters.

26 Solar Thermal Energy Regulator 58

This board is usefui for regulating installations comprising several sets of solar

collectors with different orientations or configurations with several hot-water
storage tanlcs, requiring severalvalves and pumps to be controlled.

32 Worry-free Drilling
A pipe and wire locator (called stud locator in the USA) can come in very handy 

68

for locating all sorts of things inside walls before you start drilling, including

electrical wiring, pipes, and even joists or studs. We tested thirteen different
madels in the Elektor lab to see what they can (and can't) do and how deep

they can find studs, joists, pipes and wiring inside walls. 
74

48 Cloud Altitude Meter
'AirControl' is a portable instrument indicating cloud altitude by measuring air

temperature and humidity and then silently doing a mass of scientific calcuia-

tions. lt should mal<e an interesting meteorological tool for people who keep

an eye on the sl<y.
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The mal<ing of the dsPlC board (z)

Straight from the Elektor lab, the how-it-
got-designed story ofthe dsPlC control
board featured in this issue.

Cloud Altitude Meter

Here's Aircontrol, a portable instrument
that will tell you the height of the cloud
base straight above you.

ln-vehicle CO, Meter
This fast responding CO, meter for use in

cars reliably detects air conditions that
can lead to loss of concentration. Time to
open a window!

ViSiOLED

An ATMr8 based wireless door opener
using RFID for visitor identification,
with his/her face appearing on an OLED

display.

Colossus - the Rebuild

Resurrected and now on display at
Bletchley Parl<, the r943 computer
with its valve-based XOR functions
that helped crack Enigma encrypted
messages in WWz.

Low-cost
Electric Vehicle Charge Station

Here comes the roadside coin-operated kWh

vending machine; EV owners will lil<e this!

Retronics: Grid Dipper {ca. r95o)

Regular feature
on electronics 'odd & ancient'.

Hexadoku

Our monthly puzzle

with an electronics touch.

Corning Attractions

Next month in Elel<tor magazine.
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NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS

Active cell balancing chip for high-cell-count Li-lon
battery packs
Atmel's new battery management
circuit ATA6870 is claimed to be the
industry's first solution that features

active cell balancing with capacitors
or inductors for high-cell-count Li-

lon batteries supporting supply volt-
ages up to several hundreds volts
such as used in electrical/hybrid vehi-

cles, e-bikes or uninterruptible power

supplies.
The advantage of an active cell bal-

ancing is that it avoids the energY
loss as occurs with passive balancing
methods. The charge is transferred with a shuffle capacitor or inductor from one cell to

another with nearly no losses, leading to higher efficiency and a longer battery life. ln

passive methods, cells of large battery stacks are balanced by discharging overcharged

cells through a resistor.
ln a typical battery pack, no cell is identical to another. The cells differ in the state-

of-chiige, self-discharge rate, cell impedance and capacity, and aging. After several

charge and discharge cycles, this may result in increased voltage differences between

the individual cells. This effect will impact the cells where several cells may no longer

be properly charged, with the possibility of weal< cells being over or undercharged' This

wili decrease the overall lifetime of a battery. Active balancing is a perfect method to

constantly ensure that all the cells have the same state-of-charge.

The new lC monitors up to six battery cells and can be stacked up to 16 times. For the

highest communication robustness between the stacked lCs, the lC features level shift-

ers based on current sources. ln addition, the 4T46870 includes an 8-bit checksum

monitor that helps further increase data communication robustness.

The 4T46870 provides a dedicated AD converter for each battery cell to be monitored.

This enables the device to simultaneously measure the voltage of all cells within one

battery string for precise state-of-charge determination of Li-lon battery cells'

Same as lC, the integrated power supply for the microcontroller can be stacl<ed. Therefore,

the current required to supply the microcontroller can be taken from the top cell and be

fed bacl< into the battery string's bottom cell. As a result, the microcontroller's current con-

sumption will not cause any cell imbalance helping designers save expensive high-voltage

devices. The on-board balancing capability can be used for various balancing techniques

like passive balancing with a resistor or active balancing with a capacitor or an inductor.

www.atmel.com/dyn/ products/product-card.asp?part-id=464t (rooz66-l)

indicate relar,' logic power. lnputs can be

configured to handle a different range of
input voltages. The new kit retails at $49.99'
ln the UK, contact Milford lnstruments or
Spinvent. On the Parallax website, search

for'271 13'.
www. pa ra llax.com

(rooz66-l l)

Dual synchronous buck
regulator for'green'
a ppl ications and batterY-
powered devices
lntersiil's lSL8088 dual synchronous bucl<

provides exceptionally high power conver-

sion efficiency and low quiescent current in

an ultra-small package. The 1518088 is an

800 mA channel dual step-down regulator
rvith iniegrated power MOSFETs. The 2.7V
to 5.5 \" input voltage range and 35 micro-

amps quiescent current make the lSL8088

ideal for battery powered and other'Green
Por",'er' a pplications. The selectable operation

betr,,'een forced PWM mode and automatic

Pl\tlrl'PFl\l mode maximizes battery life.

Featuring a switching frequency as high
as 2.25 1\'lHz, along with internal digital
soft-start and internal compensation, the
lSL8088 can reduce total component count,

cost and overall size for a wide range of
appl ications. External synchronization caPa-

bility up to 4 MHz reduces beat frequencies

in multiple lC systems. lndependent Enable

and PowerCood signals for both channels
provide inherent sequencing capability in

a multi-chip system. Protection features
include peak current limiting, short circuit
protection and thermal shutdown for reli-

able operation under adverse conditions'
The lSL8088 is designed for a wide range

of products including digital cameras, per-

sonal media players, printers, copiers, stor-

age drives, LCD-TVs, set-top boxes, graph-

ics cards and automotive applications. ln

Digital lfO board from
Parallax
The Parallax Digital l/O Board Kit enables your

microcontroller to interface to high voltage

circuits allowing you to read up to 8 opti-
cally isolated inputs and control up to 8 iso-

lated outputs. lnputs can be a voltage from
5-30VDC (AC compatible)and outputs can be

either mechanical or solid state relays that can

switch up to 12 A loads, such as cooling fans,

solenoids, heating elements and more.

Simple parallel input/output control for
ease of use or you can use the serial inter-
face to minimize l/O pin usage. The logic
circuits operate from 3.3 V to 5 V making

8

them compatible with most microcontrol-
lers. The lCs in the kit are all socketed mak-

ing replacement easy should it ever be nec-

essary. 8 green and 8 red LEDs indicate the

status of input and outputs. 2 yellow LEDs

o5-2oio elel<tor



addition, it can be used in portable medi-
cal instrumentation and industrial process
control systems, providing the benefits of
low-cost, flexible operation, low-power and
u ltra-small footprint.
The lSL8088 is available now in compact,
space-saving 1 0-lead DFN pacl<ages.

www.intersil.com/products/deviceinfo.

asp?pn=lSL8o88

(tooz66-lV)

Low resistance current
sense resistors
Providing design engineers with robust
resistive devices capable of withstanding
large surge currents, TT electronics IRC

offers two series of low resistance metal
alloy current sense chip resistors. Desig-
nated the ULR and LRMA Series, the resis-
tors feature a metal strip construction capa-
ble of withstanding high temperatures and
large currents.
The ULR and LRMA resistors are constructed
with a low temperature coefficient resistive
alloy that provides a large mass, or cross sec-

tion, for carrying current when compared
to film-based devices. This large mass is
claimed to provide a robust structure, ena-
bling the resistors to withstand large surge
currents resulting from fault or other tran-
sient conditions that may exist in detection
and protection circuits.
The ULR and LRMA Series resistors are ideal
for use in current sense circuits in power
electronics a nd automotive systems.
The RoHS compliant and halogen free ULR

and LRMA Series resistors feature low TCRs

(50, 75, and 1 00 ppm/"C) and inductance
values. Resistance ranges from 0.5 mO to
100 mO, with power ratings from 1 W to
3 W, depending on device. The ULR Series
resistors are offered in 1 206, 20 1 0 and 251 2

chip sizes, while the LRMA Series devices
are available in 08'15, 1206 and 25i 2 chip
pacl<ages.

www. irctt.com/products.aspx?f rmCategory=zz

(roozz6-V)

NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS

Lotus Evora 4148 hybrid with sound contouring

lntroduced atthe 80th lnternational Ceneva MotorShow, the Lotus Evora 414E Hybrid has a

plug-in series hybrid drive system and new technologies for enhanced driver involvement.
The Lotus Evora 414E Hybrid, so-named because this latest environmentally-focused tech-
nologydemonstratorfrom Lotus Engineering produces414 PS (306 kW)of power, promises
breathtaking performance from a highly efficient propulsion system. The concept show-
cases new developments in plug-in, range-extended electric propulsion, new electronic
technologies to enhance driver involvement, the adaptability of the Lotus Versatile Vehicle
Architecture (WA)that underpinsthe Evora 414E Hybrid and a dramatic new roof system
and interior concept from Lotus Design. Through all of these aspects it ultimately dem-
onstrates the exceptional ability of Lotus Engineering to integrate and develop advanced
technologies for exciting, efficient, high performance niche vehicles.
The range extended electric drive of the Evora 414E Hybrid consists of two electric
motors driving each of the rear wheels independently via single speed geartrain, inte-
grated into a common transmission housing, thus enabling torque vectoring for stabil-
ity control of the vehicle. Electrical power is stored in a lithium polymer battery pack
optimised for energy density, efficiency and high power demand, mounted in the centre
of the vehicle for stability and safety. Additional range is provided bythe Lotus Range

Extender engine, an optimised 1 .2 litre, three-cylinder engine, designed specifically for
series hybrid vehicles. The drivetrain is designed to combine astonishing performance
with efficient, low emissions driving.
Driver involvement is enhanced by the incorporation of HALOsonic lnternal and External
Electronic Sound Synthesis technologies from Lotus and Harman lnternational, which
provide sound contouring within the cabin and improve pedestrian safety outside the
vehicle. lntegrated with the HALOsonic technology, the Evora 414E Hybrid also show-
cases a brand new technology from Lotus Engineering, a sports mode that simulates a
7 speed, paddle shift transmission that combines exceptional driver involvement for a

hybrid sports car and optimised energy recuperation.
The Evora 414E Hybrid has a total hybrid range of over 300 miles (483 kilometres). The
vehicle energy storage system is made up of the latest Lithium Polymer battery chemis-
try providing 17 kwh energy storage capacity. The battery pack is optimised for energy
density, efficiency and high power demand, with over 100 kW discharge capability.
For everyday commuting journeys, up to 35 miles can be travelled using battery power.
The battery can be charged overnight using a conventional domestic mains supply
through a socket concealed by the rear number plate. This permits the vehicle to oper-
ate with zero tailpipe emissions. For longer journeys, exceeding the battery capacity,
the highly efficient range extender engine is used as a generator to supply the motor
with electrical power and top up the battery.

www.lotuscars.co.uk (rooz66-lll)
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NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS

Key British computer innovator to speak
at Britain's first Vintage Computer
Festival in June
One of the leading innovators of British microchip and computing
technology will be a special guest at Britain's first Vintage Com-
puter Festival to be held at The National Museum of Computing
at Bletchley Parl< on 19-20 June 2010.
Sophie Wilson, co-designer of the BBC micro - the machine that
introduced computing to a generation - and developer of the RISC/

ARM processor - the chip at the heart of over 90% of mobile phones

- will tall< about her time and experiences at Acorn, when British
brains led the world in the microcomputer revolution.
"We arethrilled to have Sophie Wilson as a keyspeakeratthisfirst Brit-

ish Vintage Computing Festival," said Simon Hewitt, VCF Programme
Co-ordinator at TNMOC. 'Anyone whose first computing experience
was on a BBC B, and anyone who uses a mobile phone will be familiar
with herwork. This is a rare opportunity to hear her speak."

Hewitt continued: "The list of exhibitors, speakers and special
guests is growing rapidly and we have some excellent surprises
in store. Tickets, costing only f 10, will be going on sale in April
and we will be releasing more news as speakers and exhibitions
are confirmed."
Already other confirmed speakers include Christine Finn, print and
broadcast journalist, and author of Artifacts: an archaeologist's
year in Silicon Valley', ZX Spectrum expert and former games
developer Chris 5mith, and Karl Pantling-James from the Retro
Computer Museum. TNMOC's own system restoration experts
including Tony Sale, leader of the Colossus rebuild project, and
Tony Frazer, project manager of the HarwelI/WITCH computer
restoration, will also be in the line-up.
One of the largest exhibitors will be Acorn World which will also
be there in force with a display including Acorn micros through
the ages, BBC games, a fully working Domesday system, new and
retro software and even a Beeb repair centre where visitors can
bring faulty BBC Micros in hope and expectation of a quick fix.
Retro-gamers will be in their element at the Retro Computer
Museum with an eclectic display of hands-on systems, consoles
and a special gaming competition. Other exhibitors include
Amiga and Atari user groups, the SpectraNet project, the 5un-
down Demoparty team, and the MK Amateur Radio Society.
Media sponsors of the event are ZDNet. Companies interested
in sponsoring other elements ofthe event should contact Kevin
Murrell: email kevin.murrell@tnmoc.org.

The National Museum of Computing at Bletchley Park, an inde-
pendent charity, houses the largest collection of functional
historic computers in Europe, including a rebuilt Colossus, the
world's fi rst electronic programmabte computer.
The Museum complements the Bletchley Park Trust's story of
code breaking up to the Colossus and allows visitors to follow
the development of computing from the ultra-secret pioneer-
ing efforts of the 1940s through the mainframes of the 1960s
and 1970s, and the rise of personal computing in the 1980s. New
working exhibits are regularly unveiled and the public can already
view a rebuilt and fully operational Colossusl, the restoration of
the Harwell /WITCH computer, and an ICL 2966, one of the work-
horse mainframes computers of the 1 980s, plus many of the ear-
liest desktops of the 1 980s and 1990s. The latest display is the
much-talked-about Technology of the Internet gallery.
The Museum has recently launched a Foundation Sponsorship Pro-
gramme for corporate. To date, funders of the Museum include
BCS, PCP Corporation, lBM, NPL, HP Labs, lnsightsoftware.com,
Black Marble, and the School of Computer Science at the Univer-
sity of Hertfordshire.
The Museum is currently open on Thursdays and Saturdays from
1 pm, and on Bank Holidays in spring and summer. Croups may
visit at other times by arrangement.

1 see also "Colossus - the Rebuild" elsewhere in this edition.

Ceneral: www.tnmoc.org Prog ram me: www.tnmoc.org/vcf-g b.aspx

(rooz66-Vll)

Ultra small synchronous
DCIDC converter
Linear Technology Corporation introduces
the LTC3731H, a PolyPhase@ high efficiency
(up to 95%) synchronous DC/DC control-
ler with guaranteed operation for junction
temperatures as high as 140eC offered in
a 5mm x 5mm QFN package. This rugged
DC/DC controller is expandable from 3- to
1 2-phase operation for 60 A to 240 A power

supply designs. The precision +5% output
phase current matching simplifies thermal
management by evenly spreading the heat
among the output stages. Applications
include high current ASIC and FPCA sup-
plies, power distribution buses, automotive
engine control units and network servers.
The LTC3731 can be configured as a buck
or boost converter and operates with all
N-channel MOSFETs from an input volt-
age ranging from 4.5 V to 28 V. The power-

ful onboard gate drivers minimize MOSFET

switching losses and allow the use of multi-
ple MOSFETs connected in parallel. A fixed
operating frequency can be programmed
for each phase from 250 kHz to 600 kHz or
can be synchronized to an external clock
with its phase'locked loop (PLL). The device's
minimum on-time of just 1 10 ns makes the
LTC373'l idealfor high step-down ratio appli-
cations. The reference voltage maintains +2%

accuracy over the full -40'qto 1 40qC operat-
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.40"C to 140"C Jdnetion lenf A\sfttion

Upto i
12 Phasesi

ing junction tem-
perature range.

ll!,,*u The LTC3731 H

incorporates
your a powef SaV-
0 5v b5-25!b:#ifi;,^ ing Stage Shed-

dingrM technique
to increase the
efficiency and
improve battery
life at light loads
by eliminating

the gate charging losses and switching losses of two of its out-
put stages. Additional features include current mode control,
programmable soft start, short-circuit and overload protection
as well as adjustable soft-start.
The LTC3731 is now available in a 32-lead 5mm x 5mm QFN
pacl<age as well as a 36-pin SSOP pacl<age.

www.linear.com (rooz66-Vl)

CMOS linear
VLDO regulator
also for >1 amp, <1 volt

ON Semiconductor has extended its product portfolio with the
introduction of five new CMOS linearvoltage regulatorfamilies.
The NCP69x families are optimized for use in low current con-
sumption portable battery-powered and 'always on' applica-
tions such as cable modems, satellite receivers, digital-set-top
boxes and electricity meters.

The NCP690,
NCP691, and
NCP692 are Very
Low Dropout
(VLDO) 1 A reg-
ulator devices
available with an

adjustable out-
put voltage from
5.0 V down to
1.25 V or in fixed
voltage versions.
The devices offer
a power supply
rejection ratio
(PSRR) of 62 dB,

low quiescent
current (145 pA typical) and low noise (50 pVrms) operation, as

well as short circuit and thermal protection. They have greatly
enhanced electro-static discharge (ESD) protection of 4 kV com-
pared to standard CMOS LDOs and are designed to be utilized
with low cost ceramic capacitors. The NCP691 includes an enable-

low function, while the NCP692 has an enable-High function.
The NCP693 1 A regulator operates with a supply current of only
65 pA at no load, and a standby mode with a supply current less

than 0.15 trrA, selected by a chip enable pin. Standard voltage
versions are 0.8 V, 1 .0 V, 1.2V,2.5 V and 3.3 V. This series is

elel<tor o5-201o

THE HIGHEST PERFORMANCE
PC OSCILLOSCOPE

350 MHz BANDWIDTH
5 GS/s SAMPLINC

UP TO 1 GS MEMORY

4 Channel oscilloscope with spectrum analyzer

Built-in arbitrary waveform generator

CAN bus decoding

Advanced triggering

Mask limit testing

Full math and measurement funclions

High Speed USB connection

Easy'to-use software

SDK for major third party applications

Five-year warranty

All included, from only {2995
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complemented by the NCP694, which is an

Ultra Low Dropout (ULDO) 1 A regulator for
applications where there is a small differen-
tial between the input and output voltage.
It offers -3 mV (typical) load regulation, and

a 60 pA (typical)quiescent current. A ripple
rejection of 70 dB (typical), along with a cur-

rent limit and thermal protection mal<es this
a very robust and versatile device. lt is avail-

able in an adjustable version with a mini-
mum output voltage of 1.0 V and in fixed
voltage options of 0.8 V '1.0 V, 1 .2V,2.5V,
and 3.3 V.

The NCP690, NCP691 and NCP692 are all

offered in 6-lead, 3 mm x 3 mm DFN pack-

ages. The NCP693 comes in a 1.8 x 2.0 mm
DFN pacl<age. The NCP694 is housed in 6-

pin HSON and 5-pin SOT-89 packages.

http:/iwww.onsemi.com (rooz66-Vlll)

Cache-ln-Trash-Out
events and the Magellan
eXplorist GC

Magellan, new eXplorist
CC is said to be the

first dedicated
CPS device for
geocaching
that includes
out-of-the-box
paperless geo-
caching, pre-
loaded with
the most pop-
ular geocaches

in the world, a

brilliant col-
our Screen,
rich graphics
and an easy to
use interface
all packed
into a rugged

and waterproof
device, that con-

nects seamlessly
to www.geocaching.

com. The Magellan eXplorist CC will ship
in April.

Ceocaching is a high-tech version of a

'treasure hunt', where adventure seekers

use CPS technology to hide and find physi-

cal objects, solve location-based puzzles,

and share experiences online. Ceocaching is

enjoyed by people of all ages and promotes

a strong sense of community and support
for the environment.
The Magellan eXplorist CC CPS receiver is

made exclusively for geocaching with an

intuitive interface and the ability to sort
and search thousands of geocaches. The

device has multiple fun and familiar graph-

ics, such as smiley faces for logs and merit-
based awards to show off your geocaching

expertise.
Powered by two AA batteries, the device
can provide up to 1 8 straight hours of out-
door adventure along with a highly-sensi-
tive SiRFstarlll CPS chipset that provides

3-meter accuracy. Ceocachers can eas-

ily mark finds and quickly add field notes.

Additionally, the product comes pre-loaded
with common outdoor CPS features such as

waypoint creation, a worldwide basemap,

active tracking and trip odometer.
The Magellan eXplorist CC CPS device will
be introduced at an M.S.R.P. of $199.99. The

unit will ship with a USB cable and 2 lithium
disposable AA batteries. With the purchase

of a Magellan eXplorist CC CPS device cus-

tomers will receive a 30-day free premium
membership to geocaching.com.

www.magellangps.com/exploristgc

www.geocaching.com

www. magella ng ps.com

(rooz66-X)

dsPlC33F'GS series' Digital Signal Controllers for
digital power supplies
Microchip announces the expan-
sion of its '16-bit dsPlC@ Digital
Signal Controller (DSC) portfo-
lio for digital power-conversion
applications. Microchip's 1 6-bit
dsPlC33F'CS' Series DSCs provide
on-chip peripherals specifically
designed for high-performance,
digital power supplies. On-chip
digital power peripherals include
high-speed pulsewidth modula-
tors (PWMs), ADCs and analogue
comparators. The newly expanded
dsPlC33F'CS'family supports applications such as induction cooking, uninterruptable
power supplies, solar and pure sine-wave inverters, intelligent battery chargers, power

factor correction, HID lighting, fluorescent lighting, LED lighting, and AC-DC and DG

DC power converters.
These new DSCs provide up to fourtimes the memory, compared to Microchip's exist-

ing SMPS & Digital Power Conversion families. Additionally, these flexible DSCs can be

configured for a variety of topologies, giving power-supply designers the complete
freedom to optimise for specific product applications. The eight new DSCs offer up

to 18 channels of PWMs with 'l ns resolution, enabling an unprecedented number of

completely independent digital control loops.

The eight new dsPlC33F 'CS' series digital-power DSCs enable digital control loops

with 12 to 18 high-speed, 1ns resolution PWMs and one or two 10-bit, on-chip ADCs,

providing 2 to 4 million samples per second (MSPS) for low latency and high-resolution

control. They range from 64 to 100 pins and 32 to 64 KB Flash memory. These DSCs

feature interactive peripherals that both minimize the intervention of the processor and

are able to handle the real-time needs of high-speed current-mode control.
The dsPlC33F "GS" series DSCs are supported by the MPLAB@ lntegrated Development

Environment, MPLAB C Compiler for dsPlC DSCs, MPLAB 5lM 30 Software Simulator'

MPLAB ICD 3 ln-Circuit Debugger and MPLAB REAL ICE* ln-Circuit Emulation System.

For advanced development, Microchip's Explorer 16 Development Board (part #
DM240001) can be used with the Bucl</Boost Converter PlCtail'" Plus Daughter Board

(part # AC164133). A new dsPlC33F "C5" series Plug-in Module (part # MA330024) is

available today for the Explorer 1 6, which enables development with this new DSC fam-

ily; specifically, the 
.l 
00-pin dsPlC33FJ64C561 0.

www.microchip.com (rooz66-lX)
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How to Get a Large Scre€h, Modern
Digital Oscilloscope Without the Hefty
Price Tag (and No, it's NOTa USB scopel
There are 10 reasons why you should request your free information pack to find out how

8. Easy to save & store screen gr4b! a4djvay€ el Reference traces
are great for instant comparison of wavefoms and Screenscope has four
of these and with its USB host port, so you can load or save them
extemally. With a click you can also do a screen grab to a BMP file to
give you a WYSIWYG of your entire screen, which is great for inclusion
into reporls or just to save a view that is complete with all settings visible.

9. Long term investment: Even though it weighs just 0.95kg, it's rugged,
reliable, compact and designed for a long useful life. Also, it's easy to
store and always ready for use when required.

10. Save money:

Without al1 those plastic controls and by separating the screen from the

instrument you get a better scope that costs less...saving you money.

Email:
info@screenscopetraces.com now for your free information

pack. It will give you the information you need to get a system that's

easier to operate... more efficient... faster..and less

expensive too.

And visit our website www. Screenscopetraces. com

you can replace your current oscilloscope and enjoy greater speed, efficiency, ease-of-use
and convenience! And the good news
is it's surprisingly affordable...

S{)\'{ETHING NEW has been introduced in oscilloscopes. And plenty of
-.ers from hobbyists to engineers have proven to themselves how it brings
., em important benefits.

.,: trnd out how you can benefit, simply email us at

::tofg!screenscopeffaces.com for no obligation information on one of the
::s est developments in oscilloscopes - The Screenscope SSC-A53 1 : a
jit\IHz real-time stand alone oscilloscope with a difference. It walks you
::lough these advantages:

l. -{ffordable & Large Clear Display: Until now you simply couldn't
:,"r e a stand alone oscilloscope with a large screen
.r ithout breaking your bank. Screenscope solves this
::oblem by letting you use a standard computer monitor
. -.r its display. You can pick up a very low cost LCD
:rLrnitor these days so you can now look at a large screen

:-rther than trying to decipher the signals from a tiny
.--reen. (comparable to watching TV on a plasma vs a 9

::ch screen)

l. Easy to get started: The main unit is a compact box
'r ith just three BNC sockets on the front panel, but no knobs. You'll find a
-.;deo socket on the back panel which connects to that nice big monitor.
lhis means all you need to do is plug a monitor! mouse and power
jirectly into the unit and it's up and running in seconds. No computer
::quired. No software to install.

-1. Perfect for virtually any monitor: You can use Screenscope with any
nonitor. It doesn't matter if it's an old CRT, or a brand new LCD
,r idescreen. This means: you can take it anywhere, there's always a

:ronitor somewhere these days. Just plug it in, switch it on and you're
:eady to go.

.{. Fun to use: All controls are graphical on the screen. They are well laid
rrut &nd inutively easy to use. You can click controls or grab and drag
:races, markers, trig levels and position directly, and you've got a large
rlaying field, all of which makes screenscope a joy to use.

5. Less hassle saves time: No more hddling around with those plastic
controls, knobs and menu buttons. Not to mention those controls that
double as different functions when some options are selected.

6, It is NOT a USB oscilloscope: The problem with USB oscilloscopes is
r ou need to install software directly onto the computer - and you can then
.rnly use it from your computer. Electronic workbenches can get messy, so
'" ou don't want a big complrter sitting there just to get a big screen.

l. Classy 50MHz real-time scope with lots of features: As well as the
normal scope functions you get automeasures, and a nice set of manual
neasurement markers, all with easy to see readouts on screen. It has FFT
;nd you can perform maths between channels and/or trace memories. At
slorver timebases, Screenscope operates like a chart recorder where you
see sampies being displayed immediately when they are taken. This mode
.-an log continuous data to a USB memory stick. qrr$Bll$rrgE
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Clean Power from Hydrogen
Lir!,.,r ,r,,.

i'' 
,l
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It appears that the worldwide demand for energy will continue to
rise. Worldwide energy consumption in 2008 was 474 exajoules
(474x1018J) I1l, which amounts to a constant daily consumption
of 15 terawatts (1 5 x 101'z W). Worldwide energy consumption is

expected to increase by 54% between 
.l 
995 and 2015. This results

for the most part from rising consumption in Asian countries, with
an anticipated increase of 129"/". Of course, this is mainly due to
the fact that the per capita energy consumption in countries such
as lndia and China is among the lowest in the world and that these
countries expect to achieve very strong economic growth, which
goes hand in hand with a strong increase in energy demand.
Per capita energy consumption in the Western countries is already
very high. For instance, the USA accounts for approximately 29% of
worldwide energy consumption, despite the fact that its population
is only about 5% of the total world population. The industrial and
transportation sectors consume enormous amounts of fuel. The
majority of this (around 80 to 90%) consists of oil and gas. The rest
comes from nuclear energy and sustainable energy generated from
natural sources, such as wind, water and sunlight.

Fossil fuels
At the start ofthe lndustrial Revolution in the late eighteenth century,
the main sources of energy were oil and coal. We need energy in our
daily lives to run our central heating systems, refrigerators, televi-
sion sets, PCs and cars. All ofthese systems and devices need energy,
which is largely provided by fossil fuels. Our central heating systems
run on natural gas, our household appliances run on electricity gener-

ated by power plants that operate primarily coal or natural gas, and
our cars run on petrol. Our society is almost entirely oriented toward
energy from fossil fuels.

However, these energy sources will not last forever. At some point
the oilwells will be pumped dry, the gas deposits will be exhausted,

14

By Thijs Beckers (Elel<tor Netherlands Editorial)

Sustainable energy is what everyone wants nowadays, but what's the best solution? The options include

storing energy in large batteries, hydroelectric power plants with water reservoirs, and hydrogen, but

there's still no clear answerto this question. Hydrogen appears to be a very promising candidate for

mobile applications. Several car manufacturers already have prototype 'hydrogen cars' driving around,

powered by fuel cells. Let's have a lool< at what you can actually do with fuel cells.

and all the coal will have been mined - and what will we do then? ln
response to this pressing question, innumerable projects and stud-
ies for the development or exploitation of new energy sources have
been launched, including cold nuclear fusion, solar energy, biofuels,
wind energy, and what have you.

Alternatives
ln principle, the amount of energy from the sun that 'bombards'
the earth is more than adequate to meet all of our energy needs
for the next hundred years. However, we have not yet developed
a perfect method for converting this energy into a usable form.
Although solar cells are becoming more and more efficient, it still
takes a considerable amount of energy to produce them, and most
of this energy still comes from fossil fuels.

There's also the question of how to store this sustainable energy. One
way to do this in a 'green' manner is to store it in the form of hydro-
gen. There are presently a good number of tricl<y issues here, but con-
siderable effort is currently being put into developing suitable storage
options and a practical infrastructure for hydrogen as a fuel.

H,
Hydrogen is a naturally occurring substance that tal<es the form
of hydrogen molecules (Hr) consisting of two hydrogen atoms. lt
is a gas at room temperature and normal pressure, with a density
of 0.084 grams per litre.

This mal<es it approximately 14 times lighter than air. Hydrogen is

the lightest and smallest of all elements. As a result, it can easily
pass through porous materials and even through metals such as

platinum, which is a characteristic that requires special attention
in storage systems. Hydrogen forms an explosive mixture with air
and gaseous chlorine, but pure hydrogen is very stable.

o5-2oro elel<tor
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Hydrogen
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Electrolysis
Hydrogen can be produced in several ways. The most common

method is to use an electric currentto decompose water into hydro-

gen and oxyllen. This process is called electrolysis, and it works as

follows. Two electrodes are placed in an electrolyte: first an anode,

which is connected to the positive terminal of an external voltage

source, and second a cathode, which is connected to the negative

terminal of the voltage source. These electrodes are made from a

metal that is not altered by the electrolytic process, but instead acts

as a catalystforthe process. Platinum is often used forthis PurPose'

The surface characteristics ofthe electrode have a strong effect on

the amount of hydrogen that is released.

A DC current is used for electrolysis. There are several options for

the voltage source, such as a battery or a solar cell. An electrolyte,

such as sodium sulphate (Nar5Or), must first be added to the water

to provide ions so that a current can flow, since pure water is a

very poor conductor of electricity. Oxygen (Or) forms at the anode

(which is connected to the positive voltage), while hydrogen forms

at the cathode. Due to the supply of electrodes to the cathode (neg-

ative voltage), the following reaction occurs at the cathode:

2HrO+2e--Hz+2OH-

The hydrogen formed at the cathode rises through the liquid and

can be captured. The hydroxyl ions (OH-) formed at the cathode are

used in the reaction that occurs at the anode' The following reaction

occurs there due to the shortage of electrons (positive voltage):

4OH-- Or+2l1rQ+A,s-

The oxygen formed at the anode also rises through the liquid and

can be captured.

elektor o5-201o

The reaction at the anode requires twice as many OH- ions as are

formed at the cathode. This means that two hydrogen atoms are

released for every oxygen atom that is released. ln other words, the
process produces twice as much hydrogen as oxygen.

Fuel cells
The process ofelectrolysis is reversed in a fuel cell. The reverse reac-

tion yields an electric current, along with pure water as a by-prod-

uct. Here again an electrolyte is necessary to allow the reaction to

occur. ln fuel cells, the electrolyte tal<es the form of a special mem-

brane. The fuel cells we examined for this article (described below)

are all of the type called'PEM fuel cells', where'PEM'stands for
'proton exchange membrane'. The advantage of this type of fuel

cell is that it can operate at room temperature. There are now many

other types offuel cells that operate under other conditions' includ-

ing some that operate at much higher temperatures l2l.

The membrane of a PEM fuel cell is made from Nafion. This is a pol-

ymer with a molecular structure so dense that only hydrogen ions

can pass through the material; oxygen ions are held bacl<. On each

side of the membrane, there is an electrode consisting of a carbon

mat with a coating of vapour-deposited platinum. The anode side

receives a continuous stream of hydrogen, while the cathode side

receives a continuous stream of oxygen. The platinum catalyst splits

the arriving hydrogen molecules into hydrogen ions according to
the following formula:

Hr+)l)'+)2-

The electrons are absorbed immediately by the electrode. They pass

through the connected external load and arrive at the cathode. The

positively charged hydrogen ions diffuse through the membrane

to the cathode, where they react with the released oxygen ions to

produce water according to the following formula:

15
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1/zOr+2H-+2e--HzO

The electrons necessary for this reaction are supplied by the cath-
ode. ln this way, the membrane allows hydrogen and oxygen to
combine and form water in a clever manner without any visible
combustion or explosion.

The voltage generated by this type of fuel cell is usually between
0.6 and 0.9 V. which is too low for most applications. For this rea-
son, it is common practice to connect severalfuel cells in series in
order to obtain the required voltage. The required current capacity
is achieved by ensuring that each cell has sufficient surface area.

Try it yourself
It's now relatively easy to perform your own experiments with fuel
cells, since a number of l<its are available commercially. They are
primarily intended to be used for educational purposes in order
to explain the concept of sustainable energy. We put several kits
through their paces and examined what they could do (caution:
most of the fuel cells concerned are intended to be used with the
accompanying kit, but not for other experiments. Otherwise the
warranty is rendered void).

Fischertechnil<
We received the Hydro Cell Kitfrom Fischertechnik l3l. This kit con-
sists of an integrated unit containing a PEM fuel cell, watertank and
gas reservoir; a solar panel; and some fastening hardware. This kit
is actually an accessory for the Eco Tech kit from Fischertechnil<, in

which ten different constructions operate from solar power. With
the combination of the two kits, the fuel cell can be used for elec
trolysis in order to buffer the solar energy by storing it in the form of
hydrogen gas. When the solar panel does not receive enough light,
the fuel cell can be used to generate electricity from the hydrogen
gas. This combination illustrates precisely what is expected from a

sustainable solution to our virtually insatiable demand for energy.

r6

Heliocentris
We received lhe Dr FuelCell Science Klt from Heliocentris tal, a com-
pany that specialises in fuel cells. This very extensive l<it comes with
four books full of theory, explanations and instructions for experi-
ments and measurements, which are clearly oriented toward educa-

tional use. The kit has a separate unit for electrolysis and storing the
hydrogen and oxygen, a solar panel to supply power for electrolysis,
a PEM fuel cell for DIY assembly, and a measuring unit with several
different loads. The kit also includes a methanol fuel cell, which we
ignored during our tests. This l<it includes everything you need for
experimenting with sustainable energy solutions.

Eitech
Eitech Isl sent us their Construction Sef C30. This l<it includes instruc-
tions for building three different structures powered by a hefty PEM

fuel cell. A special feature of this kit is that it comes with a small
canister holding 20 litres of hydrogen gas, which can also be refilled

(but only by the manufacturer, unfortunately). This l<it is not suitable
for generating your own hydrogen. There is a booklet with a concise
explanation of how it allworks, and from the specifications alone

o5-2oio elel<tor
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you can see that this fuel cell is more powerful than those in the
other l<its. All in all, this is an excellent choice for. Dly experiments.

Kosmos
Kosmos 16l sent us their Brennstoffzelle C/ossrc ('Classic Fuel Cell'). This
kit also includes a reversible PEM fuel cell, which means that it can
be used to generate hydrogen or to generate electricity. Here the
fuel cell is used to power a small car using hydrogen as the fuel.

not as user-friendly or convenient as the others, but it works. The
fuel cell has the lowest power output of the lot, which is obviously
due to the relatively small surface area of the membrane.

Horizon
We also included the Hydrocorfrom Horizon Fuel CellTechnologies
in our test. This kit is similar to the Kosmos kit in terms of content,
but the documentation is not nearly as extensive.

Everything necessary for performing experiments, such as hoses,
cables, a gas canister, a multimeter and a solar panel, are included in
the kit. The extensive assembly instructions also include a detailed
description of the operating principle of the fuel cell (and the solar
cell). Highly educational.

Franzis
f he Lernpoket Experimente mit der Brennstoffzelle ('Learning Kit for
Fuel Cell Experiments') from Franzis I7l contains the components nec-
essary for making your own fuel cell. With a bit of patience, you can
assemble the small cell in 15 minutes. However, you have to mal<e
the fuel (hydrogen) yourself. Along with several other experiments,
this is described in the accompanying user guide. This approach is

A few measurements
Naturally, the first thing we wanted to know about the fuel cells is
how they actually performed in practice. For this reason, we made
several measurements intended to clearly show the power and
energy characteristics of the fuel cells at a glance. We connected
the fuel cells to several different loads in order to obtain an idea of
how much power they could supply.
Determining the efficiency is more difficult because it is necessary
to l<now exactly how much energy in total is used to generate the
hydrogen. However, some of the l<its specify that both reservoirs
(oxygen and hydrogen) must be completely full in order to obtain
maximum power. This results in the generation of more hydrogen
than can be held in the hydrogen reservoir, so it bubbles out ofthe
reservoir and is lost. Consequently, the energy that is used can never
be fully recovered, which makes the efficiency appear worse than
it actually is.

Figures 1a and 1b show the output power of the kits versus
time (during which the amount of fuel in the reservoir gradually
decreases). Due to the low voltage generated by the cells, the loads
have low resistance: 4 Q for the first measurement and 1 .2 e for the
second measurement. With such low load resistances, cable resist-
ance and contact resistance also become important factors. For
instance, the measurements with a 1 .2-e load were actually made
with a 1-O load resistor; the remaining 0.2 O came from the cable
a nd contact resistances.
With most of the cells, the output power remained fairly constant
until it dropped abruptly when the fuel was used up. The cells from

17
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Eitech and Franzis were fuelled with hydrogen from the gas canister

of the Eitech l<it and therefore delivered a constant power level. Only

the fuel cell in the Kosmos l<it showed a slowly decreasing power

level. This is probably related to the construction of the water res-

ervoir and gas storage unit. The relative high power of the Eitech

fuel cell is also remarl<able - nearly three times as large as most
of the other cells. With its two membranes, this fuel cell also has a

considerably larger surface area. By contrast, the power output of
the self-assembly fuel cell from Francis was rather low. Of course,

this is partly due to the small surface area of the membrane, but it
could also be partly due to the cell design intended for DIY assem-

bly, which results in higher contact resistance and reduces the over-

all performance.

Figures 2a and 2b show the amount of energy used by the fuel cells

for electrolysis (indicated as 'U') and the amount of energy gen-

erated by the fuel cells (indicated as 'C') with different loads (4 O

and 1.2 fL), combined in a single chart for each resistance value.

Of course, this does not include the Eitech and Franzis fuel cells

because they are not designed to generate hydrogen. Only the out-
put energy is shown for these two fuel cells on the charts.
The energy input was stopped when the reservoirs were full.
Depending on the individual kit, the total energy input for fuel gen-
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Figure 1a/1 b. The output power of the fuel cells drops abruptly when the fuel supply is used up.

Power into 1,
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eration was 250 to 300 joules. The total energy output with a 4-ohm
load ranged from 75 joules with the Horizon fuel cell to 123 joules

with the Kosmos fuel cell, corresponding to an efficiency range of
27 to 40% (roughly speal<ing). This may not appear especially high,
but it is actually not bad if you compare it with the efficiency of an

internal combustion engine in a car (around 25%).fhe results are

slightly worse with a 1 .2-ohm load: 63 joules from the Heliocentris
fuel cell and 90 joules from the l(osmos fuel cell, with corresponding
efficiencies of 24 and 30%. These are still very acceptable figures.

Applications
The small fuel cells we tested generate enough power to meet the
needs of 'small' applications with power consumption up to 0.5 W.

The Eitech fuel cell can be used to power a respectable pocl<ettorch
(1 watt) if you use a suitable voltage converter. The gas canister is

small enough to be portable and contains a reasonable amount of
hydrogen. Unfortunately, a practical and commercially feasible solu-

tion to the problem of hydrogen storage is not yet available. How-
ever, Toshiba has already developed a methanol fuel cell I8l that is

commercially available, so a solution for hydrogen should not be too
far away. Research on hydrogen storage in special alloys that allow
it to be stored at room temperature with approximately the same

density as in liquid form is presently underway at full speed.

15 29 33 37
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Figure 2a/2b. The total energy generated by the fuel cells is less than the amount of energy used to produce the hydrogen, but with a yield
ofaround 30% forthe overall process the efficiency ofthese simple cells is five percentage points better than the efficiency of a typical

internal combustion engine.

Ready for the future?
Our test results show that you can achieve respectable efficiency
with a relatively simple fuel cell. With the PEM fuel cells in our test,
the process of converting energy (such as solar energy) into stored
energy in the form of hydrogen and then generating power from
the stored hydrogen yielded an overall efficiency of around 30%.

This already a good deal better than the efficiency of typical inter-
nal combustion engines, even ignoring the energy necessary to
produce the fossil fuel used by the internal combustion engine (the
solar energy accumulated by plants millions of years ago, pumping
the oil, refining the crude oil, transport and so on).
The lifetime of early fuel cells was not especially satisfactory. Now-
adays this is not such a problem, although it varies considerably
depending on the type of fuel cell. The lifetime of PEM fuel cells is

now long enough for use in cars (including hybrid cars).

A more significant problem is hydrogen distribution (or hydrogen
availability). Filling stations for conventional fuels are widely distrib-
uted, but stations where you can fill up with hydrogen and locations
where hydrogen tanl<s can be delivered are few and far between. To

give the 'society with water as a fuel' described bylules Verne in his

novel IheSecretlslond (i874) a chanceto become reality, ourinfra-
structure must be adapted to using hydrogen as a fuel. That's a tall
order, but it doesn't seem impossible. The first hydrogen station for

elel<tor o5-201o

home use is already on the marl<et lel.

The further course of these developments is something that only the
future can tell. Nevertheless, the fact is that our fossil fuel resources
are nearly exhausted and we must look for new options.

(rooo36-l)

We wish to expTess our thanl<s to Eitech, Fischertechnik, Fra nzis,

Heliocentris and l(osmos for providing the experiment l<its.
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IN DUSTRIAL CONTROL BOARD
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dsPlC Control Board
{

By Yannick Louvrier & Yves Birbaum (Switzerland

ll liltlit u_ tL l1 lt I

The control board shown in this article has been designed for incorporation into typical industrial
electronics applications lil<e controlling motors or adjustment of static up- or down-converters.

IIEIIIIIIIIEICIW
. universal dsPlC3o microcontroller board
. isolated CAN bus
. serialportvia USB

. r4 analogue inputs

. 8 PWM outputs

. l2C bus

dedicated motor control micro-
controllers offered by Microchip.
Out of the range of devices on
offer, our attention was drawn
by the dsPlC30F series. This
series of 16-bit hybrid microcon-
troller-DSP devices is capable of
performing up to 30 MIPS and
has a 40-bit register, thus allow-
ing overflow detection along
with the possibility of perform-

memory, allowing relatively complex appli-
cations to be controlled.

ln addition to all these qualities, the
dsPlC30F6010A also has a i 6-bit A/D con-
verter, eight output compare outputs, eight
input capture inputs, two UARTs, two SPI

ports, two l2C ports, two CAN controllers,
and five counters.

There is plenty of free documentation about
this device, with numerous examples and
applications.

Another advantage is the MPLAB program-
ming environment, which can be down-
loaded free from the Microchip website
trl - but is unfortunately only available for
Windows. However, even though this pro-
gramming environment can be a bit labo-
rious when applications are relatively com-

The objectives were to obtain a board with
a large number of pulsewidth modulation
(PWM) generators, which enables us to
control several motors and static convert-
ers at the same time. The cost of the control
board needed to be as low as possible too.
ln addition, it must be possible to construct
the board using a soldering iron, without
requiring use of a reflow oven. On this basis,
it was logical for us to turn to the range of

ing 16 x 16 multiplications and 32 x 16 and
16 x 16 divisions, making it very interesting
in adjustment applications To take advan-
tage of maximum flexibility in this series
of devices, we picl<ed the dsPlC30F6010A
microcontroller lzl. This microcontroller
has 68 input/output ports and allows up
to eight PWM signals to be generated. This
characteristic meets our specifications per-
fectly, especially since it has a 

.144 
l(B flash
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plex, it does have the merit of offering lots
of features, lil<e the possibility of simulat-
ing code and controlling the time needed
to execute each instruction. Although these
tools aren't really essential for expert users,
they do make learning to program PIC
microcontrollers more fun.
The block diagram of the control board is
shown in Figure 1. A 50-pin connector gives
access to the microcontroller's 43 config-
urable pins, including the PWM modules,
output compare, and input capture. This
connector also carries the connections for
the incremental detectors, allowing direct
access to one of the dsPlC's counters.
This port can also be used for expansion
purposes.

This board designed for controlling sys-
tems of greater or lesser complexity needs
to allow us to measure the dimensions to be
adjusted. So 

.14 
analogue values between 0

and 5 V can be read via a 20-pin connector.
ln addition to the analogue and digital
ports, this board has a lot of communication
peripherals. lt has a CAN field bus, a UART
connection via USB, and an l2C connection.
The board uses SMD components so as to
l<eep it as small as possible - 80 x 100 mm
on a double-sided PCB. However, the board
is not difficult to build, with the help of a

good soldering iron.

The board in detail
After a generic explanation of the func-
tions implemented on this control board,
we must explain in more detail the hard-
ware used and the board's various features.
It goes without saying that readers should
refer bacl< to the dsPlC30F6010A documen-
tation available from the Microchip website.
The circuit diagram of the board is shown
in Figure 2.

The big connector l(5 makes it possible to
utilise lots of the microcontroller's func-
tions. lt offers access to:

. port A, which, in addition to the dig-
ital input/output functions, also lets us
define the analogue voltage levels for
the A/D converter. lt offers two external
interrupt inputs (lNT).

. pins RC13 and RCl4 of port C, which

elektor o5-201o
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Figure 
-l 

. Block diagram of the dsPlc control board.

make it possible to configure the second
channel of the ICD (ln-Circuit Debug-
ger), as well as to implement an external
timebase for a real-time clock.

. port D, which has 8 input capture mod-
ules and 8 output compare modules.
This register also allows programming
of seven interrupts and access to the
ICD's third channel.

. port E, which lets us generate 8 PWM
signals. This port also offers two exter-
nal interrupt inputs.

. ports RF4-RF8, which bring together
the SPl1, UART2, and ICD channel 4
functions, as well as two possibilities for
external interrupts.

. ports RC0, RC1, RG6-RC8 which make it
possible to use the CAN2 controller, the
SPl2 link, and three sources ofexternal
interrupts.

. the MCLR pin, which allows the micro-
controllerto be reset.

Connector K4 is assigned to measuring ana-
logue signals, and so is connected to micro-
controller pins RB2-RB1 5, allowing 14 ana-
logue signals to be measured.
The 4-channel, 10-bit digital/analogue con-
verter used is an AD5336 (lC4). The digital
value to be converted is transferred via
ports RE0-RE9. For the conversion to tal<e
place, the function has to be enabled by the

microcontroller by way of pin RF4. The four
analogue outputs are addressed by way of
microcontroller pins RC1 and RC3.

The microcontroller's built-in CANl con-
troller is used for communicating with the
microcontroller via the CAN field bus. ln
order to avoid the control board's being
destroyed by possible voltage surges on the
line, it was decided to equip the interface
with an isolated 5 V PSU (lC2)and two opto-
isolators in addition to the transceiver lC9.
Two pull-up resistors are all it tal<es to imple-
ment the l2C bus. The resistor value will
change, depending on the bus speed you
want to achieve. The resistor value fitted to
the board is 4.7 ka, allowing a theoretical
transmission speed of 100 kbit/s.
ln order to improve the control board's
connectivity and so mal<e it easier to use,
an FT232RL chip (lC5) from FTDI has been
used to allow it to be connected via a com-
puter USB port. Together with the driver
t+1, this lC has the effect of adding a virtual
serial port when connected to the compu-
ter. This function thus allows the user to
communicate via the USB port as if it was
an RS-232 link.
The board is powered from a DC supply of
5-55 V thereby affording an opportunity to
recycle an old mobile telephone charger. ln
our case, we used a Nol<ia charger that pro-
vides a 5 V supply at a current of 890 mA.
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Encil20lR014

'c31CN2nRD15

Figure 2. Circuit diagram of the dsPlC microcontroller-based board.
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Resistors
(1%,250 mW, SMD 0805 unless indicoted

otherwise)

R1,R5,R6 = 2700
R2,R7,R8 = 1 0kf)
R3=910f)
R4 = 2.0ko
R9,R14,Rl 5 = 4.tk0
Rl0-R13=3900
Rl6 = 0o, 1%, 125mW SMD 0805
R]7,R18-100f2

Capacitors
C1 ,C2 = l pLF 1 6V, tantalum, case 'A'
C3,C10,C.1 1,C]3,C1 5,C24,C26 = 4.7 ptF 16Y,

tantalum, case'A'
C4,C5 = 22pF, NP0, SMD 0805
c6,c7,c8,c9,c1 2,al 4,C1 6-1 9,C22,C23,C25 =

1 00nF, X7R, SMD 0805
C20,C21 = 47pF, NP0,5MD 0805

Semiconductors
lC1 = XC62FP5002PR, 5OT-89-3 (Torex)
lC2 = TSM 05055 DC/DC converter 5V / 

.lW

(Traco)
lc3 = dsPlC30F6010A-30liPF (Nlicrochip)
lC4 = AD5336BRUZ (Analog Devices)
rc5 = FT232RL (FTD|)
lC6 = USB5B1 iSTMicroelectronics)
lC7,lCS = HCPL-0601 (Avago)
lcg = MCP2551-E/SN CAN (Microchip)
D1 = Diode 5MCJ6V0A (Fairchild

Semiconductor)
D2 = LM4040C|l\43-4.1 i NOPB (National

Semiconductor)
D3 = zener diode BZXB4-C5V1 5.1 V / 250mW,

soT23 (NXP)

Programming and start-up
The board is programmed using the MPLAB

development software [31. For the 16-bit
range of microcontrollers, programming
is done in A5M30 assembler directly avail-
able in MPLAB For programming in C, the
C30 compiler too can be downloaded from
the Microchip website.

First-time start-up requires a compati-
ble programmer that will let you load the
bootloader into the microcontroller. ln our
case, programming is performed using the
lCD2 programmer [5] and the MPLAB pro-
gramming environment. However, you can
also use another compatible programmer.
lf everything goes according to plan, the
programmer is only required once, then
the bootloader will be used for 'flashing' the
microcontroller via the USB port.
The Tiny PIC bootloader used has to be
downloaded from the Claudiu Chiculita
website tol. A few modifications to the
source file are needed to adapt it to the

elektor o5-2olo

D4, D5 = LED, green, SIVID 1206 (e.9. Farnell #
122637 1 )

D6 = LED, red, 5MD 1206 (e.q. Farnell #
1 31 8261 )

T1 = 2N39048U (Fairchild Semiconductor)

Miscellaneous

Kl = 2-way boxheader, angled pins, lead pitch
3.5mm, Weidmuller type SL 3.5/2/90C with
mating 2-way connector, Weidmuller type
BL 3.s/2

K2 = RJ1 2 socket (e.9. Farnell # 3938359)
l€ = 10-pin (2x5) pinheader
l(4 = 20-pin (2x1 0) boxheader, 3M type

N2520-6002-RB

dsPlC30F601 0A microcontroller. The mod-
ified file has been renamed tinybld_ds6010.
s and is available in the download from It ].

It's important to note that the microcon-
troller's configuration parameters in this
file have to be adapted to suit your require-
ments. The bootloader is located at the end
of the microcontroller's memory space, so
take care not to overwrite it with an applica-
tion that's too big.

The first time you use the bootloader, the
driver needed for using lC5's virtual COM
port must be installed on the computer.
Once the drivers are installed, you still
need to configure lC5 correctly, using the
MPROC3.0 program provided by FTDI. Run
the program and open the EEPROM-FTDI.

eptfile (available in the download from [1]).

The parameters needed for lC5 to worl< cor-
rectly will be displayed (Figure 3). Program
the chip with these parameters.
Once the bootloader has been programmed
into the microcontroller and the FTDI lC has

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL BOARD

l(5 = 50-pin (2x25) boxheader,3M type
N2550-6002-RB

l(6 = 9-way sub-D plug (male) (e.9. Farnell #
1 097063)

lQ = 4-pin pinheader, lead pitch 2.54mm
K8 = USB-B connector (e.9. Farnell # I 308876)
F1 = fuse, 1.254 1 25V, fast, SMD, e.g. Farnell #

1596473)
F2 = fuse, 500mA, fast, SMD, (e.9. Farnell #

9922 1 s6)
51 = pushbutton, SPNO (e.9. Farnell #

1 ss5e82)
X'l = 20.000MH2 quartz crystal, HC-49US
PCB # 090073-1, see [1 ]

been configured, the MPLAB software and
programmer are no longer needed. From
this point on, the microcontroller is pro-
grammed using the tinybldwin software
(Figure 4 6pi toJ).

To put the microcontroller into bootloader
mode, the reset mode has to be activated.
To do this, an NPN bipolar transistor con-
trolled by lC5's RTS signal forces the micro-
controller's MCLR to zero. For this to worl<,
the RTS command needs to be enabled in
the tinybldwin program options. The trans-
fer speed must be set to 1 9200 baud/s and
the virtual 'comx' port must be selected.
Pressing the 'Check PIC' button allows you
to checl< the communication between the
microcontroller and the computer.

To program the mioocontroller, load the
HEX file required and clicl< on "Write Flash".

When the microcontroller is rebooted
after the reset, the bootloader is loaded.
It waits 500 ms to see if there is a request
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Figure 3. How to configure IVIPROC for programming lC5.

from the asynchronous RS-232 serial link.
lf yes, it goes into programming mode. lf
not, it runs the application stored in the
microcontroller.

Once the board has been commissioned,
you can mal<e use of the possibilities it
offers, and particularly the use of the DSP

library provided by Microchip. This board
dedicated to adjusting and

and Sellinq$d@rehbloLchcUt hex .:_1 E 
"w*

U*ds6 ltamind I oprms I E md I

Figure 4. This program lets you load an application into a PIC

microcontroller that's been pre-programmed with the Tiny PIC

Bootloader program.

lnternet linksneeds to be able to carry out a few simple
mathematical operations rapidly.
To use these functions, the libdsp-coff.a
library must be added to the project's other
libraries (Library Files). This file can be found
(probably, depending on your installation)
in C:\Program Files\Microchip\MPLAB C30\
lib\libdsp-coff.a

(o9oo73-l)

www.elektor.com/090073

ww1 . microchip.com/down loads/enl

DeviceDoc/70150D.pdf

www. microchi p.com/ m plab

www.ftdichip.com/ FTDrivers. htm

www. microchi p.com/ icd2

www.etc.uga l. ro/cchicu lita/softwa re/

picbootloader. htm

t1l

t21

t3l

1,41

l5l

[6]
controlling
applica-
tions

rltitglr
For its library, and forthe fast calculation application based on 16-bit registers, Microchip usesfixed-pointfractionals coded using "1.15" no-

tation,whichmal<esitpossibletorepresentnumbersbetween-1 andl-2-15(0.999969482).Thus-1 isrepresentedby0xFFFFandl-2-1s

byOxTFFF; hencethevalue0x000lcorrespondsto2-15=ll32T6s.Theadvantageofthiscodingisthatitavoidsoverflowproblemsduring

multiplications, since the result of multiplying any numbers between -1 and 1 - 2-1s also lles between -1 and 1 - 2-t5 (except for -.1 x -1).

Two decimalfractions can be multiplied rapidly by applying the mpy function from the DSP library.

il/cevicespeincoplims .''
usversimumFr Fsfi-]:
T Dbdleffi$rblNMbr
|" Pd tum lO Pin. in S 9sp6d

i{iiEil**-*;lc,
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Best Scililen!
Passive component analyser.
ldentify inductors, capacitors
and resistors. Auto frequency
selection. Removable probes.

Optional Sl\4D Tweezers,
Crocs and Clutch Grabbers.

Supplied with battery and
universal hook probes.

Auto-Ranges:
1uH - 10H

1pF - 10,000uF
1 Ohm-2M

Nominal Accuracy:
Resistance '1 %

lnductance 1.5%
Capacitance 1.5%
Test frequenciesl

1kHz, '1skHz and 200kHz
Dimensions:
103x70x20mm

ffifiS*'iiao"

Connect Tdacs or Thyristors
any way round.

Auto part+pinout identification
Check qate '100uAto 100mA.

Now with premium probes.
Connect any way round to

identify semiconductor type,
pinout and lots of parameters.

[q*ffi
'313.,.1i""-ry+r&

offid
Capacitance and ESR!

Capacitance 1 uF to 22,000uF
ESR 0.01ohms to 20 ohms

Gold plated croc clips

1i'.3glii,Hml

S@dd@ftd
ldeniify netwolk cabling type.

+i*"""nflJ:x1:Y8E:
Complete with allthis:

rj:ffi,m
.(e60.00+vAT)

Peak Electronic Design Ltd, West Road House, West Road,
Buxton, Derbyshire, SK1 7 6HF.

d. A1298 7 0012 www.peakelec.co.uk sales@peakeiec.co.uk

UK: Please add 12.75 p&p per order
Prices include UK VAT.

See website for overseas prices.rdsr!€il#ms{r, $miq I ridrir. @ M Rs-274-x I nrr*elffi rySqf ilF
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ALTERNATIVE ENERCY

Solar-Thermal Energy
Regulator
rxr#ru$sft ffi $Tt pffiwtrr pe*$n:fr trffiflk$mg #xp$mr*d

By Yves Birbaum (Switzerland)

The aim of this project is to carry out regulation for

thermal solar power installations. The unit shown here

is useful for regulating installations comprising several sets

of solar collectors with different orientations or configurations with

several hot-water storage tanks, requiring several valves and pumps to be

controlled.

The solar energy regulator board has been designed
so it can be used as a universal control board

Commercialsolar power regulators can han-

dle one or two solar heat exchange arrays

commonly known as collectors (Figure 1),

but are not suitable for special configura-
tions that comprise, for example, three
collector arrays and two hot-water stor-

z6

age tanks (immersion tanks) for the heat-
ing, including circulation between the two
tanks. The regulation system given here is
intended for solar power installations that
are complex because of the number of
solar collector arrays they have, or installa-

tions that have been added on to an existing
system designed to provide heating and/or
domestic hot water for the home. lt allows
energy conscious home owners to maximize

use ofthe stored solar energy and avoids an

immersion heater or heating burnerturning

o5-201o elektor
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on while there is still enough energy in the
installation.

Regulators for solar power installations
are based on the temperature difference
between the roof mounted heat exchange

units and the storage tanl< in order
to determine if the circulating
pump should be turned on or
not. The thermal energy trans-

ferred

from
the col-

lectors to
the storage

tanl< depends
on the solar energy

received, convection a nd

radiation losses throughout
the installation, and the energy

transfer on the heat exchanger
within the storage tank.

The proposed regulation system employs
a technique l<nown as MPPT (Maximum
Power Point Tracl<ing). This enables the
solar installation being controlled to
always operate at the point where maxi-
mum power is being transferred to the
storage tanl<, which is achieved by adjust-
ing the flow rate so that the temperature
at the storage tank corresponds to the best
possible heat transfer through the heat
exchanger. To be able to control the system
in this way, we need to l<now the tempera-
ture of the storage tanl< and the solar col-
lectors, the temperature difference of the
heat transfer fluid between storage tanl(
inlet and outlet, and the flow rate.

The energy transferred to the storage tanl< is

the product of the fluid flow rate in l<g/s, the
specific heat capacity, and the heat trans-
fer fluid temperature difference between
the hot inlet and the cold outlet. The reg-
ulator will control the operating point by
lool<ing for the maximum instantaneous

elektor o5-201o

. universal control board

. io outputs

z3o VAC @ r.z A lrzo VAC @ 2.5 A
. ro binary inputloutputs (5 V),

power supplied to the storage tank. ln the
current installation, the flow rate is adjusted
by diverting part of the flow directly back
from the pump outlet to its inlet, using a 3-
way valve.

Hardware
The heart ofthis regulator is a board based
around a dsPlC microcontroller from Micro-
chip, described elsewhere in this issue. A
simple microcontroller would have done
just as well, as this application doesn't use

any calculations requiring a DSP, but as the
dsPlC is very reasonably priced and the
dsPlC board developed is the basic platform
for several projects, we decided to use it for

. standard LCD display interface

. 5 pushbuttons

. digital potentiometer

controlling our solar power regulator.
The solar regulation board has been
designed so it can be used as a universal
control board, with ten binary inputs/out-
puts (0 or 5 V), a display with four lines of 20
characters, five switches for choosing func-
tions or menus, and ten AC power outputs.
The circuit diagram of the board is shown
in Figure 2.

The AC power outputs (230 VAC or 1 20 VAC)

are fitted with Panasonic AQH3213 solid-
state relays which incorporate an opto-iso-
lator and a triac. These devices allow you to
switch AC powered loads with a current of
1.2 A from a dsPlC board output via a7406

Figure 1 . A thermal solar energy system using two solar collector arrays. The solar
regulator has been designed for managing even more complex systems.
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4t 4k7 8x 1 50R

LC Display

PTl000 Sinulation

Flow Metet

K19

Figure 2. This project aims to be a board that can be used in many applications that require digital l/Os and controls
for devices worl<ing off the AC grid. Regulating a solar energy system

is only one possible application for this board.

open-collector buffer, which is able to sup-
ply the current needed to drive the opto-
isolator. Using the type chosen, load switch-
ing occurs at zero-crossings of the AC line
voltage. All the AC power outputs are pro-
tected by 1 .2 A fuses (use 2.5 A for 1 20 VAC

grid and loads).

z8

The flow-rate sensor chosen is a 150175
from Conrad Electronicsr2t; it provides g0

pulses per litre and can operate at flow
rates from 0.5 to 50 l/min.
The pulse input from the flow meter is

fed to the microcontroller's RC14/T1 CK

digital input, allowing you to couple this

input directly to an internal counter.
The temperature sensors used are type
DS1821 from Maxim/Dallas. These are 1-

Wire interface sensors which provide an 8-

bit digital value for temperatures between

-55 and +125 "C. Solid-state temperature
sensors may seem an unsuitable choice for a

)4
lrV
1L_

1N4004

lcl4

ftTq])k,*
r,.s
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Resistors

R.l -R5 = l ko 1% 250mW SMD0805
R6 ='l k() 5%250m\N
R8 = 4.7kf) 4-element SIL resistor array
R7 = 4.7kO 8-element SIL resistor array
R9, Rl0 = 1 50Q 8-element SIL resistor array

Capacitors

C1 = 4701.tF 25V, radial electrolytic, 10mm
diam.

C2-C5 = 100nF, 5mm lead pitch

Semiconductors
lC1 ,lC2 = 5N74LS06N (Texas lnstruments or

equivalent)
lC3-1C12 = AQH3213 solid state relay

(Panasonic)
lcl3 = AD8400ARZ1 (Analog Devices)
tC14=7805
B1 = 1 KABl 0EPBF bridge rectifier (Vishay),

1.2A, 1O0vpiv
D1 = 1N4004

Miscellaneous
F.l 1 = fuse, 200mA 250V (400mA, 120V), slow

blow,5x20mm
F1-Fl 0 = fuse, 1 .2A 250V, (2.5 A, 1 20 V) slow

blow,5x20mm
Kl-l(i 1 = PCB terminal block, lead pitch

7.5mm
K12 = A-way 2-level receptacle type MKI(DSN

1,5/8-5,08 (Phoenix Contact)
K13 = 2-way 2-level receptacle type MKKDSN

1,5/2-5,08 (Phoenix Contact)
Kl4, Kl6, Kl 9, l(2O = 2-way PCB terminal

block, lead pitch 5.08mm (e.9. Farnell#
3041440)

K1 5 = 8-way PCB terminal, lead pitch 5.08mm
(0.2 in.) (e.9. Farnell # 3041517)

K1 7 = 50-way connector type N2550-6002-
RB (3M)

LCDI = alphanumeric,4 lines of 20 characters
(Elektor # 0501 76-73)

P1 = 'l OkO preset, horizontal
S1 -S5 = pushbutton, SPNO

TRl = 2x6V 3.2VA power transformer (Farnell

# 1131487)
1 t holders for 5x20mm size fuses (e.9. Farnell

# 146123)
1 0 IC sockets type DIL-8

2 lC socl<ets type DIL- i4
PCB # 100038-i, see [.1 ]

solar power installation, as the sensor tem-
perature may exceed 200 "C in the event of
heat transfer fl uid circulation stopping while
the sun is shining. However, this type of sen-

sor is suitable for installations where the cir-

culating pump runs continuously when the
sun is out. To avoid excessive domestic hot

elektor o5-zoro

water temperature, we need to provide a

discharge radiator or to use the excess solar
energy to heat a swimming pool, which is
the solution usually used.

The advantage of this temperature sensor
is the digital interface, which can be con-

ALTERNATIVE ENERCY

nected directly to any microcontroller port.
The 1-Wire protocol defines minimum and

maximum times for holding the microcon-
troller output at 0 for the sensor to inter-
pret it as a 1 or a 0. The microcontroller is

in charge of the communication, it sends a

temperature read request, and the sensor
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Figure 3. The flow diagram for the software that drives the solar energy regulator board.

An AD8400 digital potentiometer from
Analog Devices (1C13) lets you simulate a

PT1000 temperature probe. This output
is used where the boiler regulator allows
control of a simple solar installation but
the complexity of the installation requires
a separate regulator for the solar system.
The AD8400 connected to the heating sys-

tem regulator lets you simulate the tem-
perature of the solar collectors and in this
way avoid the boiler's starting up when the
sun is out.

The dsPlC board used for controlling this
solar regulator includes a 20-pin connector
wired to the microcontroller's analogue
inputs. These inputs can be used if you want
to use standard analogue sensors, via a cir-

cuit for shaping the output signals from the
chosen temperature probes.

The regulator measures the temperature of
three solar collector arrays, the temperature
of the top and bottom of the storage tanl<

(immersion tanl<), the incoming hot heat
transfer fluid from the collectors and the
returning cold heat transfer fluid at the stor-
age tanl< outlet, and the outdoor tempera-
ture. The outdoor temperature measure-
ment enables you to avoid the heat transfer
fluid's freezing in conditions of extreme cold

below usual winter temperatures and there
is no sun. When the temperature drops
below the rated temperature for the water/
antifreeze mixture, the circulating pump
cycles (10 s on,30 s off) in orderto avoid the
heat transfer fluid's solidifying in the piping,
which would impair proper operation of the
installation once the sun returns.
The 4-line, 20-character display lets you

read the various temperatures of the sen-

sors, storage tanl<, and heat transfer fluid,
and the outdoor temperature. The flow-rate
and the instantaneous energy being sup-
plied by the solar collectors are displayed,
and the total power supplied to the storage
tanl< by the solar collectors is recorded.
The five switches let you select the oper-
ating mode for the regulator. The modes
implemented are:

. automatic mode;

. discharge radiator / swimming pool

mode, which operates the valve to bring

Simplified representation
of flow conirol procedure

depending on number
6f soler collectors.

sends the serial values at the microcontrol-
ler's own pace. lt tal<es the line briefly to
0 for each request for the next bit. 1-Wire
communication lets you wire up the tem-
perature probes easily using 3-core cable:

0 V, +5 V, and data. The sensor pull-ups are

3o

the 4.7 kO resistors recommended by the
manufactu rer. However, for commu nication

distances over 15 m, it may prove necessary

to reduce the va lue of this resistor to around

2 kQ so as to ensure a signal waveform that
can be interpreted correctly.

calculate
temperature difference dT

between sensors and boiler

sensor I hotter
than sensoi 2
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the corresponding section ofthe instal-
lation into operation;

. circulator mode, which runs the circulat-
ing pump for 30 s to check it is worl<ing
properly.

ln automatic mode, the circuit goes into
swimming pool mode when the immer-
sion tank temperature exceeds 85'C, and

the heat transfer fluid circuit is diverted via a

3-way valve to a heat-exchanger connected
to the swimming pool water circuit. The

swimming-pool mode enables you to heat
the swimming pool even when the immer-
sion tanl< temperature is below 85'C.

Power for the system (the dsPlC board, the
opto-isolators for the AC power outputs, the
display, and the temperature probes) is pro-
vided by a conventional supply comprising

other is in shadow. A third probe checks
the temperature of the solar collector on
the west roof.
The program sequence (Figure 3) starts
by initializing the microcontroller and var-
iables. The main program is implemented
in the interrupt generated by timer2. The

initialization function has been designed
in such a way as to be able to configure the
microcontroller easily depending on the
desired application. lt lets you configure the
l/Os, counters, interrupts, and analogue/
digital conversions. The interrupt compris-
ing the system adjustment section is called

once a second: sun exposure parameters
vary quite slowly, so more rapid control is

unnecessary. Temperature measurements
and the main checks are carried out once
per second, flow-rate adjustment and valve

setting is performed once every thirty sec-

onds. This delay allows the system to reach

ALTERNATIVE ENERCY

lncreasing the flow-rate will reduce the solar
collector temperature; maintaining a tem-
perature of 5-10 'C between the collectors
and the storage tanl< should keep system
losses close to the minimum possible. This
quest for the optimum is especially worth-
while during hazy sunshine. lf the flow-rate
is too high, the temperature in the solar col-
lector drops below the value that causes the
pump to run, and the heated fluid is cooled
in the pipes. lt is necessary to find the flow-
rate that lets you maintain an adequate
temperature with causing frequent stop-
ping of the pump. ln strong sunshine, the
fl ow-rate will tend towards maximum.

The program includes detection of the max-
imum temperature of the immersion tanl<.

lf this temperature is reached, the valve that
diverts the heat transfer fluid to the swim-
ming pool heat-exchanger or overheating

energyachieve
storage

tedadjus
nsfertra

to
to the

maximum
tanl<

isThe flow-rate

a small 6 volts power transformer, followed
by a diode bridge, a smoothing capacitor
and a linear regulator.

Software
The program developed is intended for a

solar energy installation with three solar
collector arrays: two located on the flat roof
of a south-facing carport, the third on the
west side of the main house roof.
At sunrise, the solar collectors on the car-
port are illuminated, but from early after-
noon, they are gradually obscured by the
shadow of the house. ln Summer, they
get the sun again partly in late afternoon,
as the sun reappears in the north-west
behind the house. From mid-morning till
sundown, the west-facing collectors on the
roof are also illuminated. The collectors on

the flat roof are connected in series, but
two temperature probes have been posi-
tioned according to the exposure of the
collectors to the sun, in order to avoid one
part of the collector overheating while the

elektor o5-201o

a new state of equilibrium after a change
in the flow-rate or valve settings, before
being able to carry out a fresh correction if
necessary.
The interrupt program goes and reads the
temperature values from each sensor, it
reads the flow-rate, then it calculates the
instantaneous power being supplied to the
installation and integrates the total energy
supplied to the installation.

The temperature differences between the
solar collector arrays and the storage tank
are calculated. lf the temperature of an
array is 3 'C higher than the storage tank,
the circulating pump is started.
The 3-way valve routing the heat transfer
fluid between the solar collectors on the flat
roof and the west roof is controlled accord-
ing to the temperature differences between
the various collectors. The system always
seeks to balance the temperatures of the
solar collectors.
The flow-rate is adjusted to achieve maxi-
mum energy transfer to the storage tank.

radiator is operated. ln this event, the heat
transfer fluid no longer passes through the
immersion tanl<.

This valve is also operated when there is no

sun, thereby avoiding thermo-siphon circu-
lation between the immersion tank and the
solar collectors during the night.

The minimum temperature of the heat
transfer fluid is compared with the outdoor
temperature. lf this drops below this value,

the circulating pump is run intermittently,
preventing freezing of the heat transfer
fluid the circuit passes via the swimming
pool heat exchanger or overheating radia-
tor, and so does not have any cooling effect
on the immersion tank.

(rooo38-l)

lnternet Links

[ 1 ] www.elektor.coml l 00038

[2] www.conrad.fr/debitmetre-3-4-laiton-
p_1 8925_1 8937 _1278s5_127856
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PIPE & WIRE LOCATORS

i

Everyone who does handyman jobs on a regular basis, either at

home or in someone else's home, sooner or later encounters the

problem that holes need to be drilled in a location where there's

a good chance of encountering a water pipe or an electrical con-

duit. lf you guess wrong, you suddenly get a blast of water in your

face or the earth leakage circuit breaker trips. You can avoid these

problems by first using a pipe and wire locator to checl< whether

there are any metal pipes or live conductors in the portion of the

wall where you want to drill. Locators of this sort are also very

32

handy for determining where wooden studs are located inside a

wall, such as a wall sheathed with gypsum boards'

A variety manufacturers now have pipe and wire locators in their
product lines, including major brands in the powertools world such

as Black & Decker and Bosch as well as companies that specialise in

this area, such as Zircon. Prices range from around 20 pounds to 1 00

pounds, depending on the model and the features. There are also

professional pipe and wire locators priced at 1000 pounds or more,

but they fall outside the scope of this survey.
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Worry-free Drilling

By Harry Baggen (Elektor Netherlands Editorial)

All too often when you're drilling holes in a wall, you hit an electrical conduit or (perhaps even worse) a

water line, with the usual unpleasant consequences. A pipe and wire locator (called stud locator in the

USA) can come in very handy for locating all sorts of things inside walls before you start drilling, including

electricalwiring, pipes, and even joists or studs. We tested thirteen different models in the Elel<tor lab to

see what they can (and can't) do and how deep they can find studs, joists, pipes and wiring inside walls.

W,'rffi
F.$t-Mre
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Naturally, the main question when you're contemplating the pur-
chase of a pipe and wire locator is: does it really work? What can
this sort of instrument find, and how deep can it detect something
in the wall? We were also curious about this. For this test, we asl<ed

several companies to provide us with various models of pipe and
wire locators so we could see how well they perform in practice.

Operation
Most of these devices have several electrodes arranged close
together for detecting pipes or studs inside walls (see the example
in Figure 1). These electrodes act as the plates of a capacitor form-
ing part of an oscillator circuit. The coupling between the plates,
and thus the capacitance ofthe capacitor, depends on the type of
material near the plates. lf the dielectric constant of the material in

PIPE & WIRE LOCATORS

Practical use
Almost all pipe and wire locators are used the same way in prac-
tice. First you hold the unit against the wall in a location where
you are sure that there is nothing inside the wall, and then you
switch it on. The pipe and wire locator performs a self-calibra-
tion procedure, which takes a few seconds. After this you slowly
slide the unit over the wall, preferably without lifting it away
from the wall, in the area where you want to drill or saw. When
it approaches a stud or a pipe, an LED strip or a multi-segment
display indicates that the composition of the wall has changed.
Using this technique, it's perfectly possible to detect wooden
joists and studs or iron and copper pipes up to a depth of sev-
eral centimetres. PVC pipes are not detected unless they are rela-
tively large, and ordinary PVC electrical conduits are almost never

*

Figure 1. The sensor surfaces on the bacl< of the PCB are readily
visible in this opened-up pipe and wire locator.

There is also a coil at the top for detecting metal pipes.

front of the capacitor plates changes, for example because there is

a wooden stud inside the wall, the capacitance changes and with it
the frequency orthe signal level. This is indicated visually by a set of
LEDs or an LCD screen. Some scanners use sinusoidal signals, while
others emit short pulse, and there are a few instruments that utilise
pulse trains. From measurements on several scanners, it appears
that the measuring frequency is usually well above 10 l<Hz.

An additional sensor element in the form of a coil, possibly with a

core, is often used for detecting metal pipes. This coil also forms
part of an oscillator circuit. The coil responds to changes in the mag-
netic field, which in turn affect the oscillator frequency or the sig-
nal level. Most detectors operate with a measuring frequency of
.l 

00 kHz or more.
ln addition, many instruments have an AC field indicator to indicate
the presence of an AC (mains) voltage. The 50-Hz or 60-Hz 'hum'
emitted by power wiring can easily be picl<ed up by a small surface
antenna in the unit, which is usually already present in the form of
the measuring electrodes. This signal can be amplified and used to
drive an LED or a signal level meter.

elel<tor o5-201o

Figure 2. The Bosch and Sl<il pipe and wire locators use a coilfacing
the wall for accurate detection of metal objects.

The PCB tracks around the coil form the plates of a capacitive
sensor for wood detection.

detected unless they have wiring inside, preferably live.
Some of the pipe and wire locators we tested require you to hold a

button pressed while you're scanning the wall. Although this pro-
longs the life of the batteries, it is sometimes not especially conven-
ient, especially when you need to scan an area at the bottom of a
wall or in a location that is not easily accessible. A more convenient
solution is an instrument that switches on when you press a but-
ton and then switches off automatically a while later. This aspect is

mentioned in the description of each scanner.

Another feature that can sometimes be annoying is the omnipres-
ent beeper. Some models produce a rather irritating sound that you
simply want to switch off after a while. Unfortunately, only two of
the twelve instruments we tested allow this (Skil 550 and Bosch
PDO Multi).

All pipe and wire locators utilise capacitive coupling between indi-
vidual metal surfaces to detect wooden joists and studs. This allows
the joist or stud location to be determined fairly accurately. Capaci-
tive coupling is less suitable for detecting metal pipes, so it is not as
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easy to determine exactly where they are located in the wall with
the capacitive coupling method. For this reason, some scanners
also have a coil that responds to changes in the magnetic field. This

mal<es it easier to determine the exact location. With some instru-
ments equipped with a detection coil, the user guide also states
that the device is more sensitive to metal pipes if you rotate it by

90" so the coil is parallel to the pipe. The Bosch and Skil units have

an especially handy design feature (see Figure 2): a hole at the top
of the instrument that shows exactly where the measuring coil is

located. This way you can accurately determine where it's safe to
drill and where it isn't.
Almost all of the instruments we tested (excluding the Bosch PD06)

can detect wooden studs and joists, iron and copper pipes, and

wires or cables carrying AC voltage. Thin PVC conduits (for electri-
cal wiring) are nearly impossible to detect if they do not contain any

wiring. PVC pipes can only be detected if they havethickwalls and

a diameter of 5 cm or more. lron, copper and steel pipes and alu-
minium tubes can be detected reasonably well. Uponor pipes, which
are used in floor heating systems and have composite walls (includ-

ing an aluminium layer), are also detected well. All of the scanners

also can also detect the presence of AC voltage, which is shown by

an indication on the display or a separate LED.

Some of the scanners even provide 'left' and 'right' indications on

the displaywhen you're looking for a stud or pipe, which can some-
times come in handy. The Black & Decker BDS303, Zircon Multiscan-
ner i320 and Zircon Multiscanner i700 provide this feature.

Practical testing
ln order test the capabilities of the pipe and wire locators with vari-
ous types of material at various depths, we assembled a setup in

the Elektor lab with several types of pipes, wires and cables and a
wooden stud behind a gypsum board, arranged such that the depth
could be varied. This made it easy to determine how deep a particu-
lar type of material could still be detected.

All of the test results are listed in the table. These test results of
the scanners in this test can readily be compared with each other,
but you should be cautious when comparing them with the values

stated in the manufacturer's specifications because we made allthe
measurements with the various pipes and studs located behind a

single gypsum board. The results with thicker gypsum boards or
solid walls containing embedded pipes or wiring may differ signifi-
cantly. ln any case, it's always worthwhile to first experiment a bit
on the wallwhere you want to locate a pipe, stud or wiring.

Price: around 833 lc4o
This bright orange pipe and wire locator is suitable for locating
wooden joists and studs, metal pipes and live electrical wiring. The

on/off button is on the side of the unit and must be held pressed

while you're scanning the wall. There is a switch for selecting either
wood detection or metal detection. The indicator is a LED strip with
five LEDs. A separate LED lights up when a voltage (AC mains volt-
age) is detected. A buzzer sounds when the detected signal reaches

the full-scale limit.

34

Pricel around f5o / € 6o

This larger B&D model has an entirely different form than its smaller
brother, with a handle that lets you grasp it firmly. lt is also suitable
for detecting wooden joists and studs, metal pipes and live electri-
cal wiring. You have to hold the large power button pressed while
scanning the wall, but this is fairly easy thanl<s to the shape of the
handle. There is a slide switch for selecting either wood or metal

detection. The large LCD screen with orange bacl<lighting has three
large bar scales to indicate when the unit has detected something;

o5-201o elektor



it can even sense studs to the left or right ofthe unit. The centre of
a wooden joist or stud is indicated by a bull's-eye icon. A separate
LED lights up when an AC voltage is detected. All of this is supported
by a buzzer for acoustic signalling.

PIPE & WIRE LOCATORS

the top ofthe unit indicates the exact measuring point, so you can
accurately determine and marl< where you can or can't drill a hole.
The green illumination of this hole changes to red when the meas-
ured signal rises to a high level. ln addition, the light starts blinking
when a voltage is detected.

The least expensive instrument in the group, this unit can also detect
wooden joists and studs, metal pipes and live electrical wiring. lt's
even smart enough that you don't have to set it to particular type of
material - it indicates by itself whether it has found wood or metal.
You can also use the Function button to manually set it to wood,
metal, or AC voltage. The large display indicates the measured sig-

nal level with a beefy 1 9-segment arrow. This instrument switches off
automatically after several minutes of inactivity, or you can switch it
off manually. A buzzer emits an irritating noise when the maximum
signal level is reached, and at the same time an indicator LED lights
up. There is a separate calibration button for recalibration between
measurements, so you can adjust the sensitivity as necessary.

The PDO6 comes in the usual Bosch green and is the only instru-
ment in the group designed solely to detect metal pipes and live

electricalwiring, which is allthat many users need in actual practice.

You press the on/off button to switch the unit on, and it switches off
when you press the button again or after it remains idle for a while.
The LCD screen is small but effective, with a bar scale for the signal

level. lt also displays an icon when a voltage is detected. A hole at

elel<tor o5-201o

The 'big brother' of the PD06 can detect wood in addition to metal
and voltage. lt also has a distinctive illuminated measuring hole. This
scanner has a separate on/off button, a button for wood detection,
a button for metal detection, and a Zoom button. The instrument
switches on when any button is pressed, and it switches off auto-
matically after several minutes of inactivity. You can also switch it off
manually with the on/off button. The display has three separate bar
scales: one for voltage and two for signal level. At high signal levels,

the illumination of the measuring hole changes from green to red

and the buzzer beeps. Fortunately, you can disable the buzzer ifyou
wish. When you're looking for metal objects, you can press the Zoom
button to determine the precise location after initial detection. This

activates an additional bar scale. The Zoom button must be pressed

and held continuouslywhen scanning forwooden objects. There is a

pencil in the bottom of the unit for marking identified locations.

This unit is housed in a modestly dimensioned enclosure and can detect
wood, metal and AC voltage. lt has a slide switch on the front thatyou
first have to set to the desired position before you press the Scan but-

Price: around hG lEzo
Price: around ET5lcgo

Price: around E5o / €6o

Price: around Er6 / €zo
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ton. Unfortunately, after this the display does not provide any indica-

tion of which function is selected, so you have to rememberwhich posi-

tion belongs to which function. There are two Scan buttons, and you

can press whichever button is easierto reach in a particular situation'

You must also hold it pressed while scanning. The display shows a two-
digit numberthat indicates the signal level, along with a multi-segment

bar scale as an extra indicator. Here again a buzzer provides the accom-

panying acoustic indication. The instrument must be rotated by 90" for
more accurate detection of metal pipes.

This a small, handy scanner designed to detect studs and live electri-

cal wiring. The user guide states that it can recognise metal studs as

well as wooden studs and that no separate setting is necessary for
this. Seven LEDs arranged in an arc are used to indicate the signal

level as well as the selected sensitivity setting. Pressing the Mode

button switches on the scanner, which switches off automatically
after several minutes. You can also use the Mode button to switch

between stud detection and voltage detection. Three different sen-

sitivity levels can be selected with the Set button. There is a large

Cal button for calibrating the unit. A'calibrate' LED starts blinl<ing

when a new calibration is necessary. More LEDs light up when a stud

or a voltage is detected, depending on the signal level, and abuzzer

sounds when the maximum signal level is reached. A separate warn-

ing LED also lights up when an AC voltage is detected.

This hefty scanner with a built-in handle resembles the smaller Star-

finder in terms of functionality and operation, but instead of LED

indicators it has a large illuminated LCD screen with a big multi-seg-
ment bar scale that indicates the signal level. The scanner has sepa-

rate buttons for power on/off, wood, metal, voltage, sensitivity, and

calibration. lt switches offautomatically after several minutes of inac
tivity. The display clearly indicates what you have to do. For example,

the first thing you see is a message telling you to place the scanner

against the wall and then press the Cal button. A voltage indicator
LED lights up when a voltage is detected. There are three manually
selectable sensitivity levels, and of course there's a buzzer.

The sizeable scanner has a separate on/off button, a button for
wood detection, a button for metal detection, and a Focus button.
Lil<e the Bosch scanners, this instrument has a hole that shows the
exact measuring point. The instrument switches on when any but-
ton is pressed and switches off automatically after five minutes of
inactivity, or earlier if you press the on/off button. The display has

separate bar scales for voltage and wood or metal. When the indi-
cated value rises, a LED also lights up and a buzzer sounds. When
you're lool<ing for metal objects, you can press the Focus button to
determine the location more precisely after initial detection. The

Focus button must be pressed and held continuously while scanning

for wooden objects. Along with the Bosch PDO Multi, this is one of
the few instruments that allows you to switch off the buzzer.

Price: around Ez5 / €3o

Price: around E6z.5o lE75

Price: around E5o / €6o Price: around E35le4z
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This scanner in typical Stanley colours has only one button, which
acts as an on/off switch. lt must be pressed constantly while you're
scanning. The unit features automatic sensitivity setting, with the
sensitivity level indicated by three LEDs below the LCD screen. The
large display has several arrows and a bar scale to indicate the loca-

tion of a stud or pipe. A buzzer sounds at the full-scale signal level

or when an AC voltage is detected. A separate LED also lights up

when a voltage is detected. There is a separate 'AC tracing' mode
(selected by pressing the button twice in a row).for easy detection
and tracing of electrical wiring.

PIPE & WIRE LOCATORS

also detect AC voltage, which is shown by a blinl<ing 'AC' indicator
on the display. The instrument is fairly slim and has an on/off button
on the side that must be held pressed during scanning. The display
is virtually the same as the more expensive i700 model, but without
backlighting. The signal level is shown by a broad bar scale, which
also indicates the location of the joist, stud, pipe or wiring. Natu-
rally, there's also a noisy buzzer, and like the other Zircon scanners
we tested, this model has an LED that indicates the centre of the
detected joist, stud, pipe or wiring.

This model has a slide switch for selecting one of four different
detection modes: wooden joists or studs, high sensitivity for deep
joists or studs, metal, and voltage. The power button must be held
pressed during scanning. The large LCD screen shows the selected
settings, calibration mode, battery state, and - most importantly
- the measured field strength with a 17-segment arrow, where the
number of illuminated segments increases with increasing signal
level. Here again a buzzer sounds when the maximum signal level

is reached, and an LED lights up and shines on the exact measuring
point on the wall, to make it easier to mark the right location.

The i320 closely resembles the Pro SL in terms of functionality. lt
also has a slide switch that can be set to metal, wood, or deep wood.
The AC Scan mode of the Pro SL is missing here, but the i320 can

elel<tor o5-201o

This more expensive model from Zircon at least wins the prize for
futuristic design. lt consist of two sections joined by a hinge struc-
ture. This arrangement forces you to press the bottom part (the
'handle') slightly downward when the instrument is held against
a wall, and this motion causes the scanner to switch on automati-
cally. There is a slide switch for setting the scanner to wood, metal,
or voltage mode. The large display has a horizontal bar scale that
shows the signal level as well as left/right/centre indication. There

are two LEDs that light up to indicate the precise location of the
centre of the joist, stud, pipe orwiring, augmented bya beeper. The

final feature of this model is an integrated marker in the form of a
pencil lead that marks a line on the wall when you press the Mark
button on the bottom section ofthe scanner.

Conclusion
After mal<ing a lot of measurements and performing various prac-

tical tests, we have good news as well as bad news for you. First
the good news: all of the tested units work properly, even including
the least expensive unit (f 1 6/€20). Now the bad news: if you want
more features, more convenience or a more elaborate display, you
haveto spend a good deal morethan 16 pounds.

It's difficult to picl< a clear winner. The Black & Decl<er BDS303 is the
best choice for wood detection, while the Bosch PDO Multi is the
best for detecting metal objects and the Stanley FatMax Stud Sensor
400 is the undisptLted champion in detecting AC voltage.

ln terms of the price/performance ratio, the BASETech is clearly the
best instrument, but detecting wood is not its strong point. How-
ever, all of its other test results are above average. Next comes the

Price: around f56 / €8o
Price: around fz5 / €3o

Price: around E4t | €5o
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Zircon Multiscanner Pro SL, priced slightly higher, which is a some-

what older model but nevertheless worl<s just as well as the newer

Zircon models in terms of the test results. For this money, you get

an excellent all-rounder that is also suitable for detecting wood and

AC voltage.

lf we consider ease of use in addition to the test results, we find that

the Bosch PCO Multi and the Sl(il 550 (which clearly come from the

same factory) have the most convenient design thanl<s to the com-

bination of straightforward use, a clear display, and precise location

of metal objects thanl<s to the coil located around the measuring

hole. The only minus here is that you have to hold a button pressed

while scanning forwood. Unfortunately, these units are also among

the most expensive in our test.

Our recommendation if you're looking for a pipe and wire locator

is to first consider what you want to use it for (what do you want to
find), how often you are lil<ely to use it, and how much you're will-

ing to pay for the convenience. Based on this information, select a

model from the table that meets your needs.

Cood lucl< with your handyman jobs, and always watch out for hid-

den electrical conduits and water pipesl
(r ooot6-l)

Black & Decl<er, Bosch, Brennenstuhl, Sl<il and Stanley scanners aTe

available at building merchants and DIY shops.

BASETech products can be purchased from Conrad Electronics,

wwwl .conrad-ul<.com.

Zircon: www.zircon.com/buy/wheretobuy. htm I

Laserliner: www.umarex-laserliner.de.

E E : g E-- bT - 7, ,= 6 .- eE e p

Moder !i E + := i a xE-
cx : o E o- g ,q== 9

, =oQ \J r f 6.+r(r 6,r
2 10* 5' 5. 5" <1 2^ 3BASETech 3-in-1 detector (€ 20) 2 I 0^ 5-

Black&DeckerBDS300(€40) 3 9' 4* 5 5^ 2'5r' 2 1'5

Black&DeckerBDS303(€60) 6 7 3 \ 4 5 ' 4** , 2 3

- 8 5 6 5 <1 2.5Bosch PDO 6 (€ 59)

Bosch PDO Multi (€ 92) 2:5 1 1 6 7 I 2- * 1'5 2'5

Brennenstuhl MFD WMV Plus (€ 40) 3 4 2.5 2.5 3 < 1 1 5

LaserlinerStarfinder(€3O) 3.5 4 3 4 5 'l 5 1'5

Laserliner MultiFinder Pro (€ 62) 4.5 9 5 5 6 2'5* * 2'5 3

Skil multi-functional detector 550 (€ 75) 2.5 9 6 6 8 2t + 2 2'5

StanleyFatMaxStudSensor40O(€42) 4 . 1 6 t U , 
<1 3'5 8***

Zircon Multiscanner Pro SL (€ 30) 3.5 6* 2.5 3 3'5 ' 2* r 4 7

Zircon Multiscanner i320 (€ 50) 4 6* 2* 
' 

,.t. , t* < 1 2 1'5

2ircon Multiscanner i700 (€ 82) 2 6* 2.5* 3* 3'5* < 1 ' 2 2

pVC conduit, iron pipe and Uponor pipe diameter 5/8" (16 mm); copper pipe and aluminium tr,rbing diameter 12 mm. All measurements made

through a 9.5-mm gypsum board.
* Scanner rotated 90"
* '' Wood detection mode

" * * AC detection LED llghts up already at a distance of I6 crr-r

Prices are average retail prices including VAT. Euro / pound exchange rate:0.83.
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Computer Controlled / Standalone Unipo- 8-Ch Seriai lsolated l/O Relay Module

lnfrared RC Relay Board
lndividually control 12 on-
board relays with included
infrared remote control unit.
Toggle or momentary. 15m+
range. 1 1 2x122mm. Supply: 1 2Vdcl0.5A
Kil Order Code: 3142KT - €59.95
Assembled Order Code: 4S3142 - €69.95

New! 4-Channel Serial Port Ternperature
Monitor & Controller Relay Board
4 channel computer
serial port temperature
monitor and relay con-
troller with four inputs
for Dallas DS1BS20 or
DS18820 digital ther-
mometer sensors (t3.95 each). Four 5A
rated relay channels provide output control.
Relays are independent of sensor channels,
allowing flexibility to setup ihe linkage in any
way you choose. Commands for reading
temperature and relay control sent via the
RS232 interface using simple text strings.
Control using a simple terminal / comms
program (Windows HyperTerminal) or our
free Windows application software.
Kit Order Code: 3190KT - €69.95

USB & Serial Port FIC Programmer
USB/Serial connection. Header cable for
ICSP. Free Windows XP software. Wide
range of supported PlCs - see website for
complete listing. ZIF Socket/USB lead not
included. Supply: 16-1BVdc.
Kit Order Code: 3149EKT - €49.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3149E - €59.95

See website for full range of PIC & ATMEL
Programmers and development tools.

lar Stepper Motor Driver
Drives any 5-35Vdc 5, 6 or
8-lead unipolar stepper
motor rated up to 6 Amps.
Provides speed and direc-
tion control. Operates in stand-alone or PC-
controlled mode for CNC use. Connect up to
six 3'179 driver boards to a single parallel
port. Board supply: 9Vdc. PCB: 80x50mm.
Kit Order Code: 3'179KT - €15.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3179 - t22.95

Gomputer Controlled Bi-Folar Stepper
Motor Driver
Drive any 5-50Vdc, 5 Amp
bi-polar stepper motor us-
ing externally supplied 5V
levels for STEP and Dl-
RECTION control. Opto-
isolated inputs make it ideal for CNC applica-
tions using a PC running suitable software.
Board supply: 8-30Vdc. PCB; 75x85mm.
Kit Order Code: 31SBKT - €23.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3158 - €33.95

Bi-Birectional DC Motor Controller (v2)
Controls the speed of
most common DC
motors (rated up to
32Vdc, 10A) in both
the foruvard and re-
verse directron, The

range of control is from fully OFF to fully ON
in both directions. The direction and speed
are controlled using a single potentiometer.
Screw terminal block for connections.
Kit Order Code: 3166v2KT - t22.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3166v2 - €32.95

DC Motor Speed eontroller (100V/7.5A)
Control the speed of
almost any common
DC motor rated up to
100V17.5A. Pulse width
modulation output for
maximum motor torque

at all speeds. Supply: 5-1SVdc. Box supplied.
Dimensions (mm): 60Wx1001x60H.
Kit Order Code: 3067KT - €17.95
Assembled Order Code: 453067 - 824.95

Computer controlled B-
channel relay board. 5A
mains rated relay outputs. 4
isolated digital inputs. Useful
in a variety of control and

W."."1.s dpri"ut;;;. e;.-
trolled via serial port for programming (using
our new Windows interface, terminal emula-
tor or batch files). lncludes plastic case
130x100x30mm. Power Supply:
12Vdc/500mA.
Kit Order Code: 310BKT - €64.95
Assembled Order Code: AS310B - €79.95

Computer Temperature Data Logger
4-channel temperature log-
ger for serial port. 'C or'F.
Continuously logs up to 4
separate sensors located
200m+ from board. Wide

range of free software applications for stor-
ing/using data. PCB just45x45mm. Powered
by PC. lncludes one DSlB20 sensor.
Kit Order Code: 3145KT - €19.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3145 - €26.95
Additional DS1B20 Sensors - 83.95 each

Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote
State-ofthe-Art. High security
4 channels. Momentary or
latching relay output. Range
up to 40m" Up to 15 Tx's can
be learnt by one Rx (kit in-
cludes one Tx but more avail-
abie separately). 4 indicator LED 's. Rx: PCB
77x85mm, 12Vdc/6mA (standby). Two and
Ten channel versrbns also available.
Kit Order Code: 31BOKT - €49.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3180 - €59.95

DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher
Call your phone num-
ber using a DTMF
phone from anywhere
in the world and re-
motely turn on/off any
of the 4 relays as de-
sired. User settable Security Password, Anti-
Tamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and
Lockout. lncludes plastic case. Not BT ap-
proved. 1 30xl 10x30mm. Power: 12Vdc.
Kit Order Code: 3140KT - €74.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3140 - €89.95



ROOMBA

Make Room forthe Roomba!

By Wisse Hettinga (Elel<tor Editorial)

Without question, one of the duties we enjoy the most

at Elel<tor is organising teardown parties, where the only

objective is to tal<e something apart. There's nothing

more fun or exciting than attacl<ing a piece of equipment

(preferably something expensive) with a screwdriver

and a hobby l<nife, and with the vague expectation that

we we'll be able put it all bacl< together afterward. This

time we wanted to have a closer lool< at a robot vacuum

cleaner, and one of our colleagues in Customer Service

just happened to have one. Jolanda! How about loaning

us your hoover for a little experiment?

Fortunately, she was willing to sacrifice her Roomba to the cause of

science, and - believe it or not - she was even excited at the pros-

pect. With a good supply of beverages and a l<een photographer on

hand, we were able to document the whole process for posterity.

The iRobot Roomba is around 30 cm in diameter and stands 10 cm

high. lt (or should we say'she', since

it moves so gracefully?) travels
around the room sucking

up everything in its path.
It comes complete with

a charging unit, and it
has an extra device
you can use to cre-

ate a virtual wall.
**un M ,Y:X;:'.:l[:i?

encounters an obstacle it takes a different route.

After finishing the job (all fully configurable), it returns to its charg-

ing station. lt has sensors to mal<e sure it doesn't fall down the
stairs. lf you turn it upside down, you can see that it's fitted with
a roller brush, along with a small rotary brush (side brush) for the
corners. Finally, there's an optical sensor on top of the Roomba that
enables it to docl< smoothly with its base station.

Teardown
When teardown time comes, there's only person on the team who
can wield a screwdriver with no sign of hesitation: Jan. Even the

threat of docl<ing his pay to cover any resulting damage doesn't
hold him back. Now we can see what's inside: a battery (3 A' 12

cells, 1 5.57 V) and sensor contacts, the spring-mounted wheels with

their own motor (RS 540), a bunch of screws and bushes, and - of

course - lots of dust. The front (steering) wheel has a blacl<

and white pattern, which makes it easy to
see whether the Roomba

I
{

/

,t{

detects any obstacles
in its path, and when it

o5-201o elektor
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is moving. We also see another four lR sensors that help l<eep the
Roomba on the right path.
Some of the dust manages to get pastthe filter. Apparently it's a good
idea to clean the Roomba from time to time.
Now we come to the electronics. There's a sizeable PCB, with as its most prominent
features a WiFi daughterboard with a Freescale MC13202r, an STARMT master micro-
controller that looks after all the operating functions, and a connector for updating the
software. Of course, there's also a 'l<inda' control panel
with LED display for setting the time and other functions.
ln order to maintain a good working relationship with its
owner, the Roomba can report faults and problems in var-
ious languages. Now we have a big pile of parts, and it's
time for the miracle: putting it all back together and make

Jolanda happy again.

All's wellthat ends well, as they say.

With its update connector, the Roomba naturally lends
itself to updating or reconfiguring the software. You can
find all sorts of tweaks and hacks on the Web that let you

use the Roomba for other purposes, such as a musical
instrument. You can even turn it into a fighting machine,
as illustrated at ....
- http:// roomba.pbwi l<i.corn

www. ma l<ezine.com/blog/a rch ive/2006/03/videos_from_room ba_fig hts. html
http://tod bot.com/blog/2006/05/03/room ba midi-roomba-as-m id i-instru rnent

f
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DESICN TIPS

Star LED instead of incandescent lamp
--- ltamp --- lpg 

-1"t0;n,"n",ty -LEDintensity

J l{ | l=L_.1 l-r-f-l-l-1-1-l 
Itt-.t-+-t-r ltt I --fT

Figure 1. Brightness of the LED and incandescent lamp as a

function of applied voltage.

equal to the current that flows through Rl . You have to mal<e sure

that the position of the LDR is such that it is not illuminated by any

of the LEDs, otherwise there is the chance of runaway feedbacl< to
maximum brightness.
With 51 in the 'manual' position you can also adjust the minimum
desired brightness of the automatic control. ln absolute darl<ness,

after sufficient recovery time has elapsed, the LDR that we used
here has a very high dark resistance (hundreds of Mo) and only the
current through R" now determines the brightness. Once your eyes

are sufficiently accustomed to the darl<ness you can set the desired

brightness with potentiometer R,. A logarithmic type is used for R"

to make the adjustment of low brightness levels easier.

Once S1 is switched bacl< to 'automatic' there is no need for any fur-
ther adjustments. The potentiometer could then be replaced with a

trimpot or fixed resistor of appropriate value.
(0e03 1 7)

Figure 2. Circuit to evaluate the brightness of the LEDs.

By Co Slol<l<er (The Netherlands)

Traditional indicator lamps with a filament or often also available
these days - on a one-for-one replacement basis.- in versions made

with LEDs. ln this implementation the LED, together with a series

resistor, is mounted in the traditional housing. ln some applications
there are wide variations in ambient light (for example day/night
in the cabin of a vehicle). The lamps are dimmed at lower ambient
light levels so that they are not annoyingly bright, usually using a

series resistor. When you replace the incandescent signal lamp in

such a circuit with an LED-lamp then the LED will be much too bright
in the dimmed state. This is caused by the different characteristics
between incandescent and LED-lamps.
However, by tal<ing these characteristics into account it is certainly
possible to dim the LED lamps. As an example, we will compare the
characteristics of a green CML StarLED 1507145C3 with a standard
28V145 mA incandescent lamp. We start by determining the cur-

rent drawn as a function of applied voltage for each type of lamp.
Then we measure, in a darl< environment, the change of relative
brightness as a function of the applied voltage (see Figure 1). From

this we conclude the following:
. At 28 V the LED is about four times as bright as the incandes-

cent lamp at a third of the current
. The current characteristic of the incandescent lamp is strongly

non-linear, while that of the LED is practically linear (after over-

coming the forward voltage drop).
. The relative brightness of the incandescent lamp increases

exponentially, while that of the LED is initially linear after which
the slope gradually reduces.

When dimming the incandescent lamp you reduce the voltage
with a series resistor. From the graph you can see that the lamp still

draws about 28 mA at 12 V while the brightness is effectively nil.
The series resistor amounts to

(28-12) | 28x103 = 571 Q

At 1 2 V the brightness of the LED hasn't even halved yet: 14.5 m5 lll

compared 1o27.4 mS at 28 V.

From measurements it appears that for the LED at 1 2 V to appear just

as bright as the incandescent lamp (6.8 irS 11l), a current of only about
24 pA is required; more than 1000 times smaller than that for the
incandescent lamp at 12 V! The series resistor required for this is

(28 - 2.5) | 24x10'6 - 1800 = 1 MO (approx.)

which is obviously much more than the 571 O required for the
incandescent lamp!
Figure 2 shows a simple circuit for the practical evaluation of the
automatic brightness control for two StarLEDs. Because the LEDs

that we tested are at 6 V are alreadyjust as bright as the incandes-

cent lamp at 28 V, a 9 V battery will suffice for the power supply.
With 51 you can select between automatic and manual control;the
third position turns the circuit off.
The automatic control is achieved with an LDR driven double current
mirror, built around T1 , T2 and T3. The current through each LED is
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o$$'DISTANCE LEARN I NG COURSE

Programming Embedded
PIC Microcontrollers

wxruxm &wwwmfu&Wr * mm# *&*wxw&w.

ln this course you will learn how to program an embedded

microcontroller. We will start with the absolute basics and we will
go into a lot of detail. You cannot learn about software without understanding

the hardware so we will also take a close look at the components and

schematics. At the end of the course you will be able

to design your own embedded applications
Yourcourse package:

and write the appropriate

software for it.

(#

Courseware Ring Binder

(747 pages)

, CD-ROM including software

and example files

. Application Board

. Support at Elektor Forum

. Elel<tor Certificate

f3es.00 / 564s.oo I€44s.00
note: to be able to [ollow this course. E-blocks

is required which you may already have

(in part). All relevant products are available

but also as a set at a discounted price.

Please check wvwv.elektor.cqm/dista ncelearnllg
for further information.

Contents:
. Background
. Digital Ports
. SerialCommunication

(RS232)
. Analog Signals
. PulseWidth Modulation
. Timers/Counters/l nterrupts
. Memory
. LCD Display
. l2C Communication
. SPI Communication
. USB Communication
. Configuration (Fuses)

. Answers to the assignments

. Appendix
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By Antoine Authier (Elektor Labs)

from an idea byJrirgen Maiss (Germany)

t:

When it landed (on my desl<), JLirgen Maiss'

AirControl' prototype immediately aroused
my curiosity and seduced me by its originality:
how could this circuit, using a simple humidity
(and temperature) sensor, worl< out the alti-
tude of the cloud base for cloud masses?
"A gliding enthusiast, Jtirgen is also a pilot;
so meteorological data are vitalto him, he's
bound to l<now his subject!" lsaid to myself,

though still sceptical "But are the results
obtained in this way reliable?"
ln addition, this circuit uses a miniature dig-
ital sensor that I hadn't ever used before...
that was all it tool< to launch me into the
adventure, without a balloon ortape-meas-
ure in sight.

ilr,=:* * *:=l**r*i*gll= I

*=:-l {:q:j;ec4'
First of all, a few reminders about thermo-
dynamics. Not being a meteorologist, I

poured over various encyclopaedias to try
and understand the phenomena being
exploited here. Here are some results of
my research.

This circuit measures the ambient air tem-
perature and relative humidity. ln order to
determine the altitude of the cloud base,
it is necessary to first calculate the alti-
tude at which the water vapour in the air
condenses.

The dew point [zJ or dew temperature cor-
responds to the saturation temperature of
the air at a given pressure - in other words,
the temperature atwhich the watervapour
in the air is at a maximum. lf, at constant
pressure, the air temperature drops below
this dew point (isobaric transformation), the
excess water vapour will condense to form
cloud, fog (low cloud), or dew, depending

on the altitude at which the phenomenon
occurs. The warmer the air, the more mois-
ture it can hold.

The August-Roche-Magnus formula lets us

approximate this (dew) temperature Id:

v(T . RH\
TJ(T.RHt=7,,'' m- y(T,RH)

(nu\ m.Tv(T.RH)l=lnl-l+-
\ t00 / T,.T
(T":243'l2oc

usincthe constants]- 
tnt=1J.62

This approximation is valid 'above water' (in

the jargon), i.e. for temperatures between
0 and 60 Celsius, and relative humidity
between 1 and 100 %.

ln order to understand the explanations
that follow, you'll probably find it help-
ful to read up about 'atmospheric pres-
sure' and'convective instability' from the
link Isl. Let's now consider the standard
atmosphere model as used by many mete-
orological offices, with a vertical temper-
ature gradient that remains of the order
of -0.65 oC every 1 00 m (approx. 300 ft)
in the lower atmosphere (also called
troposphere).

T]=l-< *:rc"-i; l+:=E *ii-:i=b+:d

.€i c-i-*-trcli L:=*+ l.::* i: ! :r di*=a*s

J l-

tT: {: 
=.} 

L: ti* + e: i a+i# ; *{ +z * r' * 
= 

:t d

i: *l* !*iig * F1i i::*:- *ii**t5':.' ;ir:! 
=4

= 
.T:==: i:l ;r1+:*1i ii* r=i** i=ii*=;.

It =-i:irlsj =*iq* =i: ii:i*r*=li-{2:r,z*.'t::rsr*i*;ir"*iii:*l li::'i:**=:i: wJ:= **** *ir 
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about l6 km; 54,000 ft.). While we're wait-
ing for the air in our balloon to heat up, let
me tell you about the hardware platform.

i**i:i':;=r*
To be appealing a project like this needs to
be portable, compact, elegant but sturdy,
and have long battery life. lts supply volt-
age should not be more than 3.3 V. The dis-
play should be as compact as possible, but
have good resolution. Everything housed
in a little case with the power source, small
enough to fit into your breast pocket or even
smaller bits of textile.
Three 

.l.5 
V AAA penlight batteries or 1 2 V

rechargeables, i.e. 4.5-3.6 V when connected
in series, will each provide around i 000 mAh.

;qg,gff,!:.jel::,aiF,?+tii"*';,*e_,:3{,1{*&',

We'll come back later to the backlight for the
display, which requires 5 V.

The supply for the various sensitive devices
and modules is provided by an 1p2980 tll
regulator lC from National, which can supply
up to 50 mA with a very reasonable 0.12 V
voltage drop. ldeal for battery-powered
applications, this device supplies more than
enough current for this part of the circuit,
which at worst will consume 10 mA (during
the measurement phase). The devices that
consume more power - the backlight and
resonator-will be connected to the batter-
ies via resistors.
R8 protects the resonator IsJ, which is only
rated for a maximum voltage of 4 V, whereas

-0.65
r00

zo being measurement altitude, we finally
obtain

z.,.t,,,rrt =ff -r,,7' !0!,' 0.6s
This calculation assumes that the atmos-
phere is standard and that the humidity is
constant with altitude... All that remains is

to go up in a balloon to checl< if this model
actually worl<s in the troposphere (up to

elel<tor o5-201o
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three new high-grade alkalines will supply

over 4.7 V. The frequency of the sound emit-

ted (around 2.7 l<Hz) is pulsewidth modu-

lation (PWM) controlled by the microcon-

troller via FET T1 . This also allows the power

consumed by the resonator to be limited'

Tests have shown that PWM with a duty

cycle of 40 % makes it possible to obtain a

good sound volume.

The LC display is the well-l<nown EA DlP204-

4 tll from Electronic Assembly. This module

is not cheap, but there's nothing to com-

pete with it either. Compact and connector-

mounted, it provides four lines of 20 charac-

ters and a table of characters and symbols

that is more suited to our languages than

the usual Orientalsymbols. The main reason

for my choice of this display is the fact that

it can be powered from 3.3 V, and doesn't

need a negative voltage on its contrast pin:

just a preset is enough! lt's being driven here

in +-bit mode, but it's also compatible with

the SPI bus (see the data sheet forthe Sam-

sung K54073), which lwould have lil<ed to

have used. Unfortunately, I didn't have the

time to experiment with that this time'
The display can be turned off completely

thanks to T3, which lets us save around 5-
6 mA when the user doesn't need it' The

complete initialisation of the LCD control-

ler tal<es a little time each time the unit is

turned on.
The LED bacl<light requires powering at

5 V, with resistor R9 to limit the current'

The bacl<light is also connected to a micro-

controller pin that can supply a PWM signal,

which through FET T2 controls its bright-

ness, and hence its power consumption'

lf the unit is powered from rechargeables

rather than all<aline cells' the voltage to

the backlight will only be 3.6 V (with fully

charged batteries); in this event, the back-

lighibrightness will be reduced' though

that doesn't affect the readability of the

display.

The circuit is based around an ATmeg-

a324PA processor [2J with numerous handy

peripherals and very low power consump-

tion. The ATmega88 originally used soon

proved inadequate in program memory

capacity, and in the number of input/out-
put pini. What's more, the ATmega324 also

5o
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Figure 1 . The PCB and main components. The great shy microcontroller is hiding under the display.

contains a real-time counter, which will let
us measure the time. Watch out! Atmel
provides here an RTeOq&f which, even

though it isn't a true RTeleqk, does prove
jolly handy for developing a real-time clock
in just a few minutes. This function will use

a timer, a little bit of space in flash memory,
an interrupt vector, and a few clock cycles.

It's important to connect to pins TOSC1

and TOSC2 of the microcontroller a crystal
oscillatorthat presents a load of6 pF. ln this

event, capacitors C1 2 and C1 3 are not fit-
ted. lf the capacitive loading of the crystal is

different, it must be corrected using capaci-

tors C12 and Cl3, the values for which can

be determined with the help of the oscilla-
tor and ATmega data sheets.

The user interface consists of the display
already described, three push-buttons, two
LEDs, and a resonator.
The temperature and relative humid-
ity measurements are performed using a

5HT1 I 11l from Sensirion, fitted onto a small

breakout board, which will mal<e it possible

to fit it outside the case to improve meas-

urement accuracy, as well as to use of for
other projects (its size is small size, but not
its price).

On the circuit diagram, you'll note three
expansion ports:
K1 is a serial port compatible with the USB-

TfL232 cable available in the Elel<tor shop
as ref. 080213-71, which is very handy for
hassle-free development. This cable also
lets you power the board from the USB bus

5 V rail, provided you mal<e a solder bridge

elektor o5-201o

across R0 on the back of the board. ln this
case, it's vital to remove the batteries, as

they'll be connected directly to the 5 V rail,

which risks damaging them, or even causing

them to explode!
Resistors R1 0 to R'l 3 provide basic protection
for the external connector, 1 00 Q is fine.

Figure 2. The breakboard PCB

before / after.

K2 is an ISP connectorfor programming the
microcontroller in situ, i.e. the pins of the SPI

bus
K7 offers a second serial port and the pins of
the hardware l2C module. Both may come in

useful lateron.

#:=**ard s#ft1.J*l*
The source code files for the onboard soft-
ware, written in C, are available as a free

download on the project page on the Elel<tor

website [t 1J;they can be compiled using the
WinAVR software suite under Windows, or
using avr-gcc + avr-binutifs under
Linux (see the readme . txt file to find out
about the versions used).

l've tried to mal<e everything as simple
and easy to understand as possible. The

program is structured in three layers. The

hardware driver files have the prefix dr and

contain the explicit name of the peripheral
(e.g. drsHTl x. c /h for the Sensirion sen-

sor). Only the driver layer can/needs to both
access the hardware and provide a simple,
but I hope effective, API (Application Pro-

gramming lnterface). The main file con-
taining the 'main'function, which is noth-
ing but the program's entry point (a sort of
starting point) is aircontrol . c, the files
containing the tools have the prefix tIk and

the user interface ui.
The sensor uses a synchronous serial link
and a proprietary protocol for communi-
cating with the microprocessor. This proto-
col is similar to the l2C bus one, but is suf-

ficiently different to prevent us from using
the ATmega's built-in hardware l2C mod-
ule. No worries, Sensirion provides good
explanations and l've written you a driver
for reading the temperature and relative
humidity of the air by simply calling the
drsHTlx_measure function. This circuit
returns the values for the air temperature
or relative humidity. These values are Iinear-

ized and compensated.
The real-time clocl< is available in the file
tlkTime .c/h. lt contains the code for
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the date structure update interrupt vector

every second, along with two functions for

reading and setting the time.
You'll also find special drivers for the LEDs,

the keypad, the resonator, and the dis-

play. There is also a driver for the serial port

druARr. c, very handy for debugging the
application.

The tlkRH. c file contains the dew point
and cloud base altitude calculation routines.

It requires use of the math(ematics) library
supplied with the l ibc for AVR, as I've

implemented the calculations using float-

ing point operators and variables to mal<e

the development faster... the downside is

that the library tal<es up just over 2 KB of
the flash memory, the code still runs fast,

but I invite our readers to take up the chal-

lenge and re-program the whole thing using

i ntegers.

The dew point is calculated using the Mag-

nus formula, the mathematical library pro-

vides the logarithm to base 10, knowing
that

Pressing the third push-button lets you set
.the time. All that remains is to program

more economical power management, a

turn-off delaytimeforthe display, and con-

figuration forthe time interval between two
measurements.

{*nstra".:*tion
The circuit fits very snugly into the elegant

BO5 Streqmline 400 case from Bopla with its
decorative sealing gasket, as long as you

solder the display module directly onto the
PCB. lt will be flush with the front panel.

Before soldering in the display, check the
basic functioning of the device. Once the
display is fitted, it hinders access to the
microcontroller and the JTAC port.

Start by cutting off the part of the PCB

intended for the SHTl 1, unless you really

do want to use it inside the case - in

which event, remember to provide good

ventilation.

Don't try to snap it off; you must saw it off,

using for example a little circular saw (and a

vacuum cleaner). Avoid exposing the com-
ponents to fine dust particles, and tal<e care

as well to protect your eyes and respiratory

tract during this oPeration.
Connectors K3, K4, and K5 letyou connect

the humidity sensor inside or outside the

case, depending on how you want to use it.

For use outside, solder connector K4 on the
back of the board. ln this way, you'll find it
easy to cut an opening in the case opposite

the sensor PCB, without falling foul of the
sealing gasket.

I recommend soldering the SHT1 1 onto its
piece of PCB with a very fine-pointed iron,

and avoid taking too long over it. You need

to avoid drying out the sensor (refer to
the documentation provided by Sensirion

where applicable).

Then solder the SMS devices in the oven,

then the through-hole components, finish-

ing off with the connectors (only the ones

you're going to be using) and the LEDs,

which you'll need to fit underthe front panel

in the holes designed for this Purpose.
For the switch and the serial linl<, it's best

to start by milling out vertically within the

thickness of the lid so as to reduce it to
around 1 mm. Then mal<e the cut-out for
the slide switch. The serial link is optional.
If you're using neither it, nor the OUTl /
OUT2 signals, you don't need to mal<e a

hole in the case.

All that remains for you to do is to fix the

PCB using two or three 2 mm self-tapping
screws above the battery comPartment'
Print the front panel, laminate it with self-

adhesive plastic film, for example, and sticl<

it into the recess in the lid.

f*neL:si#*
Many readers will be wondering what use

it is to measure cloud base altitude. lt will
be of interest to pilots, modelling enthu-
siasts, and people who are simply curious

about meteorology. But this project also

forms a good base from which to develop

a weather station or a climate-measuring
device. We'll certainly be coming back to
this later in these Pages.
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"(;)=m(a)-m(a)
and

. ln (a)
log'n (a)

ln ( l0)

and that

y(r ,nlt) =
rn( r0)' (roe,o (RH ) - z.$ + !]' Tr'T

with

tn(tO) =2'302585

i.e. the C code:

H = (loglo(RH) - 2.A)*2.302585 r
(m*T) / (Tn + t) ;

Tdp = 1p*s7 (m - H) ;

The application is fairly simple and displays

all the values available alternately'
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The CO2 Meter published in our January
2008 edition continues to oPerate very
well, so why bother to do a new design? The

answer is both simple and obvious.

ln the previous article, we mentioned that
too high a concentration of CO2 negatively

affects the ability to concentrate. And in
which daily activity does the ability to con-

centrate play an important role? Exactly!

While driving a car (excluding convertibles)'

We therefore wanted a CO2 meter that was

suitable for in-car use.

The 'old' CO2 meter perfectly satisfied the
requirements when it comes to its physi-

cal dimensions, but the long warming-up
period and calibration phase of two hours

54
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are of course not practical for use in a car,

when you just want to start the engine and

drive off.

lvl**sur:=g pa"i=e!pE*

Since the long warming-up time was a

requirement of the sensor that was used,

there was no other option than searching

for another (faster) sensor. And we found
one! The ZCO1C made by Taiwanese manu-

facturer ZyAup3 [t J (see Figure 1 ).

This sensor uses the NDIR measuring princi-

ple. NDIR stands for Non-Dispersive InfraRed

absorption (see also t21). This measures the

concentration of CO2 in a gas by using the
fact that the CO2 in the air absorbs infrared

light with a specific wavelength of 4.27 pm.

By tal<ing a 'tunnel' of l<nown dimensions

and filling it with the gas to be measured,

and using a suitable sensor and light source,

the concentration of CO2 in the gas sample

can be determined quite accurately'

Since the concentration of CO2 is (or should

be) normally quite low in our intended appli-

cation environment (the car), a relatively
long optical path is required to obtain a suf-

ficiently accurate measurement. As a conse-

quence, any suitable sensors are generally

quite large and because of the high quality

optics they contain, are also quite expen-

sive. However, ZyAura have succeeded in

manufacturing a relatively compact and

affordable NDIR CO2 sensor, which is per-

fectly suited for our intended use'

!:=?*!!;g**t :*s=s*r
The sensor is suitable for CO2 concentrations

ranging from 0 to 3000 ppm (refer to speci-

fications), which is sufficient for the appli-
cation we have in mind. The average CO2

concentration outdoors amounts to about
400 ppm (parts per million). Values above

3000 are, certainly in a car, very undesirable

and can lead the dangerous situations (see

table'CO2 concentration and effects').

The electronics integrated on the PCB ofthe
sensor module takes much of the work out
of our hands. The chip covered with resin

(presumably an ASIC) already does all the

measuring and interface work and makes

the measured data available via an SPI inter-

face. ln addition to the CO2 sensor itself, the

module also has a temperature sensor for

o5-201o elel<tor
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calibration purposes, the measuring result
of which is also available via the SPI bus.

ln fact, all we have to do is show the data
from the SPI interface on a display. To do
this we use a microcontroller, an ATmega88
from Atmel. lts function is to indicate the
measured CO2 concentration and tempera-
ture on a display.

*1<**=*t!r *** 
={* 

E=y*i:l
Largely aware of what's required for the
hardware, we can tal<e a lool< at the sche-
matic (see Figure 2). Since most of the worl<
is already carried out by the electronics inte-
grated in the sensor module, the schematic
is a simple matter.
The SPl data from the module goes via K2

and directly to the microcontroller, which
subsequently shows it (via K1) on the dis-
play, and depending on the CO2 value it will
turn on one ofthe LEDs Dl, D2 or D3. The
microcontroller can be programmed in-cir-
cuit via K3. However, you have to discon-
nect the sensor module first, because both
use the same (SPl) bus.

For the display we chose a 2-line by 8-char-
acter LCD display module with anHD44780-
compatible controller, so that for driving
this display you can pick a 'standard' soft-
ware library off the internet. The display
contrast can be set with P1.

For the power supply we started with the
battery voltage from the car. The sensor
electronics requires a voltage of 6 volts,
which is derived from a 7806 powered
from the battery voltage. The microcontrol-
ler requires a regulated voltage of 5 volts,
which is generated using a low-drop volt-
age regulator type 1P2950-50. The power

elektor o5-201o

Figure 1. The sensor PCB is already fitted with all the electronics
for interpreting the measurement data.

supply for the LEDs also comes from this
5 V. Diode D4 was added to protect against
reversed polarity.
When designing the PCB layout the sensor
PCB and LED were taken into account. Both

le=: 
===f*ru=:ruil 

{i}- *':!l?lii.

can be mounted on the PCB with stand-offs.
(see Figure 3).

5*f€lv*r*
The software for the microcontroller is quite

Figure 2. The schematic is very modest thanl<s to
the integrated electronics on the sensor PCB.
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straightforward because of the high degree

of integration of the sensor. A software
library was downloaded from the internet
for controlling the display' After initialising
the hardware and configuring the controller

as an SPI slave device, the display is cleared

and the main loop waits for until it receives

a frame. When the checl<sum of this frame is

correct, the temperature and CO2 value are

shown on the display. Additionally' which

LED should be turned on is also decided. lf
the checl<sum is incorrect, then the entire
frame is ignored.
The sensor electronics, on its own accord,

sends a data frame every seven seconds

via the SPI bus to the controller' so that
every seven seconds the displayed value

is updated; more than fast enough for our

application.

{*stst:-*ctE*f! * *d Ll5*
The assembly of the PCB is not likely to
cause any problems. As usual, start by sol-

dering the smallest (lowest) components
(resistors, diodes, etc.) and finish with the

largest (tallest). You can see the comPo-

nent placement in Figure 4. Using hool<-up

wire, solder a 4-pole connector to the sen-

sor PCB, which will then be connected to
K2. The schematic of Figure 2 shows how

this connector should be wired'
The PCB copper tracl< layout can be down-

loaded from the web page for this project [:].

A kit is also available for this project, which

has all the parts collected for you (see t:J).

After assembly, the PCB can obviously be fit-

ted in the enclosure which we offerwith the

kit in the Elektor online shop, but you are

of course free to choose a housing of your

own preference. Note that the enclosure is

not supplied with pre-machined openings,

so keep in mind when mounting the board

in the housing that you need to mal<e a few

openings for the ambient air to pass'

The electronics will come to life as soon as

the power supply is connected. The meas-

ured temperature appears on the display

immediately. The CO2 value requires 10 to

20 seconds of patience: the sensor needs a

shortwarm-up period.

As will be obvious by now, the display shows

the measured CO2 concentration in ppm (and

the temperature in "C). To mal<e the readout

slightly more noticeable in a car, three LEDs
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were added. The green LED (D1) is on when
the CO, concentration is less than 1000 ppm
and is 'normal'. The orange LED (D2) is on

when the CO2 concentration is between
1 000 and 1400 ppm (elevated value) and

the red LED (D3)will be on when the value is

above 1400 ppm, at which point it is time to
take action. Particularlywhen there are sev-

eral people in the car, this value is reached
quite quickly and easily exceeded (see also

our'test report' in last month's e-Lnes rNsror

section 'CO2 meter undertest', where values
in excess of 1 700 ppm were no exception).
Particularly during long road trips, both for
holidays and business, your concentration is

likely to suffer after a while as a consequence

of the in-vehicle CO2 level. While this circuit
does not actively keep you awake, it will in any
case monitor a potentially dangerous environ-
ment and warns you that it is time to open a

window or turn up the ventilation a notch.
(1 00020)

Resisterc
R1,R:,qi = 2t**
ft4 = S8{}
R5 = 1*ks:,
P'l = l*k5]

l:"r€*re-r*t Linl<c

| ! I lrvmr.:;,,* u ra.c*=

l2l hitF:1 j ni.rvil<!p*di*.

*rgf r+'ikil N c:.:C isp*isiv**ilfia red*s+r':*:'ri

C*p*e;tors
{1"C3 = 10*nF
C?=i*Q.rFt5V
C3=1*$F25V

l3] *,,rviv.eIeklci.c**-:l 1 ***20

i4 j l:,'r*,,v"eleki*r.comi 09*$SI

$cr*Ee**duct*rs
I]1 = L[D, lxnr gr*rr;
DZ = Lf*, 5mi-:'l, **":ber
G3 = LiD, 5*:n.:. r*d
n4 * 1tj,l.**?

5li = Atn:*g***-J*g*,
pr*qra::rn'red
rc: = ?8fi6

rA*T gtSr*ruDiruc ilil, tu:rTrR

Figure3.SpacersareusedtomountthesensoranddisplayonthePCB. Forconnectingthe
display bacl<light (A' and 'K')you can use a couple of leads trimmed from the resistors.

iil = Lp:*50-5*

iL{i***!laneo*-re

t{'l = i4-pin pi*heacieril.lm*': }e:d
ie::gth)
!{f, = 4-;-vay h**e*r
4-rr,,*y s*cket i*r K?

:{3 * S-pin i?x3} pinl--*;der
l{4 = }f a#*pl*r s*<k*|, F{* inexni
LeD Eype P{fi SG2 lR$-Arjr€-B -Q
ift i.:":*d*le iype Zfi*1
l**okup ro,'ire

P{8 # ',? **i:t*- 1 , :e* l:l
K1t *l part:, inciu*i*g ser::*r ***
L{*, [lel**i *id+r c**= i $fi*i*-
71,:e*l3i
[*cl*:,,ir*, []ekt*: *rd*r :*i*
1 f**l*-?]. :e* i:l

Figure 4. ln the component overlay you can clearly recognise the space reserved for the sensor
and LCD. Also keep in mind the contrast adjustment using Pl .
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Wolfgang Rudolph (Germany) and

Gregory Ester (France)

It's a fascinating hardware combination, but what can we do with it? VisiOLED is a wireless door-opener

featuring RFID cards for visitor identification, and visualisation using an OLED display. The whole thing is

based around the ATMr8 board.

door using a low-cost RFID card. The RFID

data are sent to the indoor unit over the
wireless linl<. lf the visitor's RFID card is rec-

ognised, an image of the visitor appears on

the OLED display for confirmation. The door
can now be opened remotely by pressing a

button on the indoor unit. ln communica-
tions between the two units the indoor unit
acts as the master and the outdoor unit as

the slave. The source code for the project is,

For a slightly more detailed overview, tal<e

a look at the blocl< diagram in Figure 1. The

outdoor part ofthe system (situated nearto
the front door or front gate) and the indoor
part, inside the house, employ the same

printed circuit boards: the VisiOLED trans-

ceiver board and the ATM18 test board.
The only difference is in how they are con-

nected up: the outdoor transceiver board is

equipped with an RFID reader and an electri-
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cally-operated door latch, while the indoor
board is connected to an OLED display. The

indoor and outdoor stations communicate

using a 433 MHz (or equivalent ISM band)

wireless link.

This is VisioLED, your doorman
The following functions are provided by the

software running on the ATM18 boards.

Visitors can announce their arrival at the

o5-201o elel<tor



as always, made freely available and so can

be used as the basis for other applications
involving similar peripherals.
The RFID reader comes from the same stable
as the ATM18 board, and was described
in the article'ATM18 = RFID Savvy'pub-
lished in the June 2009 issue of Elektortlt.
A TDL2A 433-9 transceiver (see text box) is
used to send the RFID code from the out-
door unit to the indoor unit, where it is

compared against a stored list of codes. lf a

code matches a buzzer sounds and the cor-
responding image is fetched from the mem-
ory card and shown on the OLED display.

Printed circuit boards
Each of the two stations requires an ATM18
test board and a transceiver board (Fig-
ure 2). The boards are populated differently
in the two stations, which is why we have
given two separate parts lists.

The circuit diagram of the transceiver board
is shown in Figure 3. lt provides all the con-
nections between the ATM'l 8 test board
and the other components of the system.
The wireless transceiver module (Mod1),
the buzzer circuit (T2 and Bz1 ) and the FTDI

cable interface (l(2) are fitted in both indoor
and outdoor stations. The relay for the door
latch (T1 and Re1) and the RFID reader
board, plus its antenna coil Ant2, are fitted
only in the outdoor station. The following
items are only fitted in the indoor station:
the OLED module, connected at Mod2 (see

separate text box); the 74HC4053 multi-
plexer (lC1), used to switch the ATM18's
serial port signals (TXD and RXD) between
the transceiver and the display module;
R2 and R7, pull-up resistors that provide
defined logic levels on otherwise open-cir-
cuit inputs to the display and transceiver
module; and R5 and R6, which protect the
74HC4053 when an FTDI interface cable is
connected at K2 to program the unit.

Construction
Populate the two transceiver boards accord-
ing to their respective parts lists, and checl<

over the boards carefully. ln the outdoor
unit, don't forget the wire linl<s that run
from R5 and R6 to pins 5 and 4 of K3. These

are shown as white lines in the component
mounting overlay on the circuit board (Fig-

elektor o5-201o

ure 2) and as dotted lines in the circuit dia-
gram (Figure 3).
The ATM18 board is simply plugged into the
transceiver board, mating K5 on the ATM 1 8

board with K3 on the transceiver board.
Since the transceiver board receives its 5 V
supply from the ATM18 board over this con-
nection, all three pins of JP1 on the ATM.I 8

board must be linl<ed together. The ATM18
board itself is powered from a mains adap-
tor via K1 . A complete list of the necessary
connections is given in Table 1.

Before use, the ATmega88 microcontrollers
on the ATM.I 8 boards must be programmed
with the relevant software. As usual, the
software is available as a free download I2l

from the web pages accompanying this arti-
cle. Within the software the outdoor unit is
referred to as the'slave' and the indoor unit
as the 'master'. The program for the slave is

written using BASCOM and the program for
the master in C.

The software in the master unit must be
configured with the codes of the RFID cards

M ICROCONTROLLERS

INDOOR

Figure 1 . Block diagram of a VisiOLED installation. The outdoor unit is located at the front
door, while the indoor unit can be located in any convenient position inside the house.

Figure 2. Both indoor and outdoor units consist of a transceiver board and an ATM18 test
board. However, different subsets of the components are fitted in the two cases.
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Required for:

Outdoor and indoor unit

Outdoor and indoor unit

Outdoor and indoor unil

Oul.door and indoor uniI

Outdoor unit f RllD antgnna

I Outdoor unit / relaY (RE)

' 
outdoor unlti liuzzer @uz)

I Outdoor unit / RFID (5HD)

Outdoor unit / RllD (DtMOD OUT)

I Outdoor unit / RFID (MOD)

Outdoor unit / lXl-)

Outdoor unit / RXD

lndoor uniL / lCl (S1)

Indoor unit / lC1 (52)

lndoor uniL / button S3

lndoor-unit I Toemer 871

I JP1 : pin 1 to plns 2 and 3 (on ATM18 board)

I2 V mains adaptorto l(1 (on ATM18 board)

, 
Ki (on ATMl 8 board) to K3 (on transceiver board)

' 
tZ .m whip antenna to Antl (on transceiver board)

Antenna coil to Ant2 (on transceiver board)

' r<+ p n t 1on iiunr.eluer board)to pcz tniH'lis sonldl

r l(4 pin 2 (on transceiver board) to PCl (ATM18 bolrd)

[a p11 3 (on transceiver board) to PD5 (ATM18 board)

i t<+ pin 4 (on transceiver board)to PD3 (ATM18 board)

l(4 pin 5 (on transceiver board)to PD4 (ATM18 board)
' Wire link from R5 to K3 pin 5 (on transceiver board)

r Wire linl< from no to t<: pin a (on ii.nsceiuer. boutd j

t<+ pln: (on tiansceiver board)to eco lnrvt 8 board)

K4 pin4 (on transceiver board)to PCl (ATM18 board)

, l(8 pin3 (on ATM.I B board) to PD5 (ATM18 board)

14 | p en22 (tra n sceiver-pri nt) m et PC2 (ATN/ 1 B)

Figure 3. The main job of the transceiver board is to connect

the vari6us modules (wirlless linl<, RFID and OLED)to the ATM18 board.

6o
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There are many examples of luminescence in nature- One i", ell-

known example is the glow-worm (actually a kind of beetle),

which can turn its yellowish light on and off just like an (O)LED.

The principle of operation of the glow-worm is biochemical rather

than electrical, of course, and it can reach an energy efficiency as

high as 95 7.!

The first discoveries of electioluminescence in organic materials

date back to 1 953. Once it had been determined that certain natu-

ral polymers exhibit semiconductor properties, processes were de-

veloped to synthesise these materials, called conjugated polymers,

artificially. The road was now open to manufacture semiconductors

and other electronic components from plastics rather than based

on a crystalline substrate.

The principle behind light-production in conjugated polymers has

parallels to that behind our old friend the light-emitting diode.

However, the practical development of electroluminescent dis-

plays only began in earnest in 1987, when l(odal<, and shortlyaf-
terwards Pioneer, started to invest in the technology. Now OLED

technology stands on the threshold of wide commercial applica-

tion. According to DisplaySearch, an American market research

company, turnover in OLED displays will grow from U5$ 500m in

2004 to U5$ 7bn by 201 6.

Cathode
t:a

(Electron lnjection)

ness of the layers is around 100 nm to 200 nm. Two types of organic

material are used: long-chain polymers, prepared in solution, and

smaller molecules that are deposited using thermal chemicalvapour

deposition in a vacuum.

For so-called passive matrix displays the layers of molecules pre-

pared in solution are deposited using spin coating, an inl<jet process,

orsimilartechnique. The light emission principle of these'polymer

OLEDs' is mainly based on fluorescence. OLEDs that employ the

smaller molecules ('small molecule OLEDs')also rely on phospho-

rescence. Atvoltages of between 3 V and I 0 V electrons are injected

into the active layer from the cathode. The materia I of the cathode

is chosen to have a low work function (the energy required to liber-

ate electrons from its surface). Suitable choices are metals such as

barium or calcium, as well as certain fluorides. Simultaneously holes

(positive charges) are injected into the organic materialfrom the

anode, which is made from a transparent material such as indium tin

oxide (lTO) with a higher work function.

LCD versus OLED

The advantages of OLEDs compared to LCDs arise directly from

their principle of operation. Tlre liquid crystal material inside the

LCD works like a Venetian blind, either blocl<ing or passing the light
generated by the backlight to the observer. OLED displays have no

bacl<light: the light ls produced directly in the panel. To display a

darl< pixel, an LCD has to blocl< its bacl<light; in an OLED display, the

pixel is simply turned off and then draws no power. OLEDs are there-

fore much more energy efficient than a fully bacl<lit LCD, especially

if (as is often the case for video material) the images to be displayed

are Iargely dark. OLEDs have better contrast, some reaching ratios as

high as 1 000 000 to 1. Since there is no bacl<light, an OLED module

can be very thin. The low power consumption and economy in ma-

terials make them environmentally friendly, and the wafer-thin poly-

mer layers do not contain any harmful substances.

Disadvantages, however

The materials used in OLED panels are extremely sensitive to mois-

ture and oxygen and must therefore be protected behind a glass

cover. Also, not all colours of light are produced with the same effi-

ciency: this means higher curent consumption and shoiter lifetime,

and is an obstacle to the widespread use of large full-colour panels.

The lifetime of today's OLED panels is no match forthat of an ordi-

nary LED: to put this irr perspective, however, Sony claims that its

first OLED television has an operating life of 30 000 hours before the

panel reaches half its original brightness, which corresponds to four

hours of viewing every day for some twenty years.

firganie
lH*teriai

(Electron Transport)

( R, G, B Emission)

(Hole Transport)

(Hole lnjection)

Anode

081141 - 14

OLED manufacture

OLED displays have a simple structure built from one or moTe organ-

ic layers sandwiched between two electrodes. Typically the thick-

to be accepted along with the address of
the image corresponding to each one: the
software download includes instructions
on how to do this, along with screenshots.
The datasheet for the OLED panel includes
the necessary information on how to store
images on the 5D card in the module. All
that is needed is an SD card adaptor for

elektor o5-201o

your PC or laptop and a program that you
can download for free: see the OLED mod-
ule manufacturer's website I3l for further
details as well as the datasheet itself.

It is possible to configure the Radiometrix
transceiver module before use with the help

of a serial-to-USB adaptor cable (or 'FTDI

cable')080213-71 tal connected at K2. Con-
figuration is essential if, for example, several

transceivers are to be used in close proxim-
ity to one another. Normally this will not
be the case, and the default configuration
of the module will be perfectly satisfactory
and no programming is necessary. On the
other hand, if you do wish to program the
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This compact low-cost OLED display modLrle uses passive matrix

technology. The module includes an embedded graphics controller

to provide 'stand-alone' functionality' Two software platforms are

available: the serial command platform (SCC) and the 4D Craphics

Language (4DCL) platform.

The SCC module that we have chosen for this project can be used

as a slave device connected to a suitable host (see accompanying

figure).

The protocol used on the serial interface is very simple, with each

command consisting of one or more bytes.

pOLED-1 28-G'l features

. rz8 byrz8 pixel resolution

. 256 or 65k colours

. 1.5 inch diagonal, module size 45.5mm by 33.5 mm by 6'3 mm
, Active screen area: z7 mm by z7 mm
. Viewing angle: almost r8o '
. Simple five-pin interface
. Operating voltage 3.6 V to 6.o V
. Current consumption typically 4o mA at 5 V
. RS-z3z-lil<e interface (o V/3.3 V levels) with automatic baud rate

selection $oo baud to 256 kbaud)
. Two software versions: serial command platform or 4D Graphics

Language

Host Controller'
PIC, AVR, ARM, STAIVIP,

micro-USB

Er-,,,,'r.-----
}TOLFD;t18€t

r---'r----.l :.,

Transceiver board # 081 1 41 -1

with RFID (outdoor)

Resistors
R1,R3 = 1OkO

R4=1kf2

Capacitors
C1,C3 = 100nF
C4 = 1 00pF 25V radial

Semiconductors
D1 = 1N400i
11,r2 = BC547B
D2 = LED, red, low current, 3mm

Miscellaneous
Re1 = 5V relay with 250VAC/54 contacts (e.9.

Omron type 66D-1A-ASI 5DC)

Bzl = 5V piezo buzzer (e.9. Megacera type
cPMl 21 A0A)

Modl = 433MHz data transceiver, Radiometrix
type TDL2A-433-9 or equivalent

Mod3 = RFID module # 080910-91 from Ele-

ktor Shop or www.elektor.com/08091 0

Antl = wire antenna, length = 
.l 
70mm (6.7 in.)

Ant2 = RFID antenna coil (160 turns 0.2mm /
AW6#31 ecw, 23mm diam., L = 780PH)

JP.l = 2-pin pinheader with jumper
l(1 = 2-way PCB terminal blocl<, lead pitch

7.5mm (0.3 in.)
K2,l(3 = 6-pin pinheader
K4 = 5-pin pinheader
PCB # 081 i41 -1 from Elel<tor Shop orwww.

elektor.com/081 141

ATM18 Test Board # 071035-92 with con-
troller module -91 (Elektor Shop orwww.
elektor.com/071 03 5)

Transceiver board 081 1 41 -1

with OLED (indoor)

Resistors

R2,R3,R7 = lOkO
R4=1kO5%
R5,R6 = 220f,

Capacitors
C1 ,C2,C3 = 100nF
C4=100pF25V

Semiconductors
12 = BC547B
D2 = LED red, low current,3mm
tcl = 74HC4053

Miscellaneous
Bzi = 5V piezo buzzer, e.g. Megacera type

CPIVIl2l AOA

Modl = 433MHz data transceiver, Radiometrix
type TDL2A-433-9 or equivalent

Mod2 = OLED display module,4D Systems

type pOLED-1 28-C1 (ScC)

Antl = wire antenna, length = 170mm

JP1 = 2-pin pinheaderwith jumPer
K2,l(3 = 6-pin pinheader
l(4 = 5-pin pinheader
PCB # 081 141-1 from ElektorShop orwww.

elektor.com/081141
ATM18 Tesl Board # 071 035-92 with con-

troller module -91 (Elektor Shop or www.
elektor.com/07 

'l 03 5)

The TDL2A from Radiometrix is a 9600 baud half duplex multichan-

nel wireless module for use in the 433 MHz lSM (license-free) band.

It is designed to emulate a simple serial cable wirelessly, offering

automatic synchronisation, bit balancing and error detection, as well

as automatic noise squelch in the absence of an RF signal.

The TDL2A can be set to one of eight differerrt addresses, and can be

programmed to operate on one of five preset frequencies within the

433 MHz band. The channels used are non-overlapping, and so sev-

eral TDL2A wireless linl<s can be used simultaneously.

TDL2A 433-9 features

. Default operating frequency: 433.925 MHz (lSM)

, Modulation:r6 l<bps bi-phase F5l(

. Power supply: 5 V at z8 mA (transmitting), zz mA (receiving)

. Transmit power: +1o dBm (ro mW)

. Sensitivity: -ro7 dBm (for r % BER)

. Adjacent channel rejection: 65 dB at+3zo kHz

' Receiver blocl<ing: 84 dB

. 3z byte data buffer

6z
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transceiver module, you will find a descrip-
tion of the various available settings for lD

codes and channels on page 6 of the Radi-

ometrix datasheetlsl. Support from Lex-

tronic 16l, the French distributor of both the
4D Systems OLED module and the Radiome-

trix wireless module, has been very helpful
in the development of this project.

Operation
The functions provided by the VisiOLED sys-

tem were described in the introduction to
this article. Communication between slave

and master to implement these functions
uses a very simple protocol.

When the slave reads an RFID card it sends

the lD code to the master and then switches
its transceiver to receive (or'listen') mode.
The master receives the lD code and looks
through its stored lD code list. lf the
received code matches an entry on the list
it displays the corresponding stored image
on the OLED panel and sounds the buzzer
(the 'doorbell'). Simultaneously it sends
the ASCII character capital 'A'to the slave,

which in turn sounds its buzzer, indicating
to the visitor that the RFID card has been

recognised.

lf button 53 on the ATM'l 8 board in the mas-

ter unit is now pressed, it will send the ASCII

character capital 'B'to the slave. When this
character is received the slave software
sounds the buzzer and activates the door
latch relay Re1 for 20 seconds. The slave

then returns to listen mode.

And that is essentially all there is to it. The

software has deliberately been kept sim-
ple with space for you to make your own
extensions and modifications. Devious
readers will have spotted immediately that
it is possible to build a master unit based on

the design in this article that allows unau-
thorised opening of any door controlled by

a slave unit. This can be prevented by modi-
fying the software to use a more intelligent
protocol than just the character 'B'to con-
trol the opening of the door. Also, the slave

can be protected from casual hacker attack
by switching it off when leaving the house.

Furthermore, since identification is based

solely on possession of an RFID card, the

elel<tor o5-zoro
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Figure 4. The board for the outdoor unit, fitted with wireless link and RFID modules.

system offers no protection against the use

of stolen or cloned cards.

An advantage of the wireless connection is

that it is possible to use one slave with more
than one master, allowing the front door to
be opened from several different places
within the house.

(o8rr4r)

lnternet Linl<s

l1 ] www.elel<tor.comi08091 0

12l www.elektor.com/08 1 1 41

l3] www.4dsystems.com.a u f prod. ph pTid=7 8

[4] www.elel<tor.com/0802 1 3

[5] www.radiometrix.co.uk/dsheets/tdl2a.pdf

[6] www.lextronic.fr
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Figure 5. The transceiver board is connected as an extension to the ATMl8 board.



HISTORICAL COMPUTINC

Colossus -the Rebuild

)1r.

During World War 2 Enigma provided a high level of security for bat-

tlefield messaging but Hitlerwanted something much more secure'

an encryption method that couldn't be broken by clever cryptana-

lysts. (tiigh Command never l<new that Enigma had been brol<en'

ti"y *"t" convinced it was secure.) The machine they chose was

callld the LorenzSZ42.lt had 12 code wheels (see Figure 1), sim-

ilar to Enigma's three but each wheel had a number of tabs that

could be folded in or out. The total number of tabs was 501 ' ln very

simplified form, each message character was scrambled by these

tabi, then the wheels moved on exposing the next set of tabs' The

wheels didn't all move together. This scrambling process was actu-

ally the Exclusive-or function (see later). lt was the job of Colossus

to find the starting position of these 1 2 wheels. The message was

now effectively randomised and unintelligible - and sure, it was

transmitted by radio.

As an aside, at Elektor Live! 2009, Messrs Marc Simons and Paul Reu-

vers demonstrated their Enigma-E kit based on PIC microcontroller

technology - the legend lives on!

Secure - in theorY
At the receiving station the process was reversed: each scrambled

character was exclusive-or'ed (XOR'ed) with an identical set of 12

wheels with the same tab settings. The resulting unscrambled text

was the original message (if you exclusive-OR twice, you finish up

64

By Charles Coultas (UK)

Colossus was a digital comPuter

that contained z4oo valves

and ran its programs as fast

as a modern comPuter. lt was

designed in rg43 and made

a significant contribution to

ending World War z. This is

the story of that machine and

the rebuilt version that You

can visit at BletchleY Park (Ul().

How did Colossus came about,

and how were valves made into

computing elements?

with the original). The receiving station had to know the tab set-

tings in advance of course; these were distributed by highly secure

manual means.

This was pretty secure because it was virtually impossible to guess

the settings of the wheels. There were strict operating procedures

which limited the length of each message, and several other things

to mal<e decryption virtually impossible. You might be thinking that

letter frequency analysis could lead to a solution but letters were

not converted to the same corresponding code letter each time' The

method was almost a One Time Pad which is unbreal<able (Coogle

it: WikiOne Time Pad).

But on the 30th of August 1941 a Cerman operator sent a long mes-

sage to a High Command Post, probably in Vienna or Athens' The

r"tt.g"t all began with a 12 character identifier (technically known

as Theldentifier), something lil<e MESSACE NO 4. He sent his 4000

character message via his Lorenz machine' But the reply came bacl<

over the air "Didn't get that, send it again". Of course, all messages

were in Cerman.
Breaking a very important rule, both parties resettheir machines to

the same initial state and the sender retyped his message' He was

obviously fed up by this process because he abbreviated some words

and made a few mistal<es. This nullifies the One Time Pad aspect,

allowing analysts to break into the code and possibly solve it'

A British listening post at l(nocl<holt (in l(ent) received both mes-

sages and the astute operator realised that it was probably the

t"#
aiia
*rt*:-'

#*:l,';..,

+:
;:
j!

erF'-r
1-
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same message (nearly) again. The results were rushed to Bletchley
Parl< where analysts set to worl< on it. To have two essentially differ-
ent messages encoded with the same key was a fantastic gift and

Bill Tutte worked out the logical structure of the machine that had

encrypted the message.

From this the first Colossus machine was designed and built. lt got
its name from its high level of complexity. The Mk1 version had 1 500

valves and numerous relays and uniselectors. lts sole purpose was

to help worl< out the wheel tab settings - Colossus didn't decode
the encrypted messages, that was done on another machine called

Tunny pictured in Figure 2. A full description of Colossus and the
theory of this type of encryption would take up this whole maga-
zine, so please refer to the references at the end, they will point you

to full and interesting descriptions. The rest of this article will con-
centrate on using valves as computing elements.

lnto technology
The main reason for starting worl< on Colossus was to store a possi-

ble key, all 501 bits of it, electronically. Previous methods used two
paper tapes running side by side in a machine nicknamed Heath
Robinson due to its weird appearance and complexity. One tape
contained the encrypted message, the other contained a tentative
l<ey. These two tapes ran at high speed and valve/relay logic did
statistical analysis on the resulting data stream. The problem was

speed. To run the tapes fast enough to make code-breal<ing possible

in a reasonable time, high speeds were needed, in excess of 1000
characters per second. The results were not good. Tapes broke and

keeping the two tapes synchronised was a real problem.

A brilliant engineer at the Post Office had a bright idea. Tommy Flow-

ers had been experimenting with valves (as part of the telephone
network) and he saw a way of storing the possible key electronically,
in a form of memory. Only one paper tape (the message) would
then run and the electronically stored key would be accessed using

valves. This promised to give enough speed to make the whole tasl<

feasible (Colossus runs at 5000 characters per second). The whole
project was highly secret of course. Churchill was so impressed that
he made unlimited resources available.

Critics of Flowers warned that valve failure would be so great that
the machine would never work. But Flowers l<new otherwise, by
never switching the filaments (heaters) off, very high levels of reli-

ability could be achieved.

Heater energy worries
The rebuild of the Colossus was started in 1994 by Tony Sale. ln
.l 

943 the engineers worl<ing on Colossus kept the valve heaters
on as long as possible, 24 hours a day, 7 days a weel<. Tony Sale

l<new this but the thought of several l<ilowatts day and night was a

worry. His solution was to use a large rotary transformer driven by

a motor (Coogle: Variac). This applies the heatervoltages (4 and 6.3

volts) very slowly, over a period of a couple of minutes. Similarly, the
heaters are powered down by a reverse process. This technique has

stood the test of time with very few valve failures over severalyears.

It is the sudden heating that causes heater failure in valves.

elektor o5-201o
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Figure 1 . The coding wheels in a Lorenz machine were a wonder of
precision meta lworking.

The 12 wheels with their 501 tabs are simulated by 50 1 valves called

thyratrons. These are gas filled and once conducting they will stay
in that state until triggered off by pulling the anode Low and extin-
guishing the conduction ('quenching'). They are like a single valve

flip-flop. Unfortunately the heaters ofthese need 4 V at 1 .4 A. This
gives 2.8 l<ilowatts just for the heaters of the thyratrons! These 501

thyratrons are arranged in 12 loops to simulate the 12 wheels of
the Lorenz machine. Complicated circuits drive these in exactly the
same way as the Lorenz wheels; see Figure 3 for 1 of 12 controllers

- 1 for each wheel. And this is where some of the programmability
of Colossus comes in: the starting point of each wheel simulation
can be changed, either by hand or automatically by Colossus itself.
ln effect the machine will automatically search for wheel start posi-

tions that seem to give a better match to the key being tried. But
how did valves become logic elements?

From amplifier to logic element
Valves were always intended to be analogue amplifying devices.
With just a cathode and an anode, we have a thermionic diode. lf
the anode is more positive than the cathode, current will flow. But

if the cathode is more positive than the anode, no current will flow.
Add a fine grid of wires between the anode and cathode (called the
control grid) and we have the triode. This grid controls the current
flow between cathode and anode. Apply a varying voltage to the
grid and an amplified version of this flows as a current in the tri-
ode. Now comes the clever bit. Tommy Flowers was a dab hand with
valves and he l<new all about valves with more electrodes than just

cathode, grid and anode. lwould guess that he woke up one morn-
ing and realised that you didn't have to use the grids for the purpose

they were designed for. A pentode has two extra grids between the
cathode and the anode: it has a control grid, a screen grid and a

suppressor grid. The latter two grids are to improve the amplify-
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Figure 2. Little known, this machine called Tunny did the actual

decoding of Enigma-encrypted messages.

ing characteristics of the valve but Flowers used them all as control
grids. lf you keep any one of these grids negative with respect to the

cathode, it doesn't matter what you do to the other grids, no cur-

rent will flow. lt is rather lil<e a NAND gate - all three grids have to

be positive to cause the anode to Pass current' ln other words, any

grid being Low (negative) will cause the valve to cut off' We have a

logic element. (l have simplified this process somewhat')
One circuit that is used very many times in Colossus is the Exclu-

sive-Or circuit (XOR). Remember that the function of Colossus was

to detectthe subtle key settings on the 12 wheels of the Lorenz

machine and this involved mal<ing many comparisons. "Does the

current character on the input tape match this part ofthe key" for

example. The XOR function produces no output if its two inputs are
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the same. You might lil(e to try to design such a circuit. Let's say that
a 'f input is a positive voltage and a '0' input is a zero voltage. lf
both inputs are ''l 'then the output is '0'. lf both inputs are '0'then
the output is '0'. But if either input differs from the other, the output
is'1'- a true XOR function.
Figure 4 shows one of the XOR circuits from Colossus. The actual

XOR function is done by V1 and V2. V3 and V4 are an output buffer.

It works as follows: each input is made up of two signals, A and B

as shown in the drawing. A and B are always opposite in polarity. lf
A is positive, then B is negative. The actual voltage levels are plus

and minus 80 volts, a hangover from the days of telegraphs and tel-

eprinters. They are a differential pair, and remember, this is only one

input. To simplify your understanding how the XOR worl<s assume

that if any grid of the valve in question is negative with respect to
its cathode, then that valve will not conduct, it will be cut off and

its anode voltage will rise. lf all grids are positive with respect to the
cathode, that valve will conduct and its anode voltage will fall.

Lool< at V1 . One of its grids is driven by l/P1 A line. Another of its
grids is driven by l/P2, A line. Thus for Vl to conduct, l/P1 A must be

a high voltage, as must the A line of l/P2. Now what does this mean

about inputs 1 and 2? Well, it means that both A's of inputs 1 and 2

are High. ln other words both inputs 1 and 2 are in the same state'

A=80Vand B=-80V, andVl will turn on. lf eitherAof l/P1 orl/P2 is

Low, at -80 V, V1 will not conduct and V1's anode will rise.

Now lool< at V2. Exactly the same situation exists but this time
with the B inputs of l/P1 and l/P2. lf both B lines are High, it means

that both inputs 1 and 2 are in the same state, with A=-80 V and

B=+80 V. lf both B lines are at +80 V then V2 will turn on and its

anode voltage will fall. lf this seems complicated then just l<eep

going over the various states, it is really quite logical.

Notice that the anodes of Vl and V2 are tied together. lf they are

both off (not conducting) then their anodes rise, pulled towards
+200 V by the 68 ko resistor, causing the control grid of V3 to rise

above its cathode voltage, and V3 conducts, pulling its anode Low'

But if the anode of V3 goes Low, the control grid of V4 also goes

Low, causing V4 to stop conducting, and its anode goes High.

To summarise: if l/P1 and UP2 both have their A lines High at +80 V

(and this automatically means that their B lines will be Low at -80 V)

then V1 will turn on. lf the situation is reversed and both B lines

are High, then V2 will turn on. If either V'l or V2 turns on, then the

anodes of bothVl and V2 will go Low.V3 will turn off allowing the B

output line to go High (+39 V), V3 going off will force V4 on and out-

put line A will swing Low. 5o if both inputs 1 and 2 are the same, out-

put line A will be Low (-80 V) and output line B will be High (+80 V).

lf the two inputs are different, output line A will be High and B will
be Low. Exclusive-OR using just two valves! V3 and V4 are simply
to buffer the output. These signals can be used in many different
ways inside Colossus.

The resistors are potential dividers to ensure that the valves are

comfortably on or off, well away from any doubt about what logic
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level is being represented. A simple yet elegant solution to quite
a complicated problem. You might lil<e to try designing this using

transistors.
This explanation is simplified somewhat, you can't make each grid

act as a control grid without careful biasing. But this circuit dia-
gram is a real part of Colossus. Notice that the screen grids of V1

and V2 are at +100 V, which ensures that they don't hold the valve

off. ln some other parts of Colossus the screen grids are also used

for logic purposes. You might notice that the screen grids of V3

and V4 are near zero volts and this would suggest that the valves

could not be turned on. But lool< at the cathodes of V3 and V4,
they are tied to -100 V and this means that the screen is in fact
100 volts above the cathode voltage so the screen grid will not
stop the valve being turned on.

You will see a three pole jacl< socl(et on the diagram. Several such

socl<ets are mounted on a patch panel, they allow an operator to
interconnect signals using flexible patch cords (as were used in tel-
ephone exchanges in those days). V1 and V2 are EF37A, V3 and V4
are 6V6 (later to become very popular in guitar amplifiers).

The valve with most electrodes used in Colossus is the 6K8C, it is a

double valve with one cathode, two anodes and five grids. lt is used

in the control circuit for each ring of thyratrons (in the front row,
middle of Figure 3) - a very complicated circuit. You can Coogle
on '6K8C datasheet'. A good description of pentode valves can be

found at tll. Othervalves used in Colossus included types EF36, EF37,

EF37A, 6J5, 6V6, 6K8, 807 and CTl C.

At the end of the war ten Colossi were operating at Bletchley Parl<

with two more nearing completion. Churchill had them dismantled
(although another two about to be delivered went to GCHQ).

Famous last words
Tony Sale masterminded and initially funded the Colossus rebuild.
Some twenty other retired or part-retired engineers helped him
with the rebuild. Tony's website I2l contains interesting informa-
tion. Tony who had the idea of rebuilding this magnificent British
computer in the first place must have the last word: "l feel very
privileged to have met Tommy Flowers before he died in 1998 and

to have had the opportunity to recreate his wartime masterpiece,
the Colossus computer. The rebuild was started in 1994 and phase

one was completed in 1996, the 50th anniversary of the American
ENIAC computer. lt just made the point that Colossus was the first
in 1944 and was British. Because Colossus was l<ept secret until
the 1970s the Americans had got away for far too long with the
myth that ENIAC was the first. Now computer history has right-
fully been corrected."

Thanl<s to Bob Alexander (on the rebuild team)for his help with the
XOR circuit diagram. You can see Colossus at The National Museum

of Computing I:1. Much more detailed information on Colossus and

Lorenz can be found at [al.

(r oor3o)
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Figure 3. The valve equivalent of a single Lorenz wheel.

Figure 4. Typical Colossus XOR circuit based on panel l1 1 .

lnternet Linl<s

l1 I http:/len.wlklpedia.orglwiki/Pentode

i2 I http:l/www.vectorsite. net/ttcode-09. htm l#m3

[3] http://www.tnmoc.org

[4] http://www.codesandciphers.org.ul</lorenz/fi sh.htm
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Low-cost Electric Vehicle
Charge Station
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By Miguel Martin Ballb6 (5pain)

The acceptance of electric cars

seems to be hindered by a general

lacl< of stations where you can

charge your battery just as You

would 'fill up' at a fuel station, but

tal<ing some more time, of course.

Here's a design for an electrical

energy vending machine that's

operated with coins. lt's PIC based

and the software was developed

with Flowcode.

Until recently, the widespread introduc-
tion of the Electric Vehicles (EV) as a main-

stream option ran into two major obstacles.

First, there's the higher price (Tesla Road-

ster: 100 k$; Mini-e: 50 l<$; Reva Microcar:

1 2 k€) which does not yet balance the lower

running cost compared to an ICE (internal
combustion engine) vehicle.
The other problem is related to EV's limited
range (typ. 100 km / 60 miles)compared to
the ICE cars, and the need for an AC power

outlet to charge the batteries.

Reoders Circuits contoin contributions from Elektor reoders for experimentol purposes ond further development by others.

The circuit(s) presented on these poges hove not been tested for reproducibility or octuol use in the Elektor Lob-
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The latter is serious - nobody wants to be

stuck with empty batteries during the daily
commute. However there are some things
to consider:
1. the daily to commute distance (home

to work), is typically less than 60 km (40

miles);
2. there are AC power outlets (almost) eve-

rywhere, far more than gas stations;
3. the cost per kilometre/mile is about one

third compared to lCE, because the per-

formance of an electric motor is about

85% while ICE performance is about 30%,

where most of the energy is dissipated
as heat by the exhaust, radiator, clutch,
gearbox and brakes.

lnstalling public AC power outlets close to,
or on, parking places is relatively simple,

and seems to require only a small invest-

ment. EV charging stations can be installed

in or near places lil<e restaurants, shopping

centres, motorway service areas, municipal-

ity parl<ing areas, train stations and so on.

For example, there are big shopping malls

o5-2oio elel<tor
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with underground parl<ings. The proprie-
tors'interest in installing EV charging sta-
tions should be not the immediate revenue,
but the time the EV owners could spend
there while charging ("shop till you drop").
Basically the same example applies to res-

taurants, roadside diners and cinemas with
their own parking areas.
But the energy has to be paid for, and that's
where a cost effective EV Charge Station
can be useful. To set up a coin operated EV

Charge Station, all that's needed is a sim-
ple little coin unit in which a switch closes
briefly with every euro (pound/dollar) coin
accepted. Next, a circuit should start to

elel<tor o5-zoro
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measure the current flow, calculate the
energy'sold' in kWh, and cut off the supply
according to the rate set (by you).

Design requirements
To allow the use of a standard coin-oper-
ated vending unit the system has to be able
to measure the AC current flow when an EV

is being charged. The system will turn the
charger on after at least one coin is inserted,
and count the total number of coins to com-
pute the equivalent energy in kWh to be sup-
plied to the customer. Measuring the aver-
age current flow per second, the system can
calculate the amount of energy (in kwh)

delivered to the EV (kWh is the standard unit
for billing electricity). The system turns the
charger offwhen the energy supplied equals
the amount paid for by coin insertion.

Circuit description
Let's have a lool< at the schematic in Fig-
ure 1. When AC power is present, a classic
powersupply based on 781 2 and 7805 reg-
ulators delivers 12 V and 5 V DC. The 12V

supply is used to energise the coils of relays
RL1 and RL2. As the 5 V DC ramps up, the
PIC MCU starts running its firmware. There
is a small delay provided by the POWeTUP-

TiMeR set in the config BlTs.

VPP MCLR

VDD TABGET

VSS GND

ICSPDAT

ICSPCLK

AUX@
@
€,
+sV i

Figurel. The EV Charge Station schematic.
Be careful with all lines, components and connections carrying live AC - they are highlighted in red.

PC1602
LC DTSPLAY 2x 16

.l=
ddd<v

VDD

RCO/AN4

RClIAN5
U5

RCZAN6

RC3/AN7

RC4

RBs plcl6F690 
RCs

RB6 FC6/ANE

FB7 RC7/ANg

oscl 0sc2 vss
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Assuming an EV is charging at 10 A,*, and the curTent is sine shaped

(largely depending on the load!) then /max = lOSQR(2) = 14.14 A.

The Allegro device's Vor, = 2.5 \/ + (40 mV x 14.14 A) = 3.0656 V

max. (= 627 ADC) and i.934 V min. (= 396 ADC) (due to alternating

direction of current flow).

Peal<-V-out-ADC: ADC(V,.*) - ADC(Vmin) = 627 - 396 = 231 ADC'

this gives the amplitude of AC component in V-out.

Scale multiply x10 for better resolution: (8-bit PIC: limited maths!)

Peak-Vour-ADC = Peal<-Vout-ADC x 1 0 = 231 ADCx 1 0 = 23.l 0

(integer).

Peal< Vou,-mV = (Peal<-Vout-ADC | 1024) x 500 = (23100 | 102a) x

50 = 1127

231 ADC= 1.127V = 1127 mY

Peal<-current-A: Peal<-Vout-mV /40. Peal<-current= 1127 mV I

40mV=28A(=14+14A)

Peal<-current-A = Peak-current-A/2, i.e. 2812 = 14 A

Scale multiply x 100 for better resolution:

Peal<*current-A: Peal<-current-A x 1 000 = 14000

RMS-current = Peal<-current-A/141 = 14000 / 141 = 99 (9.9 A)

1411.41 = 9.9 A,*, = /,.,

This yields the RMS current multiplied by 10 for better accuracy.

The 'second' macro

Calculate the RMS current and produce l<W/min:

- Peak-current:ADC(Vrr*) - ADC(Vmin)
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Once the client inserts coins and pushes the

START button. SW2, The PIC sets RB4 and

RB5 high, causing the two driver stages in the

ULN2003 to pull their open-collector outputs
ground, which causes the relays to activate.

The Allegro ACS7565CA (U2) measures the
current flowing to the EV, and generates a

Vou, signal that's proportional to the instan-

taneous current passing effectively from the

AC power outlet into the EV.

The MCU, a PlC16F690 (U5) l<eeps tracl< of
the energy passed to the EV, and updates

the display to show to the user how much

energy he or she has 'pumped' into the EV.

When the energy supplied reaches the value

paid for, the PIC de-activates the relay and

returns to its initial state.
The resistor in series with the backlight LED

in the LCD module l<eeps the standby current

low, at the cost of reducing the light output
somewhat. Current consumption of the cir-

7o

cuit proper is about 30 mA at 12 V input in
standby, and 150 mAwhen charging.

Softwa re and calcu lations
Flowcode V3 for PIC Micros was used to
develop, simulate and compile the pro-
gram. The .fcf file is available free from the
Elektor website.
The Macro 'Main' is summarized below.
Print release on LCD. lf the START button is

pressed, reset the credit value stored in EEP-

ROM (this allows the owner to clear remain-

ing credits). Copy credit value stored in eep-

rom. This mal<es possible to resume charg-

ing in the event of a power failure, recalling
the credit data. Display 'enter coins and

press START'. Read input switch Coin from
the coin validator.
Customer credit is increased with every
coin. When the customer has inserted the
coins and plugged the EV, he/she can push

o5-201o elel<tor
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- Peal<_Vout: (convert from ADC to mV)

- Delta_current: Peak_mV/40

- RMS_current: Delta_current/2

- Reset min. max. values to 512 (prepare for next measuren'rent

cycle)

Calculate W/s:

- W/s: RMS_current(Amps) x 230 V (or AC grid voltage deflned in

'setup'macro)

- instead W_s= RMS_current x 23 = 99 x 23 - 2277 tN ls (RMS_cur-

rent was multiplied xi 0)

Show in LCD RMS_current (divided by 10) and remaining credit in

kWimin.

(Aside) counting in kW/min gives the charger a 'fuel pump'feel so

you can see the initial credit decreasing slowly. Remember, 1 kwh =

3.6x106 Ws = 60 kWmin.

CalcLrlate W/s

- Carry_W/s= W/s + Carry_W/s

- if carry-W/s >60000 then kWmin= l<Wmin+1; and carry-W/s=

carry_W/s - 60000

- if kWmin >= 6 then substract 1 100 Wh from credit and set kWmin

=0

- Credit= credit - 1

- then go to macro 'update LCD'

- Teturn

Compare credit, lF credit <=0 then switch relay off and goto init.

retu rn

Let's suppose an EV draws I0 A, and the user has paid effectively for

6kWh i.e.360 kWmin)

power= 1 0 Ax 230 V = 2.3 kW

time= 1/2.3 kwh = 0.434 hours = 26 minutes. (i.e. 1 kWh is trans-

ferred every 26 minutes)

The system measures lr., every second. l,r, = 10 A

Power = l,r, x 230 V = 2300 Ws

carry_Wis will reach the value 60000 every 26 seconds (60000 Ws /
2300 Ws = 26)

60000 Ws = 1 kWmin and 60 kWmin = 1 l<Wh

tvery 26 seconds kWmin will decrease one unit, from 360

downwards.

After 360 x 26 seconds = 9360 seconds = 1 56 minutes (shopping

done O), the relays will switch off.

The 'set-u p' macro

A setup facility is provided to allow the owner to adjust the system to
the voltage present in the installation, to calibrate the accounting of

energy, and to change the kWh vending price.

Set-up is entered when the system boots while switch 'setup' is
__^__-l
Pr e55CU.

The Coin switch doubles as'+'; Setup doubles as'-'; Start doubles as

'confirm'.

The AC grid voltage, price and calibration are stored in EEPROM for
use in the macro 'nrain'.

The'finish'macro

This clears the LCD and switches off the relays.

the START button and the relays close. Even

Top Cear's Captain Slow should be able to
do this.
Credit = coin creditx6x60. i.e. 6 kWh; how-
ever the internal unit is kWmin (1 kwh =

60 kWmin).
lf credit>0, START charging after 30 sec-

onds, even without the user pressing START.

This is to resume charging in the event of a

power failure.
The program has a loop to take 2000 (or
'calibration number') measurements of the
V_out signal from the current sensor. The
actualvalue will be compared and max. and

min. values will be saved. The output of the
ACS7565CA is linear, depending on the cur-
rent flow, so knowing V-out, implies l(now-
ing the instantaneous current value (lP).

The Allegro's Vout is V../2 when /o = 0.
ln terms of the ADC (10-bit) this equals
102412= 512 ADC, since Vcc = 5V =

1024 ADC. The current is AC and sensitivity
is 40 mV/A.
The current /,., is measured and calculated
from: /r.r= Ip"u*12tr2.

A discussion of the rest of 'main' and other
macros, including several calculations per-

formed by the system may be found the
inset. You may want to refer to the Flow-
code program in archive file 090866-11.zip
to be able to follow the use of some labels.
"Lest we forget", the PIC config bits: XT,

WDT-OFF, POWUPTM R-ON, MCLR-Exter-
nal. Fail-Safe clock enabled. A 4 MHz quartz
crystal is used.

First start-up
The first time the system is powered up, the
data in the EEPROM is inconsistent, show-
ing abnormally high credit values. To solve

this, simply switch the system ON with the

elel<tor o5-2oro
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START button pressed. The display will show
'credit cleared'.
Next, run the SETUP macro, this will load
correct values into several variables. This

is done by switching the system ON but
this time l<eeping 'SETUP' pressed. Some

instructions are displayed about the COIN

switch acting as the '+' l<ey, likewise '5ETUP'

doubling as'-'and 'START'to confirm your
selection.
First the system asl<s for the voltage setting.
You can press l<eys to increase or decrease

AC grid voltage. The initialvalue is 230 VAC.

Set the actual value in your area, not the
nominalvalue.
Second, the calibration value - lowering it
mal<es the system calculate faster.

Finally the selling price is adjusted by setting
the number of l<Whs credited by one coin.

Example!
Test conditions: Velleman Power Monitor,
input 230 VAC but only 220 VAC out when
loaded with a 1400-watts heater. Credit
equalto 6 l<Wh, shows 360 kWmin on dis-
play. Power monitor showing 0.0 kWh. Cal-

ibration value default: 2000. Connected
load ('1400 W heater), 6 A detected both
in Velleman and EV charger. After approx.
46 minutes, the Velleman Power Monitor
reading changed from 0.9 to 1.0 l<Wh. The

credit on the EV Charger was 302 l<Wmin.

End of test.

So the EV Charger accounted for 58 kW/
min, instead of 60 kWmin. Recalling that
1 kwh = 3,600,000 Ws, we have 58 kWmin=
3,480,000 Ws and consequently a difference

72

of 1 20,000 Ws to account for. The upshot is

that the macro 'second'was called in a too
large period. With 3,600,000/3,480,000=
1.034 you get an approximation only,
but the period of calling macro 'second'
appears to be 34 ms too long. Now, if
1.034 s is achieved with calibration '2000'
then 1 second is achieved with 2000/1.034
= 1933, which will be the required calibra-
tion value.

ClosinE considerations and ideas
Lool<ing at different l<inds of EV, a typical
electrical scooter charge in kWh is: 48 V x
60 Ah = 2.88 kwh. An electric car charge
in is much larger at up to 30 kWh, say, for
the BMW Mini-e AC Propulsion, or the Tesla

Roadster. The ElektorWheelie, then: 24 V x
9 Ah = 216 Wh which in the author's country
cost 3 eurocents to recharge (assuming 1 €
gives 33 recharge units). An electric scooter
tal<es only one hour to recharge, while a car

can tal<e up to eight hours.

The use of an Allegro current sensor was
inspired by the E/e/<torWheelie article. The

756ACS device being bidirectional, it's bet-
ter suited for AC applications. The device
comes factory calibrated and a comparison
of readings against a high-end Flul<e current
clamp gave identical results.

Future enhancements include improving the
disconnecting of the relays when the credit
is zero. First checl< for /Bxa5, and if the cur-

rent is still large, say larger than 4 A, switch
the relays when the current passes the zero

crossing. This involves delays in the relay,

the driver and the MCU to be accounted

for. Lastly, I'd like to see an AC line voltage
measurement included to ensure energy
calculations are fair to both vendor and
customer.

(o9o866)

Some interesting websites

http://evworld.com/i ndex.cf m

http://fad isel.com/vend in g-cebel</

coi ns-selector-P_32 5.aspx

www.a bberfield.com.a u/a/60. htrn I

The hardware is connected to an AC

power outlet and does not constitute an

isolating device between the AC grid and

the load. Consequently, all relevant elec-

trical safety precautions for equipment

carrying and routeing live AC power

must be observed when building and

using this project. This should not be

taken lightly and some help is provided by

the red lines in the circuit diagram;these

indicate connections carrying live AC and

requiring suitable isolation. Constructors

should also observe 'safety guidelines for

charging' supplled by the manufacturer of

any EV connected up.

It is mandatory to install proper earthing

for outdoor use, as well as an external

current limiter. The Campsite AC Mortitor

from ElektorJune 2009 is an ideal com-

plement for ad hoc grids wlth 10 A or less

ava ila ble.

All plugs, cables, wiring and socl<els

used on, or in conjunction with, the EV

Charger must be rated and approved for

outdoor use. The unit should be mount-

ed in a rugged enclosure complying with

your national or local electrical safety

r-egulations and the same goes for the

coin validator.

Finally, beginners should seel< the asslst-

ance of a qualified electrician when build-

ing this project.

o5-201o elel<tor
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RETRONICS

Grid Dipper
By Ronald Dekl<er (The Netherlands)

For a long time, the grid dip meter was the 'HF multimeter' of every

RF engineer or technician. Like an ordinary multimeter, it is a sim-

ple instrument that can be used for a wide variety of quick and use-

ful measurements on high frequency circuits, such as determining
the resonant frequency of an LC circuit, determining the values of

unmarl<ed coils or capacitors, and checking the signal paths of RF

stages.
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A grid dip meter essentially consists of nothing more than an LC

oscillator with a moving-coil meter that provides an indication of
the amount of power drawn by the oscillator. The oscillator coil

is mounted outside of the grid dipper enclosure so that it can be

brought close to the LC circuit to be measured. The operating prin-

ciple is very simple in practice. The frequency of the oscillator is

varied slowly by adjusting a variable capacitor. When the oscilla-

tor frequency matches the resonant frequency ofthe circuit being

measured, the circuit will start to resonate' The circuit thus draws

power from the oscillator, which is indicated by a 'dip' on the meter'

The resonant frequency ofthe circuit being measured can be deter-

mined by reading the oscillator frequency from a calibrated scale

attached to the tuning knob. Crid dip meters usually have plug-in

coils to mal<e it easy to connect different coils. This allows the meter

to be used over a wide range of frequencies.

The name 'grid dip meter' originates from the time when these

instruments were built using valves. ln these instruments, the grid

current drops when the oscillator draws more power. This may

sound a bit strange at first glance, since increased power consump-

tion is ordinarily associated with increased current. To understand
what's happening here, let's first examine the circuit of a grid dip

meter in its most rudimentary form. Figure 1 shows a Colpitts oscil-

lator built around an RF triode. The advantage of a Colpitts oscilla-

tor is that it has a single simple coil without any taps, which makes

it easy to exchange coils using a plug-and-socket connector' The

drawbacl< of this arrangement is that the circuit requires a two-gang

variable capacitor.

lmmediately after the oscillator is switched on, the grid voltage will
be nearly zero and the valve current will be high. At first this current

will be a noise signal resulting from the noise generated by the grid

resistor or other noise sources. As the anode load consists of a tuned

circuit, only one frequency component of this noise signal will be

present on the anode. ln addition, the LC circuit is designed to feed

back part of the amplified signal to the grid in phase, which causes

the circuit to start oscillating with gradually increasing signal ampli-

tude at the oscillating frequency. Of course, the amplitude cannot

increase indefinitely. After a few cycles, the signal amplitude on the
grid increases to the point that the grid goes positive on the positive

half-cycles of the signal, which causes a grid current to flow' This

grid current imposes a negative DC component on the grid volt-
age, which acts to cut offthe valve and reduce the gain. This control

mechanism stabilises the oscillator at a constant signal amplitude. lf
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RETRONICS

a second circuit tuned to the same frequency is now brought close
to the oscillator, it will draw power from the oscillator. This power
loss is offset by a slight reduction in the negative DC component of
the grid voltage, which increases the gain. Naturally, this causes the
grid current to drop, which produces the 'grid dip'.
The Philips Research laboratory, originally established as the .Nat-

uurl<undig Laboratorium' (physics laboratory) or Natlab for short,
will celebrate its 100th anniversary in2014. Despite what the name
may suggest, during the past 100 years it has carried out research
not only in the field of physics, but also in many other fields such as
chemistry, mathematics, semiconductor fabrication and (of course)
electrical engineering and electronics. Especially at the time when
you couldn't simply order or purchase everything you needed, the
Natlab had extensive worl<shops for the fabrication of mechanical
and electronic devices and glassware, where highly skilled craftsmen
produced outstanding instruments to order for the researchers. lt's
hardly surprising that very intriguing items can occasionally be found
in the nool<s and crannies of a laboratorywith such a rich history.

For example, the grid dipper shown in Figure 2 turned up during
a housecleaning operation in the instrumentation section - the

group within Natlab that is responsible for purchasing and rent-
ing test equipment. This splendid instrument, which was produced
exclusively in the service shops, bears a strong resemblance to the
famous Model 59 grid dip meter from Measurements Corporation
[1]. lt consists of a probe head housing a high-frequency oscillator
and a small enclosure housing the power supply (Figure 3) and
the moving-coil meter, along with a compartment holding a set of
coils for frequency ranges extending from2.2 MHz to 400 MHz (Fig-
ure 4). Sadly, the documentation forthis instrument was no longer
available, but the point-to-point wiring mal<es it easy to trace the
circuit diagram (Figure 5). This instrument had probably not been
used for 30 years or so, so it was certainly a good idea to first care-
fully reform the electrolytic capacitors in the power supply t:i. After
we treated the selector switch with a little bit of contact spray, the
dipper worked perfectly - practically as good as new!

The Colpitts oscillator is built around a type 955 acorn triode valve
(Figure 6). This type of miniature valve, which is called an ,acorn,

on account ofits shape, was developed by RCA in I 935 [z]. The spe-
cial method used to fabricate the contacts minimises the parasitic
capacitance and inductance ofthe lead wires, so the valves can be
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RETRONICS

Frequency range Number of Wire diameter

lMHzl turns [mm]
11 tr

s-10
10-22
22-45
45-100
100 - 220

220 - 400

113 0.15

used to build oscillators operating into the gigahertz range. The

oscillator of the grid dipper is built entirely in accordance with the
rules of high-frequency engineering, with the leads l<ept as short
as possible by connecting the grid and the anode directly to the
tuning capacitor via tubular capacitors C3 and C7. As the gain of
the 955 varies considerably over the full frequency range, P1 is pro-

vided to allow the operating point ofthe valve to be adjusted over

a wide range.

The grid dip meter is easy to use. First you select a coil according

to the estimated resonant frequency of the circuit to be measured

and plug it in to the probe head. With S1 in the Dipper position,
you then adjust P1 until the pointer is somewhere to the right of
the midrange position. Next you place the sense coil close to the
coil to be measured (Figure 7). The strongest magnetic coupling is

obtained when the windings of the two coils are parallel. Now you

rotate the tuning l<nob until you see a clear dip in the grid current.

The oscillator frequency is affected to a certain extent by the pres-

ence of the circuit to be measured (frequency pulling), so the next

step is to reduce the coupling by increasing the distance between

the coils and then repeat the measurement.

When S1 is in the Modulate position, the oscillator is AM modulated
at 50 Hz and the grid dip meter can be used as a signal generator.

When S1 is in the Diode position, the anode voltage of the oscillator
is switched off and the instrument can be used to detect the pres-

ence of a high-frequency signal, either visually by the motion of the
meter pointer or audibly using headphones.

lf you aren'tafraid of a bitof precision mechanical construction,this
circuit is an excellent choice for building a DIY copy of the instru-
ment. You can use a Philips type 4761 (E1 C)valve in place of the 955,

or you can try using a normal RF triode such as an EC92, although
this will considerably reduce the maximum frequency range. Be sure

to use only one common ground point for the oscillator. Naturally,
the valves in the power supply can be replaced by semiconductor
diodes or Zener diodes. Coil L2 consists of a 10-kO resistor wound
with 30 turns of 0.15-mm copper wire (Figure 6). The winding data

for coil L6 is given in the table. Finally, for those of you who regard
messing about with valves and high voltages as a waste of time,
lots of schematic diagrams for dip meters using transistors can be

found on the Web lql.
(rooror-l)

Links and Reference documents

l1 I http://oal<.cats.ohiou.edu/ -postr/bapix/Dip-59.htm

l2] www.antiquewireless.org/otb/acorntube.htm

[3] 'Reforming Old Capacitors', Elektor May 2006

[4] www.qsl.net/izTath/web/02-brew/1 5-lab/02-dipper/
pag0'l-eng.htm
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21

7

3

0.5

0.7

1.0

1.0
.1 

turn, length 4.5 cm, width 'l 8 mm

1 turn, length 11 mm, width 8 mm

Retronics is o monthly column covering vintoge electronics including legendory Elektor designs. Contributions, suggestions ond
requests ore welcomed: pleose send on emoil to editor@elektor.com
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High time for some puzzle fun with this new May zoto Hexadol<u. Leave the lawn mower in the shed, the

solder iron in the stand and get cracl<ing with this month's challenge'

Send the hexadecimal numbers in the grey boxes to us and you automatically enter the prize draw for four

Elel<tor Shop vouchers. Have fun!

The instructions for this puzzle are straightforward. Fully geared to
electronics fans and programmers, the Hexadoku puzzle employs

the hexadecimal range 0 through F. ln the diagram composed of
16 x 16 boxes, enter numbers such that all hexadecimal numbers

0 through F (that's 0-9 and A-F) occur once only in each row, once
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INFOTAINMENT
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in each column and in each of the 4x4 boxes (marl<ed by the thicl<er

blacl< lines). A number of clues are given in the puzzle and these

determine the start situation. Correct entries received enter a draw

for a main prize and three lesser prizes. Allyou need to do is send us

the numbers in the grey boxes.

LclMlJ
Correct solutions recelved from the entire Elel<tor readership automa- BeforeJune l, 2010, send your solutlon (the numbers in the grey

tically enter a prize draw for one Elel<tor Shop voucher worth f 80.00 boxes) by email, fax or post to

and three Elektor Shop Vouchers worth t 40,00 each, which should Elel<tor Hexadol<u - i 000, Great West Road - Brentford TWS 9HH

encourage all Elel<tor readers to participate. 
United *ingdom.

Fax(+44;2082614447 Email:hexadol<u@elel<tor.com

Prize winners
The solution of the March 2010 Hexadoku is: 51E7A.

The t80.00 voucher has been awarded to: Jan Schoubo (Denmarl<).

The f40.00 vouchers have been awarded to: Paul Kirsch (Luxembourg), Laurence Hamelin (France)

and Maarten Koppe (The Netherlands).

Cong ratu lations everybody!

(c) PzL.con

The competition is not open to employees of Elektor lnternational lvledia, its business partners and/or associated Publishing houses
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ARMAIDE
www.armaide.com

An integrated software development system

targeting NXP LPC2000{amily microcontrollers.
r Efficient native ARMT code without C or

assembler
. Suits Pascal / Delphi programmers

. IEEE Floating-point Real support

Professional software at hobbyist prices.

BvUlc
www.byvac.com
r PlC32 With BASIC

. ARM With Forth

. USB to l2C

r Serial Devices

r W100 LCD Displays

EtilEC
www.elnec.com

Europe's leading device programmers {i\manufacturer: -a -s. reliable HW:

3 years wananty for

most programmers
. suppotl over 52.000 devices
r free SW updates
o SW release: few times a week
. excellent technical support:

Algorithms 0n Request, 0n Demand SW

. all products at stock / fast delivery
DECIBIT CO,lTD
www.decibit.com
. Development Kit 2.4 GHz

o Transceiver nRF24L01

o AVR MCU ATmegal 68

ATOMIC PROGRAMMITIG tTD
www.atom icprogram mi ng. com
. AP-] '14 ISP/JTAG Programming System
. JTAG Programming and Testing
o Boundary Scan Testing
. Universal ln-System Programming
. EEPR0M and SPI Flash Out-of-Circuit

Programming
. Generic GDB Proxy

Server
. Jennic JNs1 48

ZigBee Development

Applications
r Training Platform available

FIRST TECHl'l0t0GY TRANSFER LTD.

:Ti',,{t}fi 
fr 

,il, *'' n @ ii_,:t::t,
Real Time Systems

r Assembler, C, C++ (all levels)

. 8, 16 and 32 bit microcontrollers
r Microchip, ARM, Renesas, Tl, Freescale

o CMX, uC0Sll, FreeRTOS, Linux operating

systems
. Ethernet, CAN, USB,TCP/B Zigbee, Bluetooth

programming

CEDA
www.ceda.in

ceda@vsnl.com

. PCB Layout @ $5 Hourly

. Learn PCB Designing with Multimedia DVD in

0rCAD, PADS & ALLEGR0

. Self or e-learning with support by email, phone

& web-meeting

AVIT RESEARCH
www.avitresearch.co. uk

USB has never been so simple...

with our USB to Microcontroller lnterface cable.

Appears just like a serial pon to both PC and

Microcontroller, for really easy USB connection t0

your projects, or replacement of existing RS232

intedaces.

See our webpage for more

details. From 110.00.

FLEXIPAIIET LTD
www.f lexipanel.com

TEAclippers - the smallest

PIC programmers in the world,

from !20 each:
. Per-copy firmware sales
o Firmware programming & archiving
. ln-the-field firmware updates
. Protection from design theft by subcontractors

DESIGI{ER SYSTEMS
http://www.desi g nersystems.co. uk

Professional product devel0pment services.

r Marine (Security, Tracking, Monitoring & control)

r Automotive (AV Tracking,

Gadget, Monitoring & control)

. lndustrial (Safety systems,

Monitoring over Ethernet)

. Telecoms (PSTN handsets, GSM/GPRS)

o AudioVisual (HD)DVD accessories & controllers)

Tel: +44 (0) 845 51 92306

BETA LAYOUT
www.pcb-pool.com

Beta layout Ltd Award-

winning site in both

English and German

offers prototype

PCBs at a fraction of the cost of the usual

manufacturer's prices.

M 0scilloscopes
M Power Suppl.ies
M Spectrum Anatyzers
M RF lnstruments
M Programmabte

Measuring lnstruments

BTACK ROBOTICS
www. blackrobotics,com

Robot platforms and brains for

research, hobby and education.

r Make your robot talk!
o TalkBotBrain is open-source
r Free robot speech software
. Robot humanisation technology
r Mandibot Gripper Robot

EASYSYiIC
http://www.easysync.co.u k

EasySync Ltd sells a wide

range of single and multi-

port USB to RS232/RS422

and RS485 convefters at competitive prices.
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products and seruices directory
FUTURE TECHTOIOGY DEVICES
http:/iwww.ft d ichip.com

FTDI designs and sells
USB-UART and USB-FIFO

interface i.c.'s.

Complete with PC drivers,

these devices simplify the task of designing or
upgrading peripherals to USB

M0P_!!f9_Jnol{rcs ffiffiwww.mqp.com .Wry*.
. Low cost USB Bus Analysers \Jg'=- -
. High, Full or Low speed captures
. Graphical analysis and filtering
. Automatic speed detection
. Bus powered from high speed pC

. Capture buttons and feature connecior

. 0ptional analysis classes

elektor.

ROBOTIO
http ://www. robotiq.co. uk
Build your own Robot!

Fun for the whole family!
Now, available in time for X-mas
. Arduino Starter Kits *NEW!!-

. Lego NXT Mindstorms

. Affordable Embedded Linux Boards
o Vex Robotics (kits and components)
. POB Robots (kits and components)
email: sales@robotiq,co.uk Tel: 020 g669 0769

HEXIIIIAX LTD
www.hexwax.com

World leaders in Driver-Free USB lCs:
. USB-UART/SP|/|2C bridges
. TEA|eaf-USB authentication dongles
. expandl0-UsB l/0 USB expander
. USB-FileSys flash drive with Spl interface
r USB-DAO data logging ftash drive

ROBOT ELECTROiIICS
http:iiwww. robot-electronics.co. uk
Advanced Sensors and Electronics for Robotics
o Ultrasonic Range Finders
o Compass modules
r lnfra-Red Thermal sensors
r Motor Controllers
. Vision Systems
o Wireless Telemeky Links
o Embedded Controllers

RFID COMPOiIEiITS
http/www.apdan g lia. org. u k
For DIY OEM's & Experimenters
. EM4100 Cards .99 p (Prices inc vat)
. Keyfobs tl.09
. RAV Keyfobs t'l.65
. RFID Coils t2.95
. RFID PCB

with RS232 port
. RFID lC's EM4095 - U2Z70B
o microRFlD module (similar to Core lD12)
. Free Reader download - Technical pages
0rder online 24 hrs - Tel: 01244 520684

vtRTtl{s TECHl{otocY
www.virtins.com
PC and Pocket PC based

virtual instrument such
as sound card real time
oscilloscope, spectrum

analyzer,si gnal g e ne rator,

multimeter, sound meter,

distortion analyzer, LCR meter.
Free to download and try.

USB ll{STRUMEt'lTS
http ://www. usb- i n sku m ents. co m

USB lnstruments specialises

in PC based inskumentation
products and software such

as 0scilloscopes, Data

Loggers, Logic Analaysers

which interface to your pC via USB.
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Elektor Electronics has a feature to help
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your products and services.
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Get started quickly and proceed rapidly
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This book is aimed at people who wantto interface PCs with hardware projects using graphic user

interfaces. Desktop and web based applications are covered, The programming language used is

Python, an object-oriented scripting language; a higher level language than, say, C. Obviously hav-

ing fewer lines of code will be quickerto write but also fewer lines of code means fewer opportuni-

ties to make mistakes. Code will be more readable, and easier to modify at a later date. You can

concentrate on the overall operation ofthe system you are making. This abstraction also applies

when writing graphic user-interfaces. Writing low level code for graphics and mouse clicks and the

lil<e is something that you do not have to do. ln Python all this is wrapped up in relatively simple

functions. The book guides you through starting with Linux by way of a free downloadable, live

bootable distribution that can be ported around different computers without requiring hard drive

installation. Practical demonstration circuits and downloadable, full software examples are pre-

sentedthatcan bethe basisforfurtherprojects.

;l!$ pixsqe " i$filii tltt.{}-S*5?$5'*?'.: . fl]'J"$fi . ils $47.S*

Learn more about C# progiamming and ,NET

fl# Hffiffiffi ffiffid .fi\$ffiT

prffiffifr'ffiflr"$sffi$rfts

This book is aimed at Engineers and Scien-

tists who wantto learn aboutthe .NET en-

vironment and C# programming or who

have an interest in interfacing hardware to

a PC. The book covers the Visual Studio

2008 development environment, the. NET

framework and C# programming Ianguage

from data types and program flowto more

advanced concepts including object ori-

ented programming.

}4* pftSEs . l$BiS $?*-{3-Sfi5?*5-Si -1

tls.5fi - LJs s4?.frt)

Circuit design and programming

tmr"mp$et* pr#{g$fi ;}l ru}*ff sa.! $"#-

*Titr$"*t $vsteffi'Bs ersiffis # pfl

This book covers both hardware and soft-

ware aspects of designing typical embed-

ded systems based on personal computers

running the Windows operating system.

It's use of modern techniques in detailed,

numerous examples has been designed

to show clearly how straightforward it can

be to create the interfaces between digital

and analog electronics, programming and

Web-design. Readers are encouraged by

examples to program with ease; the bool<

provides clear guidelines as tothe appropri-

ate programming techniques "on thefly".

?*3 page; " lSHfd S?S-*-S$5T*1-T*-$

Ers"5$ - us $4s"**

Prices and item descriptions subjectto change. E. & O.E o5-201o elel<tor
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Home electric power

Y*Nn ffiwr$B ffifi#-f, $sutrE*m $

&"fi mmm $3*arw*r SymHenn

This bool< provides the semi-technical,

power-conscious homeowner a place to

begin in the questforhome electric power.

Both the essential principles and detailed

information on howto build or maintain a

home electric system off the utility grid

are presented in an easy-going style. This

bookletwill help you to safeguard or de-

velopyourown home electricity supply. lt
contains step-by-step calculations, practi-

cal details, examples and much more.

?5 pE$e! . !5f,it 3:3-t..3{i57t}$-S2'$

t]{i"Sfr - u5 $ii.?r+

Several case studies included

ffi$i ffim*Eq***fu €*rr

V$ n*t",x m $ fi ffi s€r* ffi *r"sft mHff qT$1

The software simulation of gauges, con-

trol-l<nobs, meters and indicators which

behavejust like real hardware components

on a PC's screen is known as virtual instru-

mentation. ln this book, the Delphi pro-

gram is used to create these mimics and PIC

based external sensors are connected via a

USB/RS232 converter communication linl<

to a PC. Case studies ofvirtual instruments

are detailed including a compass, an oscillo-

scope, a digital and analogue thermometer

and virtual displays for cars and aircraft.

JS4 paget - lSfiFJ *?S-#'S{}5?S5"8ii-,?

f:t"s.5t " {i5 $43"il"]

This book is a sequel to Your own Eco-

Electrical Home Power System and goes

deeper into the electronics of photovol-

taic and thermal solartechnologies, wind

power conversion, inverter circuits, and

loads such as electronic lighting. Power

electronics circuit theory is presented

while analyzing commercial circuits,

including little-known converters and

subtleties such as snubbers and leakage

inductance. The book also offers in-depth

coverage of power system strategizing

for optimal efficiency and utility, inclu-

ding a 170 V DC bus, commercial solar

charger design with detailed circuit

explanations, wind generator electric

machine electromechanical theory, wind

converter design requirements and the

series-L zero-cu rrent-switchin g converter

and power supplies found inside loads

connected to home power systems and

their potential problems and conse-

quences for inverters.

'l5il paqes - l5ffilU S;ii-{]i'*fi3;{t:i-81-5

f :,$.1;t] . t.Ns 54U.:S
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See the light on Solid state Lighting

DVD LED Toolbox
This DVD-ROM contains carefully-sorted

comprehensive technical documentation

aboutand around LEDs. Forstandard mod-

els, and fora selection of LED modules,this

Toolbox gathers together data sheets from

all the manufacturers, application notes,

design guides, white papers and so on. lt
offers several hundred drivers for power-

ing and controlling LEDs in different con-

figurations, along with ready-to-use

modules (power supply units, DMX con-

trollers, dimmers, etc.). ln addition to opti-

cal systems, light detectors, hardware,

etc., this DVD also addresses the main

shortcoming of power LEDs: heating. This

DVD contains several Elektor articles (more

than 1 00) on the subject of LEDs.

tSBN 978-90-5381 -245-7

t28.50 . US 546.00

1 1 0 issues, more than 2,1 00 articles

DVD Elektor

1990 through 1999
This DVD-ROM contains the full range of

1990-1999 volumes (all 1 10 issues) of

Elektor Electronics magazine (PDF). The

more than 2,1 00 separate articles have

been classified chronologically by their

dates of publication (month/year), but are

also listed alphabetically by topic.

A comprehensive index enables you to

search the entire DVD.

rsBN 978-0-905705-76-7

859.00 . U5 51 1 1.30



SHOP BooKS. CD-RoMs, DVDs, rcrs & MoDULES

(April2010)

A power supply with adjustable output
voltage and current limiting is part of the

basic equipment of every electronics lab.

However, the increased complexity of a

switch-mode design scares away many

potential builders, even though it actually

isn't allthat complicated if you use a sui-

table combination of well-l<nown techno-

logies. This circuit is suitable for building

a single or dual powersupply.

PCB ond oll components, less power

tronsformer

....r.1,:.-r:1. :1.':1,.. t:.: t: tta

(March 20'10)

This open-source & open-hardware pro-

jectaims to be more than justa little board

with a big microcontroller and a few use-

ful peripherals - it seeks to be a fast pro-

totyping system. To justify this title, in

addition to a very useful little board, we

also need user-friendly development tools

and libraries that allow fast implementa-

tion of the board's peripherals. Ambitio-

us? Maybe, but nothing should deter you

from becoming Masterof Embedded Sys-

tems Universe with the help of the Elektor

Sceptre.

PCB, populated ond tested, test softwore

looded

/.,,

A whole year of Elektor magazine

onto a single disk

DVD Elektor 2009
This DVD-ROM contains all editorial arti-

cles published in Volume 2009 of the Eng-

lish, American, Spanish, Dutch, French

and German editions of Elektor. Using the

supplied Adobe Reader program, articles

are presented in the same layout as origi-

nallyfound in the magazine. An extensive

search machine is available to Iocate key-

words in any article. With this DVD you

can also produce hard copy of PCB layouts

at printer resolution, adapt PCB layouts

using your favourite graphics program,

zoom in / out on selected PCB areas and

export circuit diagrams and illustrations

to other programs.

rSEN 978-90-5381-251-8

t17.50 . US 528.30

Elektor's Components

Database 5
The program package consists of eightdata-

banks covering lCs, germanium and silicon

transistors, FETs, diodes, thyristors, triacs

and optocouplers. Afurthereleven applica-

tions coverthe calculation of, for example,

LED series droppers, zenerdiode series resis-

tors, voltage regulators and AMVs. Acolour

band decoder is included for determining

resistorand inductorvalues. ECD 5 gives in-

stant access to data on more than 69,000

components. All databank applications are

fully interactive, allowing the user to add,

edit and complete component data.

tsEN 978-90-5381 -1 59-7

124.90 . US s40.20

Completely updated

Bestseller!

Bz Prices and item descriptions subject to change. E. & O.E

,i:'a't: a,...:.'.; ., 't t: .; : : ', ,,.i

(March 20i 0)

The external appearance of this small

module with an LC display almost belies

what it has inside: a complete stereo

preamplifier and final amplifier with lR

remote control, adjustable tone, volume

and signal levels, and an output power of

2 x 20 W (Class D), allwith a single 12-V

supplyvoltage. This makes it perfectfor

use in a car, boat or motor home.

PCBs, SMD-populoted, ond oll other

components

)l.tl l. ,r.. j: ,. :, :: I I .., ''.) 1l t ... .::,1:t:,. t:,... tt , l.,:, ,i \ :4, 'r.jat ll

lt:,:,.,t| 11,:: l'::., t.'t:,,,t) lt .:":,:,:1 r...,t: 
1:'tl

(December 2009)

Elektor's Software Defined Radio (SDR)

is deservedly popular. The performance

ofa receiver depends to a large extent on

its input filters. A selective input circuit

improves antenna matching and immu-

nity to interference from other strong

signals. This preselector allows the use of

up to four filters, tuned under software

control using varicap diodes. A tuned

loop antenna is also described that lets

you use our SDR without an outdoor

antenna.

Kit of ports, contoins partly populoted

boord, coil formers, ferrite rod with coils

o5-201o elel<tor



May201 0 {No.40l )

dsPlC Control Board

090073-91 .... PCB, populated and tested ..................................... wuav.elektor-com

Cloud Altitude Meter

090329-91 .... Populated PCB in enclosure(see poll)......................www.elektor.com

ln-vehicle CO2 Meter

100020-71 ....Kitofparts........ 131.00.....221.2A

100020-72....Enc1osure.......... 19.00.......30.70

081141-l ......Printedcircuitboard......

April 201 0 (No.400)

Uni[ab

090786-1......Printedcircuitboard...... .......,.....16.00.......25.90

090786-7 1 .,.. PCB and all components, less powertransformer...... 64.00..... I 03.30

Small is Beautiful: Minimodl8

09017 3-41.... Proqrammed controllerwi!h BooLloader

prearogrammed.. 21 ,80.......35.20

090773-91 .... PCB, populated and tested with Bootloader

pre-programmed.. 56.00....,..90.40

Bluetooth for OBD-2

090918-71 .... PCBwith5MDsfltted, BTM222Bluetooth module..

Fun with Fireflies

100014-1 ...... Printedcircuitboard...... ............. 1 1.00.......17.80

100014-4i....Programmedcontroller................., 11.00.......17.80

8eep, beep...Sesame

081 1 43-41,... Programmed contro11er..................

5 V Power Controller

090719-1......Printedcircuitboard.-....-................ 8.90.......14.40

March 201 0 (No, 399)

Reign with the Sceptre

090559-91 .... PCB, populated and tested, test software loaded .... 1 32.00.....21 2.90

ModuloD

090563-7 1 .... PCB, 5MD-populated, and all other components....... 69.90.....1 1 2.80

February 201 0 (No. 398)

Battery Checker

07I l31-41 ....ATmega32-l6PU,programmed . 17.80.......28.80

071111-71....Kitofparts,e\cl.enclosure.............. 124.00.....200.00

Winamp Controller

090531-71 .... Kitofparts..,..... 89.00.....143.60

TheATMl8 Radio Computer

090140-1 1.... PCB with Si4734/35 radio IC ready

mounted and tested...,........................ 21 .50.......44.40

January 201 0 (No. 397)

USB Magic Eye

090788-1......PrintedcircuiLboard...... ...............9.90.......16.00

090788-4l....ATtiny2313-20PU.programmed................................9.90.......16.00

MIAC for Home Automation

090278-91....PopulatedPCBinenclosure.............. 154.00.....248.40

Dimmerwith a Micro

09031 5-41 .... PlC12F529A. programmed.............. 7.60.......12.10

December 2009 (No. 396)

Preselector for Elektor SDR

09061 5-71 .... Kit of parts, contains partly populated board,
(oil formers, ferrite rod with c0i1s............................,. 47.00.......75.90

Top-of+he-Bill tights Sequencer

090125-l......PCB,bare(mastermodul.).......................................10.80.......17.50

090125-2 ...... PCB, bare (lamp module)................. 2.30.........3.80

090 1 25-41 .... Controller (PlC1 8F2550)

formain PCB, programmed................. 14.50.......23.40

0901 25-42.... Controller (PlC1 2F508-|/SN)

for lamp unit, programmed........................................ 2.30........ 3.80

The Vikings Are Coming!

080948-71 .... Kitof parts: bare PCBand

blueLooth module 811,1222,...............,..................... 23.7 0

ffi * ktc r 
['"tt.-#xi".L,n.o 

K nsd.m

Fax +44208261 4447
Email: sales@elektor^com
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tsBN 978-0-9057 05-84-2.... f29.50 .....US S47.60

'. .a ' '." 
. ...,l'Iir1ir.:.I r cl ; ; li. :t i;!d,

lsBN 978-0-905705-79-8.... f 28.50.....U5 S46.00

i,,.!:i,::.,,.:. ; .. : .:::..,:... . ...'i. i [ ]'i' {,1{,$ i :;, : : : I I i i 1 i j
rsBN 978-0-90s70s-8'l -1 .... f29.50.....US 547.60

, i' -!-'1 M-!1j.: Lr

rSBN 978-0-9057 05-70-5.... f32.00.....US Ss1.70

ii'; :-r - ir i t:', :" r- ; {nl i I t * ry * irr.t,.rru{:l i' il- f ff il f. r l } tt i i: :;

rsBN 978-0-905705-83-5.... f 24.90 .....US S40.20

DVD Elektor 2009
tsBN 978-90-538I -251-8.... f 't 7.50 .....US S28.30

Masteaclass

DVD $"{ighr-[nd Valve Annplifiers
tsBN 978-0-905705-86-6.... f24.90 .... US S40.20

EVD LED Toolbox
tsBN 978-90-538't -245-7 .... 828.50.....U5 S46.00

DVD Elektor 1990 through 1999
rsBN 978-0-905705-76-7 .... f69.00...US 5 t 11.30

ECD 5
rsBN 978-90-5381-1 59-7.... t24.90 .....US S40.20

Art. # 090563-71 ................ f69.90...US S112.80

Art. # 090615-71 ................ E47.00 US 575.90

Art. # 090918-71 ................ f 26.70 .....Us S43.10

Art. # 090531-71 ................ 885.00...US 5143.60

Art.#071131-71.............. f124.00...USS

elel<tor o5-201o

38.30



COMINC ATTRACTIONS /VEXT MONTH /IV EIFKTOR

Unilab V/ l/Temp. Readout

The lab power supply published in the April zoro edition now gets a dedicated measure-

ment circuit showing not just voltage and current on a 4 x 20 character LCD, but also tem-
perature inside the case. The A-D conversion and calculations are handled by an Atmega

r68 processor. A special circuit configuration is used to measure the current in the nega-

tive supply rail.

Program your Own RFIDs

RFID devices type EM4roz are widely available and a suitable reader was described in

Elektor some months ago, based on an EM4og5 reader chip on a small circuit board. The

same board is now used to implement an RFID reader based on an ATtinyz3t3 micro. As

part of the project, you'll be mal<ing your own sensor RFIDs for wireless transmitting of
measured sensor data to the reader.

New oroF.taide t d€vcloptl.xible

Eorlr Lhqiru *auon lor elecbt bik.!

f lm .!!ld .u* &OS im.q.f,ffiXl
g ltrb.dd'e.lddet ,

ffiffi
"F*;J s## $qn

OBDz MiniSimulator
Those of you l<een on writing or developing utilities for vehicle diagnosis will soon discover

that a real car is bit of a problem to have around in the electronics lab. ln cases where a

professional OBD-z analyser is not available or affordable, our mini simulator for OBD sig-

nals may prove useful. The circuit supports four OBD-z protocols and is likely to become

indispensable to everyone worl<ing with OBD hardware and software.

We rcgret that 'Auto Balancer far t iPo Bcttery Pqcks' cctuld not be atcommodated in the May zoto issue as planned

Aftkle titles ond tnagazine {ontents subject ta {hange; pleose rheck the Magozine tab an ww.elektor.rcnt

ElektorUKlFurcpeaneditian:an,o!elvlay2a'2a1o. FlektarUsAeditian: publishedMoytj,zorc.

: l-
l ="i="r'*

All magazine articles back to volume 2ooo are available online in pdf format. The article summary and parts list (if applicable) can be

instantly viewed to help you positively identify an article. Article related items are also shown, including software downloads, circuit

boards, programmed lCs and corrections and updates if applicable. Complete magazine issues may also be downloaded.

ln the Elel<tor Shop you'll find all other products sold by the

publishers, lil<e CD-ROMs, DVDs, kits, modules, equipment,

tools and books. A powerful search function allows you to

search for items and references across the entire website.

Also on the Elektor website:
o Electronics news and Eleldor announcements

o Readers Forum

o PCB, software and e-magazine downloads

o Time limited offers

r FAQ, Author Guidelines and Contact

8+ o5-201o elektor



Description

DVD Elektor 2009

PIC Cookbook
for Virtual lnstrumentation
Complete practical measurement systems
usino a PC

Prices and item descriptions subject to change.
The publishers reserve the right to change prices
without prior notification. Prices and item descriptions
shown here supersede those in previous issues. E. & O.E.

Price each Qty. Total Order Code

sub-totol

P&P

Totol poid

METHOD OF PAYMENT
(see reverse before ticl<ing as appropriate)

I eank transfer

f] cheque
(UK-resident customers ONLY)

I ciro transfer
_-_-,-Lr VISA ii ffi-.il

3t

Expiry date:

Verification code:

Please send this order form to
(see reverse for conditions)

Elektor
Regus Brentford

1000 Creat West Road

Brentford TWB 9HH

Linited Kingdom

Tel.: +44 20 826'l 4509
Fax: +44 2A 8261 4447
www. elel<tor. com
sa les@elektor.cont

'U5A and Canada residents should ure S prices,
and send the order form to:
Elektor Us
PO Box 1 80
Vern0n CT 06066
U5A
Phone:860-875'2199
Fax: 860-871'041 1

E-mail: salei@elektor,com

Address + Post code

Signoture

1
Yes, I am taking o$t am ammua! subscription
to Elektor and receive a free
2GB MP3 player'

lwould like:

f Standard Subscription (1 1 issues)

! subscription-Plus kf,
(1 1 issues plus the Elektor Volume 2010 DVD-ROM '.Z
+ exclusive access to www.elektor-plus.com)

- Offer ovoiloble to Subscribers who hove not held o subscription
to Elektor during the lost 12 months. Offer subjectto ovoilobility.
See reverse for rates ond conditions.

METHOD OF PAYMENT
(see reverse before ticking as appropriate)

l-] Bank transfer

Cheque
(UK-resident customers ONLY)

f ci.o transfernMnW
Expiry date:

Verification code:

Please send this order form to

Elektor
Regus Brentford

1t)00 Creat West Road

Brentfnrd TWB 9HH

United l(ingdom

Tel.: +44 20 8251 4509
Fax: +44 20 8261 4447
www. e le l<to r. co m
subscriptions@elel<tor.com

Address + Post code

Signoture



ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS, P&P CHARGES

All orders, except for subscriptions (for which see below), must be sent BY POST or FAX to our Brentford address using the Order Form

overleaf. Online ordering: www.elel<tor.com/shop
Readers in the USA and Canada should send orders, except for subscriptions (for which see below), to the USA address given on the

order form. Please apply to Elel<tor US for applicable P&P charges. Please allow 4-6 weel<s for delivery.

Orders placed on our Brentford office must include P&P charges (Priority or Standard) as follows: Europe: f 6.00 (Standard) or f 7.00

(Priority) Outside Europe: t9.00 (Standard) or t11.00 (Priority)

ffi
All orders must be accompanied by the full payment, including postage and pacl<ing charges as stated above or advised by Customer

Services staff.
Bank transfer into account no.40209520 held by Elektor Electronics with ABN-AMRO Banl<, London.

IBAN: C835 ABNA 4050 3040 2095 20.

BIC: ABNAC82L. Currency: sterling (Ul(P). Please ensure yourfull name and address gets communicated to us.

Cheque sent by post, made payable to Elektor Electronics. We can only accept sterling cheques and banl< drafts from Ul(-resident

customers or subscribers. We regret that no cheques can be accepted from customers or subscribers in any other country'
Giro transfer into account no. 34-152-3801, held by El'el<tor Electronics. Please do not send giro transfer/deposit forms directly to us,

but instead use the National Ciro postage paid envelope and send itto your National Ciro Centre.

Credit card VISA and MasterCard can be processed by mail, email, web, fax and telephone. Online ordering through our website is

SSL-protected for your security.

ru
Components for projects appearing in Elektor are usually available from certain advertisers in this magazine. lf difficulties in the supply

of components are envisaged, a sourcewill normally be advised in the article. Note, however, thatthe source(s) given is (are) not
exclusive.

TERMS OF BUSINESS

Delivery Although every effort will be made to dispatch your order within 2-3 weel<s from receipt of your instructions, we can not guaran-

tee this time scale for all orders. Returns Faulty goods or goods sent in error may be returned for replacement or refund, but not before

obtaining our consent. All goods returned should be pacl<ed securely in a padded bag or box, enclosing a covering letter stating the

dispatch note number. lf the goods are returned because of a mistal<e on our part, we will refund the return postage. Damaged goods

Claimsfor damaged goods must be received at our Brentford office within 10-days (UK); 14-days (Europe) or21-days (allothercountries).

Cancelled orders All cancelled orders will be subject to a 10% handling charge with a minimum charge of f 5.00. Patents Patent protection

may exist in respect of circuits, devices, components, and so on, described in our bool<s and magazines. Elektor does not accept responsi-

biliiy or liabilityfor failing to identify such patent or other protection. CoPyright All drawings, photographs, articles, printed circuit boards,

programmed integrated circuits, disl<ettes and software carriers published in our bool<s and magazines (other than in third-party adver-

tisements) are copyright and may not be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying and recording,

in whole or in part, without the prior permission of Elektor in writing. Such written permission must also be obtained before any part of

these publications is stored in a retrieval system ofany nature. Notwithstanding the above, printed-circuit boards may be produced for
private and personal use without prior permission. Limitation of liability Elektor shall not be liable in contract, tort, or otherwise, for any loss

or damage suffered by the purchaser whatsoever or howsoever arising out of, or in connexion with, the supply of goods or services by Elektor

other thin to supply goods as described or, at the option of Elektor, to refund the purchaser any money paid in respect of the goods. Law Any

question relating to the supply of goods and services by Elektor shall be determined in all respects by the laws of England. 
lanuary 201 0

SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR ANNUAL

SUBSCRIPTION
w

SUBSCRIPTION CONDITIONS

llljeq !gl94o_.
Surface Mail
Rest of the World

Standard
f49.00

Plus

191_19

875.50

Airmail
Rest of the World 879.00 f91.50

Canada

HOW TO PAY
*w

Bank transfer into account no. 40209520 held by Elel<tor Elec-

tronics. with ABN-AIVIRO Banl<, London. IBAN: C835 ABNA 4050
3040 2095 20. BIC: ABNAC82L. Currency: sterling (Ul(P). Please

ensure your full name and address gets communicated to us'

Cheque sent by post, made payable to Elel<tor Electronics. We can

only accept sterling cheques and banl< drafts from Ul(-resident cus-

tomers or subscribers. We regret that no cheques can be accepted
from customers or subscribers in any other country.
Giro transfer into account no. 34-1 52-3801, held by Elektor Elec-

tronics. Please do not send giro transfer/deposit forms directly to
us, but instead use the National Giro postage paid envelope and

send it to your National Giro Centre.
Credit card V|SA and MasterCard can be processed by mail, email'
web, fax and telephone. Online ordering through our website is

SSL-protected for your security.

The standard subscription order period is twelve months.
lf a permanent change of address during the subscription
period means that copies have to be despatched by a more
expensive service, no extra charge will be made. Conversely,

no refund will be made, nor expiry date extended, if a change
of address allows the use of a cheaper service.

Student applications, which qualify for a20% (twenty per
cent) reduction in current rates, must be supported by

evidence of studentship signed by the head of the college,
school or university faculty.
A standard Student Subscription costs f39.20, a Student
5ubscription-Plus costs f 51.70 (Ul< only).

Please note that new subscriptions tal<e about four weel<s

from receipt of order to become effective.
Cancelled subscriptions will be subject to a charge of 25%

(twenty-five per cent) of the full subscription price or f7.50,
whichever is the higher, plus the cost of any issues already
dispatched. Subsciptions cannot be cancelled after they have

run for six months or more.

r53.00
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lektor
PCB Service

The advantages at a glance
. Professional quality pCBs
. No film charges or staft-up charges.
. No minimum order quantity o, ,harge for this service.. Available to prirrate and commercialiustomers.
. Design check applied to all entries. We,ll let yo, t no*

within 4 hoursl
. Two PCBs supplied - three produced.

lf the third board is also okay. you receive it as well _
free of chargel

0rder custom-designed boards from the Elektor PCB Service

h'rosx op Apvenussns

Armaide, S"or ca,.

APD, Showcasp. .

Atomic Programming Li:. :l-0,',case .

Avit Bebearch, Shor, -;==
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